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This is a study of an event, the twiza, a form of co-operative work regulated by 

codified practice ('rf), with the focus being on the way the event is managed (or even 

created) by talk, especially the talk of the leader or cix. Various kinds of indirection, 

especially the genre of "teasing" (tqcab), are seen to be crucial to understanding how the 

cix orchestrates talk in pursuit of his goals, alternating between persuasion and coercion, 

and how group members at times subvert, at times reinforce, the hegemony of the cix. 
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Note on Transcription 

Please note the following points in the system of transcription used throughout 
this dissertation: emphatic consonants are marked by capital letters (S, D, and T). Capital 
G represents the guttural r sound often transliterated gh. x represents the ch sound in 
chutzpah, often written kh in other transcriptions, c stands for the sh sound in she. q is a 
guttural k sounded toward the back of the vocal apparatus. H represents an aspirated h 
sound, j is pronounced as s in pleasure in Moroccan Colloquial Arabic.' represents 
Arabic 'ayn, a compressed glottal but non-fricative consonant. The other sounds roughly 
correspond to English. 

TABLE 1: PHONETIC CORRESPONDENCES. 

-A 
iT' i J C C c o o 

D S C s z 
'• 

d d X H j t t b 

J a j r J d O vj 
t t J? J? 

1 y w h n m 1 k g/q f G • d T 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this dissertation is twiza as cultural/hnguistic practice. Twiza in 

south-eastern Morocco refers to co-operative activity governed by codified practice or 

custom Crf). in this case jhir sagya or the w^ork of cleaning out the debris from a main 

irrigation canal to permit planting of the cultivated area (Gabal. By cultural/linguistic 

practice is meant a (partially) bounded event or phenomenon recognizable to those who 

participate in it, although not necessarily consciously, because composed of publicly 

shared signs constituting a cultural logic or discourse (Hanks 1990; Sherzer 1987; Urban 

1991). This discursive practice articulates (by means of discourse genres and key 

symbols) with (and therefore indexes) the various levels (or concentric layers) of context, 

material, historical, and symbolic, which constitute it and by which it is constituted. 

Similarly, it can be seen to mediate between production and consciousness. Included in 

this cultural practice/discourse or hegemonic habitus is a cultural (and linguistic) 

semiotics or ideology, regulating bodily (dis)positions, gestures, states, and practices. 

This study takes as its focus the way that language, in particular dialogical talk, holds this 

practice together, and in some sense, even creates or constructs it. The twiza as emergent 

or local-level social institution, cultural/linguistic practice or discourse cannot be 

understood apart from the stream of talk which gets it started and keeps it going, 

orchestrating work, managing conflict, relieving tension, and so on, in ways that are 

culturally distinctive, although at the same time recognizable as pragmatic universals. 

Central to twiza talk is the role of the leader or cix: various kinds of indirection. 
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especially the genre of "joking" or teasing, tqcab. are seen to be crucial to understanding 

how the cix orchestrates talk in pursuit of his goals, alternating between persuasion and 

coercion, and how group members at times subvert, at times reinforce, the hegemony of 

the cix, without ever putting into question the hegemonic cohesion of the larger 

cultural/ideological system of which the twiza forms a part. 

The title, "Birds of Paradise;" The discourse semiotics of co-operative work in a 

pre-Saharan Moroccan twiza, refers to what I see as the constitutive role played by 

language (or "talk") in the event action. From an analysis of the unfolding event, as will 

become clear in the body of the dissertation, it seems evident that participants in the twiza 

change their status conforming to its sacred character, becoming different persons in the 

process. This change of status is subtly indexed by use of language, some of which is 

unique to the twiza. 

METHODS EMPLOYED: 

Once decided on the twiza as the focus of study, and having localized where and 

when it was to take place, the cix recorded his dialogue with participants with their full 

permission and later furnished me with the tape. The result of this is a "cix-centered" 

stream of discourse: the cix's interlocutors are not always audible on the tape. While not a 

perfect solution, it accurately reflects, I believe, the preponderance of speech generated 

by the cix, and the dominant role of the cix in orchestrating the performance. While 

( 

several hours of tape were recorded over a period of several days, one ninety-minute tape 

was chosen for in-depth analysis. The analysis of the twiza, therefore, is based on a 
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fragment or slice of the total event, as any in-depth analysis must be. While the goal of 

taping the event was to produce a stream of "spontaneous" speech reflecting a "real" 

twiza untainted by the observer's paradox, in fact the presence of the researcher had a far-

reaching effect on the speech, as well as a lesser effect on the action, of the event. In spite 

of this, the requirements associated with assuring a smooth performance (with the 

economic output of the community on the line) outweighed the disturbance caused by the 

intrusive observer: "the show must go on", as it were. 

The "data", that is the recorded slice of twiza, were then transcribed, first into 

written Moroccan Arabic, then into a latinized version. Two educated speakers of the 

dialect of the area where the research was undertaken, the Bas-Rteb oasis in the Ziz 

valley of southeastern Morocco (although not from the same qsar of the tape) were used 

to do the transcribing. Although a less than satisfactory solution, this at least provided me 

with a highly accurate data transcription (although better transcribing equipment in other 

than field conditions would have produced a better transcription). The transcription, in 

conjunction with the audio part of the tape, was then subjected to an interpretive analysis. 

The requirements of interpreting this talk in large part dictated the manner in which the 

work proceeded: because the micro-organization of the twiza as reflected in the cix's 

speech relies on subtle turns of speech involving ambiguity, indirection, metaphor, and 

other building blocks only available and understandable to one socialized into the culture 

at hand, the same native speakers and members of the local culture (i.e. "key 

consultants") who did the transcribing also interpreted it, although in conjuction with me 

over several drafts according to criteria, questions, and focusing of my design. This 
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interpretation (in Arabic) then formed the basis for my translation, in which I add 
\ 

comments and interpretations of my own. The interpretation, then, is a collaboration (and 

work-in-progress) between the three of us; due to the requirements of a dissertation, 

though, I have the upper hand and final say. A jointly-authored article or book may have 

produced a different result. 

In accordance with accepted standards and practices for working with human 

subjects, I have arranged that the exact name and location of the fieldsite and of the 

participants can not be identified from the text. The names in the transcribed text are 

common names and nicknames in the area. 

In the course of interpreting the tape, I decided to add a section of notes toward a 

glossary of salient terms related to the semantic domain of twiza: this permits an in-depth 

exploration of the cultural life-world forming the background to the tape, complementary 

to that of the interpretation, in particular how terms are articulated over various semantic 

domains, both material and symbolic, by means of metaphorical extensions and pre

suppositions in many cases unique to the society which is in some sense the object of this 

study, providing a further base of cognitive frames and schemata to complement those 

found in the body of the text. 

PLAN OF THE DISSERTATION; 

After an introductory chapter, the second chapter attempts to place the subject of 

the dissertation, namely the southeastern Moroccan twiza as linguacultural practice, in 

the context of current theoretical movements or controversies in anthropology and in 
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sociocultural theory: in particular, attempts to bridge or overcome a series of dichotomies 

or divisions (in a move consonant with the Hegelian dialectic)~semantics versus 

pragmatics, symbolic anthropology and cognitive anthropology, materialist approaches 

versus symbolic appproaches, the "real" and the imaginarv. production and 

consciousness, and so on. This is followed by an overview of theory relating to the 

material and productive aspects of the dissertation topic (albeit with the emphasis on 

cultural practice): irrigation and farming as a system, the anthropology of work and work 

groups, etc.; this is followed in turn by a review of symbolic, and especially, language-

based, theory: discourse genres, verbal play, indirection in speaking, persuasive language, 

especially with regard to the Maghreb (or "Morocco") and the Arab-Islamic study area in 

general. 

Chapter 3 situates the twiza in the context of Maghribi or North African culture, 

society, and history, asking the questions: how are work groups (in the Maghreb, "work" 

almost always implies a work group) conceptualized, constituted/organized, and 

managed, or, what is the local theory and practice of the work group? Concomitantly, 

how can the way language is used in the Maghribi twiza be located in the larger 

constellation of communicative and interactional practices which Maghribis deploy to 

strategic advantage in culturally distinctive (although universally recognizable) ways, and 

at the intersection of which Maghribi personhood and identity are (at least in part) 

formed? 

Chapter 4, "The cultural practice of Twiza in the Lower-Rteb Oasis of 

Southeastern Morocco" details, with as much precision as possible, the twiza as a local 
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socio-cultural practice with its own rules, understandings, and meanings, embedded in a 

system of material/productive, social, and symbolic relations which are (in part) mediated 

and/or articulated through discourse. Subjects touched on: the local system of irrigation, 

social organization of work and of agriculture, organization of the cultivated area, links to 

other cognitive domains. The rules of the twiza: who works, how they are chosen, roles 

or tasks filled, the steps or stages which define or script the event, etc. 

Chapter 5 gives an overview of the twiza as a semiotic system of meanings, 

themes, and values, in other words, as a discourse, where multiple levels of social reality 

are articulated together in a common symbolic framework. 

In Chapter 6,1 enter into the phenomenological lifeworld of the twiza in more 

detail through an examination of actual recorded discourse. The method employed in this 

section is complementary to that employed in the earlier chapters, but in some sense 

represents its reverse or flip side, working inside-out, as it were, from discourse to 

context, whereas in chapters one through five the movement is outside-in: by presenting 

various ways the event can be situated theoretically, it is hoped a mind-picture or 

understanding will emerge, while in Chapter 6 understanding is intended to emerge from 

the accumulation of inferences, presuppositions, and background knowledge. In the 

earlier chapters, I attempt to get at an understanding of the twiza by juxtaposing various 

contextualizing perspectives, both material and symbolic, with the hope that their 

intersection will produce the start of an adequate explanation and/or understanding. 

Conversely, in Chapter 6, the "facts on the ground", the "uninterpreted" data, are 

gradually brought into contact with explanatory context. The object of this kind of close 
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treatment is to demonstrate in what way and to what extent the twiza (and practices like 

it) are linguistically and culturally constituted (in a Husserlian sense), as opposed to 

merely reflective of prior non-linguistic or non-imaginary reality (not that I would locate 

the linguistic entirely or even mostly in the realm of the "imaginary"), a position which is 

far less prevalent than it used to be, but which can still be found presupposed in many 

anthropological theories of meaning, albeit in attenuated form, due to the recent 

awareness of and interest in symbolism and discourse. 

The method followed is a line-by-line analysis of tape-recorded twiza talk, 

covering transcription, translation, and any contextualization deemed necessary to make 

sense of the stream of speech, with particular emphasis put on the way the event of the 

twiza is co-authored or co-constructed by its two types of participant, leader and 

follower, cix and worker, during the course of the event. Language use, or discourse, is 

the key entree to the world of the twiza; the extent to which language or discourse can 

explain or give privileged access to phenomena otherwise obscure or hidden from view 

will be assessed in the concluding section of the dissertation. 

APPENDIX A and APPENDIX B reproduce the full text of my transcription from 

the local Arabic variety spoken in the Ziz valley. A full tape transcript has been included 

with the methodological as well as theoretical aim of maximum transparency and 

accountability of data. 

APPENDIX C, Notes toward a Glossary of salient terms related to the semantic 

domain of twiza, is meant to complement the approach taken in chapter six and in the 

first two appendices; my aim is to provide a semantic counterpart to the primarily 
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pragmatic text analysis of the preceding section. However, the distinction between 

semantics and pragmatics is not as clear-cut in my view as in that of some others who 

want to restrict the study of meaning or semantics to a calculus of truth conditions while 

championing a pragmatics reduced to formally modelling presupposition and implicature. 

Rather, 1 concur with Silverstein (1979; 1981), Wierzbicka (1991), Givon (1989), and 

others, in conceptualizing pragmatics as a kind of semantics: accordingly, the way 

language is used differentially across cultures can and should be a window on those 

cultures' systems of producing meanings. With this in mind, a primary purpose of the 

dictionary as presently constructed is to foreground the articulations between the various 

domains of the culture. To this end, much information of a pragmatic or language-use 

character has been included in the entries (just as the text analysis relies on semantics to 

decode the meaning of many utterances). 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND TO THE TWIZA: 

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 

The role of culture in the constitution of sustainable systems, agricultural systems 

in particular, is an underresearched area, even though development programs which 

disregard the complexity and sophistication of farmers' strategic knowledge of 

indigenous farming systems are unlikely to succeed. Several studies have shown the 

importance of language phenomena to a holistic understanding of social function 

(Duranti 1981; Hill and Hill 1986; Duranti 1994), and Geertz (Geertz 1972) points 

specifically to the importance of rhetoric in the constitution of irrigated systems. Yet no 

detailed ethnographic study relating these has been undertaken. This dissertation aims to 

fill this gap by addressing the following questions: How is resource allocation in a 

farming system negotiated through linguistic means? What is the relation between control 

of natural resources and control of social and linguistic resources? How are these 

linguistic resources and social phenomena connected? This study applies the 

recently-developed "discourse-based" theory of culture (Sherzer 1987; Urban 1991), a 

theory which permits the integration of linguistic and cultural-ecological perspectives and 

methods. This conception of culture as discourse or contextualized and contextualizing 

publicly shared signs counters a concept of culture as merely reflective of pre-existing 

material reality, comprising the knowledge necessary to farm successfully. A discourse 

approach, instead, considers how language use actually constitutes the world of social 
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actors. The ethnographic methods employed in discourse-based research, and in this 

dissertation, emphasize the recording of spontaneously produced speech in context, and 

the analysis of such speech in collaboration with members of the community in which it 

is produced. The research site proposed was language use in intensive smallholder 

irrigated systems in the Tafilalt oasis of south-eastern Morocco, situated in the Ziz river 

valley. The primary research goal was to ascertain the degree to which agriculture, as a 

sociocultural system, could be viewed as a set of practices constructed through language. 

It was posited that discourse about agriculture encodes historical relations and social 

memory and is a prime site of symbolic interaction and contestation between different 

groups of local actors. 

I chose the Tafilalt as an appropriate research venue for several reasons: 1) the 

region is ethnographically rich, combining social and linguistic complexity with a 

multiplicity of local irrigation practices; 2) the irrigation systems are still largely intact 

and continue to function in a sustainable manner, although this is set to change; 3) the 

region has a long and rich history, much of it documented, allowing a sociohistorical 

perspective. No sociolinguistic work has been undertaken in the Tafilalt, so this study 

does not duplicate previous or ongoing research there (or elsewhere in Morocco) . 

ORMVAT (I'Office Regional du Mise en Valeur du Tafilalt), the regional agricultural 

development office, is proceeding with a large-scale project to develop commercial 

agriculture in the Tafilalt. A large dam was built in the 1970's and the reservoir behind it 

is the source of irrigation water throughout the area. Until now, villages have maintained 

control over local resources once the water is delivered, i.e. local practices and customary 
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law are still in force. As the project gathers momentum, however, these are inevitably 

giving way to state-level structures more closely integrated to world markets. Thus, 

research is urgently needed while sustainable systems are still in place, to document 

indigenous technologies -both material and meaningful ~ of adaptation as well as 

accommodation to new conditions. Further, the context of rapid change provides a unique 

opportunity to investigate how language is recruited to the management of shifting 

conditions. 

SPECIFIC RESEARCH QUESTIONS/HYPOTHESES: 

The dissertation research addressed the following questions: How is resource 

allocation, of agricultural inputs such as land, water, or development capital, negotiated 

through linguistic means? What is the relation between control of such material resources 

and control of social and linguistic resources such as knowledge, rank, reputation, or 

specific rhetorical skills? 

My research focused on the ways in which language use constitutes social and 

cultural relations of agricultural production. I consider language itself to be a strategic 

resource: social actors not only use it in their struggle to control natural resources and the 

means of symbolic production (or "meaning"), but are theorized to struggle precisely over 

I 

the linguistic means themselves. A key linguistic practice implicated in this process is the 

rhetoric of persuasion. Persuasive language has been of recent interest to researchers 

desiring to clarify the mechanisms through which power is amassed and maintained 

without direct recourse to coercion (or, if coercion is present, persuasive rhetoric supports 
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its use by extending force into a wider field of action). Persuasion, then, forms part of a 

linguistic ideology by means of which dominance is expressed and in fact constituted. 

Another term for this kind of non-coercive domination is hegemony (Williams 1977; 

Briggs 1988). It was hypothesized that competing interests' discourse about agriculture, 

particularly over contested rights to water and land, would employ language in a 

consistent and coherent fashion to institute a regime of hegemony. However, since the 

linguistic resources themselves are contestable, I expected discourses of resistance of a 

variety of types, such as counterhegemonic discourse (Abu-Lughod 1991; Hill 1992; 

Williams 1977). It was further posited that these discursive processes would be 

observable throughout the social hierarchy: as has been observed in other parts of the 

world, there is a tendency of lower status groups to employ the categories of dominant 

groups in interactions internal to these groups (Hill and Hill 1986), but it is of course 

possible that lower-status groups will exhibit alternative discourse practices. 

I attempted to approach these questions by attention to discussion by 

agriculturalists of issues related to economy, tenure, and techniques, as well as talk about 

their everyday activities (and beliefs), which typically encode local relations and 

practices. One question was: in what contexts do especially critical forms of persuasion 

occur? For instance, studies of the area note the traditional importance of "town criers" to 

convey information (Hammoudi 1985). Meetings of the the local ima'a council (Messick 

1988) may also be a critical context. A large contextual question is whether public forms 

of "verbal art" are especially important in constructing access and rights to resources (as 

suggested, for instance, in the work of Caton), or whether more quotidian forms of talk 
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such as gossip (Haviland 1977; Haviland 1991) or talk among relatives (as suggested in 

Hanks' (1990) study of Maya households) may be more significant. A full study of all the 

major discourse types being impossible, in my research I attempted to be particularly 

alert to the problem of which contexts, genres, and registers were especially promising 

research sites, and tried to focus on those that seemed to offer the richest possibilities for 

research. 

In addition to the problem of locating which genres and contexts are crucial sites 

for negotiation of access to resources, the method I employed attempted to pay attention 

to the details of the code., such as the areas of metapragmatic characterizations 

(Silverstein 1979), deictic elements, evidentials, the forms of figurative language (cf. 

(Fernandez 1991), politeness formulas and other formulaic speech, and bilingual 

phenomena such as codeswitching into the repertoire of language varieties available to 

speakers in the Ziz valley: local varieties of Tamazight or Berber, colloquial Moroccan 

varieties from Fes, Rabat, and Casablanca, French, Spanish from early colonial times in 

the north, as well as Standard Arabic, ever present from the radio, television, and the 

officializing institutions of education and administration. Again, as with the question of 

context and genre, the early goal of the research was to identify those dimensions of 

coding that seem most crucial to persuasion and negotiation. 

The transformations occurring in the Tafilalt resulting from the intensifying 

integration of the area into world markets provide a particularly attractive opportunity to 

\ 
study the impact of agricultural change on the way language is used. It was hypothesized 

that speaking practices would reflect the shift taking place from a localized sherifian (see 
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below) hegemony based on control of religious and cultural capital (Bourdieu 1977) by 

traditionally powerful groups to one where economic capital is primary, and can be 

transferred into cultural capital even by groups traditionally excluded from power. In 

short, I predicted a change from ethnic differentiation of talk to a regime of speaking 

based on emergent class distinctions. 

THE STUDY POPULATION: THE TAFILALT 

The richness and complexity of the Tafilalt's traditional social structure is 

well-suited to a study of sociolinguistic diversity and multivocality; moreover, 

ethnographic research on cultural and linguistic practices there (or in rural Morocco 

generally) is almost entirely lacking. Analysts have described the region, along with the 

neighboring Dra' valley to the southwest, as being comprised of mutually dependent 

groups arranged into a hierarchy of approximately five caste-like, endogamous social 

categories (Jacques-Meunie 1958; Hammoudi 1985). The top two, shurfa and mrabTin. 

enjoy a form of religiously-based prestige; below them are Hrar (sg. Horr) freeholders 

who own land, then HaraTn landless sharecroppers, and finally, 'bid (former) slaves 

occupying the lowest rung. The current hierarchy is the end result of groups competing 

for scarce resources in an arid ecological zone. It was hypothesized that the competing 

groups have their own distinct historical memory of these events, and that such 

discrepancies could be used to make sense of their cultural practice and would be 

reflected in their characteristic persuasive strategies. 
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The Tafilalt still contains indigenous agricultural systems which are relatively 

intact. Agriculture in this arid zone relies on an intricate network of irrigation canals and 

dams. Water is distributed unequally among villages and social groups. Recent studies of 

the distribution system show mixed community and private rights to water, subject to a 

multitude of local practices (Hammoudi 1985). Subsistence crops include barley, corn, 

alfalfa, dates, and henna. 

The site of this study is in the region which has Errachidia as its economic center. 

Several types of spatial arrangement have been reported for the area. In the first, the 

social categories inhabit separate but neighboring villages. Shurfa villages have 

historically been concentrated in the Wad Ifli area (Dunn 1977). Others have described 

arrangements in which the groups live in different quarters of a village (Mezzine 1987); 

this may represent a historical pattern that has been superseded. Whether spatially 

contiguous or not, the relation of mutual dependence remains constant. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY AND CONCLUSIONS: 

Little sustained ethnographic fieldwork has been done in the Tafilalt plain, and 

none relating to language use. The Tafilalt's historical character as a socially complex 

area incorporating multiple ethnic groups/social categories interacting with and 

dependent on one another makes it an excellent test case for recent theory in 

sociolinguistics which focuses on the negotiated and contingent (constructed) nature of 

social life and takes culture to be "discourse-based," manifested in the public deployment 

of signs through talk. While the Moroccan agricultural sector has been studied, the 
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linguistic dimension of agricultural knowledge and practice has been completely 

neglected. Research in other areas of the world has shown the importance of this 

dimension for a holistic understanding of agricultural process, particularly when such 

studies inform development policy. This dissertation attempts to contribute new theory 

and method that combines materialist and meaning-oriented approaches to the studyof 

how farming systems in the Tafilalt, as one example, are produced, reproduced, and 

modified in struggles over meaning. 



CHAPTER 3 

"TWIZA'.': WORK GROUPS AND COMMUNICATIVE INTERACTION IN 

MAGHRIBI CULTURE, SOCIETY, AND HISTORY 

In this chapter I attempt to link the general theory outlined in the preceding chapter 

with the specific local practices described in the following one by sketching some of the 

most salient features necessary to understanding local-level practices in the Maghrib, in 

particular those involving work, as cultural constructions mediated by (a certain kind of) 

talk. The first move is to shift the emphasis from "work" in general to the notion of 

"work-group", a theoretical move which foregrounds the socially distributed nature of 

work, indeed any group activity with a common focus or purpose This is consonant 

with recent developments in practice theory stressing the distributed, and social, nature of 

human activity (Lave 1988; Hutchins 1995), including work, which must be regarded as a 

model, if not the model, of human interaction, for few would deny that human activity or 

agency is, above all, goal-oriented or purposive (Giddens 1979; Giddens 1993). It seems 

to me, therefore, that there is little sense in thinking about work in the abstract when work 

always involves work in a group. Although the individualist ideology found in the "west" 

obscures this point, where work is paradigmatically seen to be an activity which is carried 

out by solitary individuals (although as we have seen above, cognitive and practice 

theorists argue that this is in fact not the case), no such ideology exists in other parts of 

the world, and certainly does not in the Maghrib, where human activity is inherently and 
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paradigmatically social; indeed, what Edward Hall (Hall 1966) pointed out long ago for 

Arabs of the Middle East is equally true of Maghrebis: to be alone is considered a 

temporary, and undesirable, state. This chapter considers, then, how work groups or 

work teams are conceptualized in local theory, how they have been contextualized 

historically, and finally, how local conceptions of speech and action might be integrated 

by viewing the work or activity group as the fundamental unit of socially-distributed 

discursive practice, with talk the medium through which group practice is instantiated. 

The Maghribi prototype for teamwork is the twiza, a labor circulation system 

developed for the needs of farmers who during the course of the agricultural cycle are 

regularly confronted with a need for labor beyond the ability of the household to supply, 

A 

whether for planting or harvesting/threshing. In addition, occasional need to expand the 

living quarters of the household is met by holding a twiza. Beyond the level of household 

production in the local farming system, the community as a (formal as well as informal) 

organized institution is involved in moderating or containing the vagaries of the 

agricultural cycle and indeed in providing for the basic needs of cultivation through its 

regular holding of twizas for the upkeep of the canal and dam system under its 

jurisdiction which is responsible for maintaining a steady supply of water to the 

' Although I argue that a common goal necessarily hides the competing interests always present among 

different parties to the activity. 
^ There is an implicit symbolic opposition at work here along the lines house:field;:women:men::cooked or 
processed foodifopd in its unprocessed state::processed animal products:minimally processed animal 
products (a related series of oppositions is sketched in Bourdieu's ethnographic writings on the Kabyles of 
Algeria). Whereas the men's domain is the second part of the opposition, as described in the above schema, 
women's domains'are also served by twizas involving the processing of grain into food, as in the case of 
the manufacture of couscous, of wool into thread (and blankets and rugs), and of plant fiber into mats and 
baskets. 
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cultivated area, a sine qua non of successful production.^ In addition, as will be discussed 

below, the twiza has been used throughout Maghribi history for the need of successive 

states to quickly mobilize a labor pool for public works projects. How the major western 

thinkers who have pioneered research into Maghribi society (in some cases building 

directly from earlier Maghribi thinkers) have described and theorized the twiza as model 

for the understanding of rural Maghribi social life is discussed in the section that follows. 

DEFINITIONS OF TWIZA 

The best definition of twiza in the literature on the Maghrib is that of the great 

French colonial ethnographer Georges Colin, found in the new Sinaceur edited version of 

Colin's fichiers from the field (Colin/Sinaceur, vol. I, p. 208): 

twiza n. plur. twaaiz. 1. Prestation gratuite de travail collectif, non retribue en 
especes. 2. Corvee, en general benevole, consentie par un groupe (les membres d'une 
meme jmaa'a) a un tiers, a charge de revanche, spec, pour les travaux agricoles: labour, 
moisson, depiquage, gaulage des olives, egalement pour construire sa maison (par. ex. en 
faveur d'un gros agriculteur qui manque de bras pour terminer a temps sa moisson, a 
charge pour lui d'offrir un bon repas aux participants, en faveur du Taalab appointe par la 
jmaa'a comme iimaam et maitre d'ecole coranique, pour lui labourer et ensemencer la 
superficie fixee dans son contrat, puis en moissonner la recolte et la depiquer, au profit de 
la communaute pour reparer la mosquee, entretenir les sentiers, les canaux d'irrigation, 
etc...) 3. Corvee imposee a ses administres par un qaaid; (labourage, ensemencement, 
sarclage, moisson, depiquage et transport du grain jusqu'a sa demeure; il fournit 
uniquement la semence: il dispose, dans chaque village de la tribu qu'il commande, d'un 
champ ou d'un vaste terrain faisant partie du domaine de I'Etat); c'est une marque de 
servage qui constitue une charge aussi lourde qu'impopulaire; comp. berb. tiwizi, tuwizi; 
corvee.'^ 

^ The other extra-household domain under the jurisdiction of the jma'a, with its own twiza, is the mosque. 
As will be shown in the following chapter, and in the explanation of the text, there is a symbolic 
equivalence drawn in local thought between the two extra-household domains of mosque and field: in local 
belief, both are instrumental in the creation and maintenance of life. 

Translation: 1) The provision of unremunerated collective work. 2) unpaid, mandatory labor, generally 

voluntary, agreed to by a group (the members of the same ima'a) for another group as return for a favor, 
especially for agricultural work; plowing, harvesting, threshing, the harvest of olives, also for building a 
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The important points here, for our purposes, are the fact that the twiza is a 

communal event, non-remunerated and topped off (in a sense "consumated") by a 

communal meal paid for by its sponsors, and most importantly, the fact of its double or 

ambiguous nature, here voluntary, there compulsory, and more often than not 

characteristically combining the two seemingly contradictory properties or attributes 

within a single phenomenon. It is this latter characteristic that serves as the pivot around 

which the most sustained theory of Maghribi social interaction to date is constructed, that 

of the French ethnographer-cum-sociologist of the habitus Pierre Bourdieu, who in his 

famous studies of the symbolic structures of Kabyle social life and their instantiation in 

practice, considers the twiza to be the focal institution of exchange around and through 

which social order is produced and reproduced.^ 

THEORY AND THE TWIZA 

We have seen that twiza "means" contradictory things at the level of practice. As 

will become apparent from a close reading of the text transcript, the twiza balances 

within itself a tension between persuasion and coercion, solidarity and hierarchy. At 

another level, it is a site of contestation between a solidary "traditional" past (at least as 

represented ideologically) and a recent colonial past marked by inequalities and 

house, for example for the benefit of a big farmer who is short of workers to enable him to finish the 
harvest on time, in exchange for offering the participants a substantial meal, for the benefit of the Talaab 
appointed by the ima'a as an imam and teacher at a Coranic school, for plowing and sowing the area 

stipulated in his contract, then for the harvesting and threshing of the grain, for the profit of the community 
for repairing a mosaque, maintaining footpaths, irrigation canals, etc. 3) a corvee placed on citizens by a 
qaid: (plowing, sowing, weeding, harvesting, threshing and transporting of grain to his residence; he 
supplies the seed only: he has at his disposal in each village belonging to the tribe he oversees, a field or 
large plot of land belonging to the state; it is a mark of bondage as unpopular as it is onerous... 
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injustices. In local philosophy, drawing upon Islamic texts as a reference point, it is seen 

to be a microcosm of a just (read "solidary") order, and so conflated with the pole of 

solidarity. The picture is complicated, however, by the practices of the French colonial 

regime. In the name of such Enlightenment values as modernity and civilization, the 

administrators of "colonial science" attempted all manner of changes to the social fabric 

of life. The French authorities frequently interceded in the social system in the name of 

"equality", in the stated interest of rectifying past injustices, notably the landed/landless 

divide separating whites from blacks.^ The picture is complicated then for certain 

categories of society by discrepancies between a desire for solidarity in the face of 

incursions by hated outsiders, and the in-some-cases real benefit which those same 

outsiders brought them. In addition, for all social categories, today's twiza carries within 

it the memory of corvee labor imposed by the French overseers upon a colonized and 

humiliated, even terrorized, population, adding to the intrinsic dichotomy or paradox of 

the traditional twiza, representing at the same time a site for performing allegories of 

solidarity and for counterhegemony or (hidden) resistance. 

Bourdieu, who bases his theory of North African exchange around the paradox 

inherent in the "traditional" twiza, is largely or entirely silent on the subject of its 

incorporation into wider structures of power; an analysis of twiza which showed it to be 

historically constituted would consider the influence of corvee labor for the needs of the 

colonial state on the development of the twiza within a (putatively solidary) community . 

' Or, in the first variant of the theory, maintained. 
® (cf. Ilahiane 1998) 

' I should point out, however, that twiza can refer to two somewhat different phenomena: (agricultural) 
cooperative work between a small number of families and larger-scale cooperative work at the level of an 
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A few apposite quotations from Bourdieu's thoughts on twiza ("thiwizi" in the Algerian 

region of Kabylia where he did his research) follow: 

(after defining a thiwizi as "mutual help/corvee"): 

"if one insists on seeing thiwizi as a corvee...one must at least take into account the 
fact that this corvee is disguised under the appearance of mutual aid. In fact thiwizi 
mainly profits the richer farmers...: the poor have no need of assistance with the harvest; 
but thiwizi may also benefit the poor man in the case of the building of a house 
(1985:60)." 

...the thiwizi, the voluntary assisitance which is also a corvee and is thus a voluntary 
corvee and forced assistance (ibid: 179). 

David Hart, who did ethnographic work among mountain Berbers in the Moroccan 

North who are culturally and linguistically related to the Kabyle Berbers studied by 

Bourdieu, notes the following about the practice of twiza (here called dhiwizi): 

dhwiza (pi. dhiwizawin), working party organized by anyone who needs help with a 
particular job to be done (house-building, harvesting, etc.). A system of mutual aid; 
workers are not paid but are fed by the man who has organized the dhwiza, which 
generally does not last longer than one day. 

Another seminal researcher of rural social reality in the North African region is Paul 

Pascon. His discussion of twiza and collective work in the Maghrib, based on his 

extensive research in the Haouz Valley south of the imperial city of Marrakech, does 

attend to the power-historical dimension, as can be seen from the following excerpt 

where he distinguishes between kulfa and twiza; however, he neglects the ambiguity 

inherent in each type: 

p. 309 n. 44: La kulfa (ar. kalafa = imposer, charger) ou corvee, est une charge 
imposee par I'autorite du caid ou du Makhzen. A distinguer du twiza (du berb. itwizi = 
s'entr'aider) qui est une tache decidee et accomplie en commun, par glissement de sens ou 

entire village or even several villages, as is the case when a particular canal needs to be overhauled: each 

village using the canal sends representatives). It is the second, non-paradigmatic, definition of the twiza 

which is the subject of this thesis: 
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hypocrisie politique on a appele souvent twiza ce qui etait des koulfa dans le Haouz. (La 
plupart des auteurs, meme berberisants traduisent twiza par corvee, y compris E. Laoust 
(Glossaire berber-francais, 1928 et 1936) pourtant dans Mots et choses berberes, p. 370, 
il transcrit une information ethnographique orale qui decrit parfaitement la twiza 
d'entr'aide. Voir aussi Georges Marcy~le droit coutumier zemmour.)^ 

Pascon's analysis is fertile ground for further research. His conjectures raise certain 

questions: How did this slippage in meaning come about? Can it be placed in a historical 

context? Is it prior to the colonial period? 

This would certainly seem to be the case. According to documents cited in Le 

Tourneau (1978[1949]), "twiza", glossed as a kind of corvee and undertaken by 

representatives of the Maghribi state or mxzan can already be found in the early history 

of Fes, for public works in irrigation, road construction and maintenance, upkeep of city 

walls, and other needs of the collectivity^. Le Tourneau mentions the twiza, in Fasi 

documents a type of corvee imposed by the state, in the context of his research into the 

^ The kulfa (Arabic kalafa = impose, force, charge with) or corvee, is a responsibihty or load imposed by 
authority of a caid or by the Makhzen. To be distinguished from twiza (from Berber itwizi = to help one 

another, cooperate), a task decided upon and carried out by the parties themselves. By slippage of meaning 

or political hypocrisy what are actually kulfa have often gone by the name of twiza in the Haouz Valley. 

(Most scholars translate twiza as a corvee, including E. Laoust; despite the fact that in his Mots et choses 
berberes, p. 370, he transcribes an informant interview which perfectly describes twiza as a form of 
cooperative work (my translation). 
' See also Mohammed Ennaji. An advantage of the present study, which historical/archival evidence can 

only provide with difficulty, if at all, is the possibility that it may provide a linguistic angle to this question 
of the different meanings of twiza, "tradition" or imposition, local or state-regional, through the degree to 

which it might be penetrated or impregnated with the vocabulary as well as pragmatic markers of a state
wide discursive regime, with its attendant military-like logic. One way to go about this, beyond the scope 
of the present study, would be to record samples of different types of twiza language, in effect to construct 

a typology along several dimensions or variables, primarily size and distance from the house or household 
plot of land as the independent variables with the number of metaphors or lexemes pointing to military or 
state origines the dependent variable. A further question at that time would be to ascertain which terms 
have a colonial origin and which ones predate the colonial period. It will be seen in the next two chapters 
that the outlines of such an approach can be glimpsed in the transcription which forms the basis of this 
thesis. Another promising line of approach is to compare the vocabulary of nawazil. the religious 
judgements regarding disputes over rights to land and water made under the Maliki system of jurisprudence 
in the Islamic middle ages, a likely baseline of thinking about "traditional" domains of meaning and action, 
albeit skewed toward religious and therefore formal cultural and linguistic categories (as well as 
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corporation or corporate group (or guild), the basic unit of socio-economic structure 

organized hierarchically by craft under the authority of makhzen and sultan. The 

corporations are called upon periodically to give tribute in the form of gifts or labor. Each 

corporation is represented by an amin. the interface as it were between the makhzen and 

the craftsmen. According to Le Tourneau, an effective amin is almost a charismatic 

figure; he must combine in his person and role intelligence, cunning, and persuasion, in 

short be skilled in the arts of language and politics. Although designated by the 

authorities to be their spokesman and to serve their interests, a successful amin will 

operate through persuasion rather than coercion, having an intuitive understanding of 

what is required to lead: when to be tough and unyielding, and when to give in. In the 

event of arbitrary use of power, the amin protects the interests of his charges, while 

appearing to carry out his instructions from above. 

The description of the Fassi amin system (in use throughout the makhzen) has 

obvious similarities to the rural ima'a of the study at hand, as we shall see in the 

following chapter and in the text analysis. The jma'a designates cixs (or sheikhs) to lead 

ad hoc work groups. Like the amin. cvux CpH are beholden to the hierarchical chain of 

command, responsible for maintaining discipline, yet at the same time must be seen to be 

one of the men and to look out for them if necessary. Like the amin, the successful dx is 

a master of human relations as well as highly skilled in the task at hand, for he must be 

able to direct the action as well as know when cheating is occurring. It seems to me that 

this analogy if not homology between town and countryside presents a strong argument 

documenting small-scale activities in the village), with records made by the state bureaucracy, both of 
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for the power-historical constitution of both practices. It makes no sense, then, to 

conceptualize the twiza either in its rural or urban variant as "timeless tradition", or the 

reflex of some "segmentary principle" at work in North African societies, without 

reference to these areas' historical incorporation into a larger state system over a long 

period of time and the functions necessary to keep such a system in operation'®. 

The following section discusses language, already broached in the context of the 

skills necessary to persuade, in more detail, with the aim of arriving at a theory of the 

uses and functions of persuasive language in directing and even in constituting the twiza 

which can then be tested as it were on the data in the following chapters. 

LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATIVE INTERACTION IN THE MAGHRIB: 
THE PLACE OF TWIZA 

Studies of the pragmatics of communication in the Maghrib, whether in/of western 

languages or "native" languages or "dialects" (Moroccan Arabic or "Berber") are virtually 

non-existent. However, based on the little work that has been done, as well as my own 

personal infonhation and intuition about communicative practices stemming from 

fieldwork, I think that one could venture the following as valid generalizations, subject of 

course to further verification: 

To begin with, (unmarked) interaction is hierarchical and therefore, asymmetrical. 

A typical interaction involves ordering, or informing, by a superior to an inferior, as a 

man to a woman, an adult to a child, or an official to a supplicant. However, much 

small-scale activities, such as corvee twizas organized at a higher level for state-bureaucratic purposes. 
Although it is tempting to see the rural twiza in its simplest form of cooperation between two families as 

the prototype of the form. 
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interaction also involves equals, who adopt instead a strategy of egalitarian solidarity. 

This type of interaction is adopted by interlocutors who share a status, and/or by age-

mates, typically of the same sex, or by siblings. At the same time, a rich set of genres 

exists whereby 1) those who are obliged to adopt a posture of solidarity can communicate 

indirectly through innuendo, joking, and other kinds of linguistic indirection their 

superiority, and 2) those who are placed in a subordinate position by virtue of extra-

linguistic indicators or statuses can get a feeling of come-uppance through similar uses of 

indirection, although this could be a risky strategy the higher one goes up the social 

hierarchy. One particularly developed genre of indirection is called Hcvan IhaDra. 

literally "inserted words" or "stuffed words", that is, soft words which carry a hidden or 

delayed "load" of insult, threat, or derision'\ Hcvan IhaDra may or may not involve 

third-party overhearers to (silently) ratify or appreciate the performance. A successful 

instance of "inserted speech" results in the object of the insult not noticing or 

understanding what happened until later, in the case of a dyadic interaction, or never, in 

the event of the presence of other parties. However, a variant exists in which the insult, 

although indirect because couched in the form of an indirection required by the rules of 

the genre, is obvious. This kind of speech probably occurs most in situations where the 

parties already enjoy strained or tense relations, yet are bound by rules of social propriety 

or interest to maintain a facade, however frayed or transparent, of civility; such a 

situation often prevails between in-laws, especially between women. This points to a by-

" "Hcyan" is the substantive of the verb Hci, to penetrate, or cause to penetrate, with obvious sexual 
connotations, used for example in the modern vernacular to describe putting a plug into a socket. Thus, the 
recipient of this form of speech would presumably feel, upon recognizing the ploy, as in some way 
violated, adding to\the insult. 
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now general rule of interaction: subordinate (or subaltern) groups tend to reproduce 

dominant categories and strategies, usually to a degree of refinement unknown among 

dominant groups or statuses, a point that is corroborated by the degree of expertise in 

10 
Hcvan IhaDra found among rural women 

Just as a social actor's position in the hierarchy lends weight or force, in other words 

(moral) authority, to his or her speech, so too one's contribution to an interaction, to be 

judged 'weighty' or serious, should refer to a paradigmatic authority, such as a textual 

authority (a verse from the Qur'an, a Hadit. a proverb or saying, etc.). As described 

above, authority can accrue to one's person, and therefore to one's discourse, as a function 

of one's position (or status) in the hierarchy (really a continuation of the first point), but 

even in this case, one's contribution is considered better to the extent it quotes from and 

thus refers to a culturally acknowledged source of prestige. 

Of course, discourse can be used to construct solidarity as well as subvert it, both in 

situations where no solidarity naturally exists but is desired, and in contexts where it 

exists but is under perceived threat.'^ As is the case with the destruction of solidarity, its 

construction involves the sophisticated deployment of linguistic strategies which I will 

label "verbal play". Verbal play as conceived here involves the use of the verbal 

resources of a language, such as metaphor and metonym, strategies of indirection and 

implication, etc., in the pursuit of one's (extra-linguistic) goals. "Play" is here used 

somewhat differently from its "folk" definition: verbal play can involve the very serious 

Another explanation of this phenomenon is that it is a cultural survival. 
One could also say that the use of Hcyan IhaDra to deflate the pretentiousness of superiors, either 

surreptitiously or not, is a kind of construction of solidarity as well. 
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deployment of linguistic resources, as for instance, in ritualized insults between women 

or m'ayra (see below) or in the use of Hcvan IhaDra in the midst of a heated argument, 

also with the intent to insult. In general, verbal play always involves a strategic purpose, 

and so in that sense is always serious.'"* This view of language or verbal play as rule-

governed, culturally specific thought and activity (or behavior) in pursuit of a strategic 

goal is consonant with Wittgensteinian language games, Bateson's ethologically-based 

notion of play, Geertz's deep play, and Levinson's language activities. 

In the following chapter and in the analysis of the text, we will begin to get a sense 

of the ways in which the cix or team leader deploys language (or uses verbal play) to 

further the goals set for him by the ima'a and by the nature of the task at hand: to keep 

the operation moving on schedule, to encourage workers by attending to their positive 

face and to their need to feel part of a solidary endeavor by skillful use of appeals to 

religious ideology, group solidarity and competition, real or manufactured, between 

groups, and so on. In addition, it will become apparent that the cix is not a dictator, and 

that part of his skill lies in knowing or sensing when he has pushed up against a limit and 

must yield. 

However, 1 would not want to argue that folk-playful uses of language such as various types of verbal art 
are epiphenomena of more serious usages: first, in this definition, they would be considered serious as well, 
and second, I consider all verbal art or play, indeed ail communication, to be multi- or over-determined, 
that is, serving multiple functions as reflections of the multi-sidedness of human life . 
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CHAPTER 4 

TWIZA AS CULTURAL PRACTICE IN THE LOWER-RTEB OASIS OF 
SOUTHEASTERN MOROCCO: ENVIRONMENT, STRUCTURE, 

DISCOURSE 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter takes us from the realm of the general and theoretical to focus in on a 

specific, localized practice, the twiza, as it is understood and enacted in the Lower-Rteb 

oasis which forms part of the Greater Tafilalt, a region shaped at the macro level by a 

common history and broadly sharing a common culture. I attempt to contextualize the 

twiza by situating it in a system (or family) of practices, each differing from the other by 

one or more features. It should be emphasized that there are limits to the amount of 

contextualization possible in such an undertaking; it is beyond the scope of this study, for 

instance, to write the history of the region or even of the village where the twiza was 

recorded, as it is to provide a coherent and detailed analysis of the relations comprising 

the farming system in which the twiza is embedded, as it is to provide a sociolinguistic 

picture of the area detailing the ethnographically important differences hidden under a 

cloak of apparent uniformity, or an in-depth analysis of the distinctive pragmatic regime 

by means of which interactions are anchored and personality formed, important as each 

of these would be for a more complete understanding of the meaning of twiza in the 

Lower Rteb. It is to be hoped that further research will give a clearer picture of the 

phenomena at issue, some of which can only be glimpsed here. 
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The plan of the chapter is roughly as follows: after discussing some of the types of 

group activity in the area, with which the twiza is in semiotic relation, I consider some of 

the linguistic evidence for distinguishing between the (language-historically constituted) 

types, and how they might be sediments of the operation of historical forces. I then 

discuss some of the socio-ecological background necessary for understanding what the 

twiza is meant to do, which is in turn related to what it might mean for those who enact it. 

This is followed by an in-depth description of the twiza as system and as practice: the 

stages or steps involved, who carries them out, what they do, and so on, in a kind of 

micro-description which will be complemented by the micro-linguistic analysis of the 

chapter to follow. 

LANGUAGE AND THE HISTORICAL CONSTITUTION OF TWIZA: SOME 
EVIDENCE FROM THE BAS-RTEB 

As has already been remarked upon, it is one of the theses of this dissertation that 

Maghribi practices, whether material, social, cultural, linguistic, cognitive, or other, are 

historically constituted, which is to say that they cannot be understood without reference 

to their historical development, in dialectical relation to the history of the area, 

particularly the history of the modalities of the exercise of power. These can be glimpsed 

through language, in particular through the lexical traces left by successive discursive 

regimes, representing a collection of modalities both material and symbolic which are 

articulated together distinctively. However, the evidence to be presented is incomplete 

and circumstantial; the aim is more to trace out a field which can benefit from further 

research than to offer a conclusive argument. 
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As was remarked upon in the previous chapter, the language of the twiza 

necessarily reflects its history and development (or development through history). One 

can hypothesize and partly see a convergence between the "traditional" language of the 

"traditional" twiza and the corrupted use of twiza in the sense of Pascon (the latter 

referred to paradigmatically in the research area as xdemt Ikorfi (from French corvee, 

forced labor) or xdamt ccomor (collective work organized by the makhzan. such as the 

makhzen canal or building of a market or barracks or a common sports terrain or any 

other such project. In the times of the French, the korfi was remunerated only 

symbolically if at all.) xadamt ccomor has its origin in the term comaj (chomage); those 

who were not working or had no work to do (en chomage) were used; for instance, the 

cement canal belonging to the makhzen was built by chomeurs. For instance, if a bridge 

over a oued was ruined by a flood or if a road needed to be surfaced, chomeur labor was 

used, korfi, on the other hand, is easy work, such as sprucing up the village for an event. 

While xdemt korfi is not remunerated, ccomor can be used in place of paying taxes if 

cash is not available (as was the case in former times). In 1965, when the qsar of [ ] was 

destroyed by a flood, new houses were built under the organization of the makhzen under 

the xdamt comor system. 

The twiza is organized under the ethos of Twajyya (volunteerism), whereas the 

korfi is, as the name suggests, a kind of forced labor, (xdamt) comor is considered a type 

of musa'ada or unpaid cooperation, but can be forced as well, if willing participants 

cannot be found, korfi is used to pay off taxes (Dariba) for those who cannot raise the 

cash, and can also be used as a punishment. It is not clear to what extent these categories, 
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which developed under the colonial regime as permutations of already existing 

instruments of state control, are still operative in the Tafilalt, in the throes of rapid change 

due in large part to a change in the availability of wage labor and consequent mutations in 

the labor structure. 

The term korfi conflates with military and civilian work groups (in fact the civilian 

groups in colonial Morocco were para-military in organization). This can be seen by the 

usage of many words of foreign origin, especially from French. One such term is 

koppania, or company, in use alongside the indigenous term rfag as the basic work unit of 

the twiza, which shows the military basis of the modem phenomenon (see also J. Heath 

on the subject of French borrowings into Moroccan Arabic). Modem work groups such as 

road construction groups or the language of construction, which is both traditional and 

modern in Morocco, converge in addition with the language used in the twiza. Both, for 

instance, employ a team leader and have a common history of collective organization. 

(Morocco was under ultimate military control during the colonial times: the ultimate 

authority was the niilitary commander in Rabat (i.e., Lyautey). Some terms from this 

period: Trasma, rigla (from Fr. regie or rule), kobbania, cafud (=srer), skalira, fasma, Ibic 

(Ifas or Iginem), IbaLa (replaced the terraba made of Delf (xceb), Imango (=qbTa), srabs, 

drwa dyalek. Words from the traditional system: 'Sa, nzla, qT'a, Ifas, fum amud, dffa, 

etc. (see following chart for gloss). 

Thus, there are two sets, each with corresponding cognitive 

associations/connotations (each constituting in some sense a unique "world" or 
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lebenswelt in the phenomenological sense of a lived or experienced reality). From 

Table 2 we can see to what extent the two sets of terms overlap or correspond. 

The authority of the makhzen predates the colonial period in the Tafilalt and Rteb: 

for instance, the qsar of [ ] next to [ ] was built by the makhzan for a sultan, Moulay 

Chrif Ben Moulay Smail, and the Gaba includes extensive makhzan holdings under a 

distinctive system of land tenure called malk Imakhzan: this seems to be a system 

analogous to the system of habous whereby land is deeded to a mosque or religious trust 

and then rented out; likewise, those who rent out this land pay rent to the office of 

government lands. A similar system may be in operation in [ ]. One may speculate that 

the traditional forms of organized labor, rather than being "timeless" or "age-old", are in a 

historical dialectical relation with this makhzenian sector. For instance, the traditional 

form has a leader or cix. Is this an artifact of age-old tribal organization, or (at least in 

part) an artifact of the way work was organized by the makhzen? What do we know, for 

instance, about the way work was organized in the Morocco of the Middle Ages, up to 

the colonial period? Although beyond the scope of this dissertation, there is a school of 

Moroccan scholars who are doing archival work which is begirming to bring this area and 

others related to it into focus: Abdellah Laroui, Allal A1 Fassi, and in the newer 

generation, Mohammed Ennaji, Ahmed Toufiq, and many others have shown in detail the 

principles which served to organize Moroccan society and how they are carried out in 

practice. It is the aim of this dissertation to contribute in some way to this project by a 

micro-sociological analysis on the ground. 
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TABLE 2 

Work-group terminology in the Bas-Rteb: local Arabic terms (possibly containing 
borrowings from Berber), corresponding foreign borrowings, and English gloss 

Local Arabic Term Foreign Borrowing English Gloss 
cix, rais kabran chief, head 
'Sa rigla measuring stick 
zarwaTa rigia measuring stick 
srer cafud ladder 
srer skalera ladder 
fum amud fasma beginning 
rfeg, gafla koBBania team, company 
Ifas Ibic digging tool, ax 
Iginem Ibic digging tool, ax 
qbTa Imango handle 
nzla (no correspondence) (marked) descent 
qT'a; qSma; Tarf, Haq, naSib raSyon portion 

IbaLa shovel 
xadma, mohima srabs work 
yemin darwa right (dir.) 
'lama laTrasma mark, trace 
'Hem Trasi trace a mark 

korfi forced labor 
xdamt lusax korfi garbage detail 
lusax dyal tdria karfa threshing cleanup 

comor labor detail 
boT boots 

Hafa (no correspondence) edge 
cafR (no correspondence) edge 
jher graTi scrape 
kerraT graTi scrape 
gul bismillah komaSi begin 
ah! hop! (exclamation) 
kasar perTa loss 

lipoTat boots 
xaser ^ mank loss 
mgad, msawwi mregel aligned 
in other contexts (joking): 
Tariqa, 'maliyya manera manner 
Gamza manera (figurative usage) wink;joke 
xabba mtkwac (from cacher) to hide 
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TWIZA IN THE BAS RTEB, SOUTHEASTERN MOROCCO: STRUCTURE AND 
CONTEXT OF A PRACTICE 

This section provides background necessary to understanding the particular instance 

of twiza which is the subject of this dissertation: the local system of irrigation, social 

organization of work and of agriculture, organization of the cultivated area, links to other 

cognitive domains, as well as the constitutive rules of the twiza—who works, how they 

are chosen, what roles or tasks are filled, what are the steps or stages, how is the twiza as 

a work unit conceptualized in the local framework of understanding? 

What follows is an outline showing the organization of the remainder of the present 

chapter: 

1. The environmental context: mediation between river and mountain, between 

agriculture and pastoralism, between settlement and nomadism, between civilization and 

its absence: 

the oued, the diversion dam, the canal and tributaries, the Gaba. The flood system. 

2. Social relations: mediating the material and the symbolic 

the fxad or descent group, taggora (a unit which mediates material and social-

symbolic relations), the jama'a or collectivity. 

3. Symbolic and pragmatic relations: mediating the material and the social spheres: 

"the culture of the twiza": 

the 'Sa or measuring stick (mediating the material, social and symbolic: a "key 

symbol", along with the taggora), "joking" as a cultural focus, the cultural "grease or 

butter" which makes the work more palatable 



4. the organization of the twiza: cix as mediator, the work unit as mediator between 

the individual and the collectivity 

the rfag or work unit; the ̂  or leader; the nzla: the named tasks, their nature, and 

the places where they are carried out: their systematic inter-relationships. 

Of course, the categories are not water-tight; a certain overlapping is bound to 

occur, and the points of intersection (or articulation) may ultimately prove to be the most 

interesting. 

The environmental context 

Put in simplest terms, the holding of the twiza which is the object of this analysis is 

necessary to provide a smooth, unimpeded flow of water to the cultivated area between 

the oued or river and the area of the settlement during the optimum growing season, with 

the crop of principal importance traditionally being wheat. 

The cultivated area or Gaba is watered or irrigated by a canal (sagya) or series of 

canals connected to a diversion dam (sadd) upriver; the canal is the property of the 

jama'a or local collectivity up to the point where it branches off into secondary (and 

tertiary) tributary canals: the dam blocks off kavsadd or brings together kavima' the 

water which is at the canal entrance fom ssaeva in order to increase the force of the water 

as it flows into the canal. The canal saeva is the origin ("SI or omm: mother, symbolically 

female) from where irrigation water is drawn (minac tavrfdul. The main secondary canal 

mSarf. which serves the area of cultivation, is called a mhar ("pi. mhorV The mhor collect 

tavibdu water from Iqwaddis pipes or naqlat: the naqlat help a rabTa (an ad hoc canal 
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barrier made of mud) to be strong mutuqa and big, in order for a nafxa (swelling or a 

raising of water behind a barrier) to start and for the water to rise up with force in the 

rgub. which also draws its irrigation water from the mhor. At this point, the mSarf. which 

draws its water from a mhar. divides or delivers it vfarrqo to the fields fddadn and plots 

twaGd by means of a rbTa system of barriers. These mhor, larger mSarf, naqlat. and 

qwaddis remain tabtin in their place, with no one having the right to remove or change 

them without prior agreement by all parties in the interest of the common good mSlaHa 

liami\ The qwaddis and naqlat tatfrr' '_l distribute to the canal: these qwaddis and naqlat 

draw taviarru water from a canal to the mhor (secondary canals or tributaries), while the 

mhor draw water into a mSarf. and the mSarf draws from the mhor and distributes or 

channels it tavfarrcioh into fields fddadn. large plots twaGd. and individual plots gmamn 

(or sub-plots, depending on the circumstance). In turn, these gmamn and fddadn and 

twaGd are divided mfarrqin into sub-plots dfaf and rows Snaif 

And within a taggora itself we find a mSarf. from where the fields fddadn take the 

water which is allotted tavtHsbu to a taggora and for them as well no-one can change or 

get rid of the mSarf. as they are considered the original owners aSlivvin. except in the 

event all the owners of a taggora agree to such a change. Here there is a further 

distinction to be taken into account, that of mSarf aSli. a canal tributary which is 

considered original, vs. mSarf Gir aSli. one considered to have been added on to the 

system, without the same rights as original tributaries'^. A final type of mSarf is called an 

An example of the latter would be someone who has a motor pump and agrees to supply water to a field 
or group of fields by a temporary mSarf. this is not aSli and is therefore not governed by 'rf being 
considered instead as a kind of mus'da mabin nnas: simple co-operation. 
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amcia': this type of canal is used for the drainage of excess water, a necessary component 

of any irrigation system. An amcia' deposits tavrmi its water into the wad river, taking it 

from mhor or mSarf. 

When a lot of rain falls in the mountains outside the flood plain, a c'ba (a tributary 

of a wad) fills up with water and debris such as stones Hiar. pebbles HSba. and sand 

rmla. and with brush and other plant debris, finally reaching the Gaba cultivated area, 

causing extensive damage to fields and plots, and to the intricate system of canals and 

tributaries. 

The main irrigation canal and its tributaries are (or, until very recently, were) dug 

out of earth and reinforced in critical places with stone. These constructions are subject to 

weathering, being especially vulnerable to floods on the oued. A large flood can wreak 

havoc to the system, causing extensive damage, necessitating reconstruction in order for 

the water to resume flowing to the fields. When the flood comes at a critical time during 

the growing season, as it often does, the damage must be rectified immediately; this 

requires the mobilization of nearly all the labor force present locally during a period of 

several days at a minimum. Under these conditions, the collectivity is empowered, under 

the traditional system governing productive relations Curf), to recruit labor. This (in most 

cases) unremunerated or cooperative labor is locally called a twiza, although elsewhere in 

Morocco and in the Ziz valley this type of cooperative work goes under different names. 

Flood waters from the higher ground above the area of settlement are also collected and chanelled into 

the fields by a partly separate system of canals and earth and stone constructions, but this does not impinge 
on the particular twiza we are concerned with in this analysis. 



A flood in late January 1994 at the site of this tape-recording, in the midst of the 

growing season for wheat, caused damage all along the course of the main canal and its 

tributaries within the Gaba. The canal repair work, because extensive, and perhaps 

because labor was somewhat scarce at this time (much of the labor force which would 

have been available in earlier years having migrated to the cities in search of wage labor), 

was spread out over a period of ca. ten days. The present tape is a ninety-minute slice of 

the work carried out on one of those days. Because of the research methods chosen, it 

privileges the speech of one person, the twiza leader or cix who in any case is the pivotal 

person, both in terms of understanding the twiza as an event orchestrated by and through 

speech, and in terms of the organization of the twiza in general. 

Social Relations 

In the Bas-Rteb region, two types of collective work are generally recognized: 

1) aGrad = Had SSavm: everybody works, except those who have a valid excuse £oDr): 

the religious specialist fqih, men who are disabled or unable to work, for instance out of 

old age, or someone whose wife has just given birth. 

2) twiza: according to Imalk property owned and twaggr (descent units of production): 

everyone sends a worker (or works) according to the number of twaggr possessed, as in 

the case of this tape, for reasons we will see below: in the latter part of the tape, the cix 

refuses some latecomers, a thing which could not happen in a Had SSaym, where every 

warm body as it were is welcome, no matter in what condition or when arrived. 
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In the case of aGrad or Had SSaym, the direction of work may begin near the qSar 

fortified settlement or area of habitation and proceed toward the canal dam fom ssagya. 

especially if the work is relatively light cTaba: normally, the work begins at the dam, for 

it is here that the level of the canal must be set in order to assure a smooth flow of 

water—either by digging out detritus or adding dirt if the flood has gouged a hole below 

the normal flow level. 

Again put in simplest terms, the object of this twiza is to clean out of the canal 

structures the residue of mud and stones washed into it as a result of flood action, and 

then to level it so as to ensure the optimum smooth flow of water to all participants in the 

system. The workforce is composed, at least in principle, according to a system of 

proportional representation: each group of property owners sends a representative, or 

pays workers to work in their place (in another variant, all able-bodied men must work 

unless they can supply another in their place or are exempted on grounds, for example, of 

religious prestige). The local measure of property is the taggora, a measure of land 

surface which is at the same time a unit of social production,'^ tending to correlate with 

descent groups (fxoda^ farming contiguous parcels. The taggora carries with it a water 

right (which carries no name of its own) which is in reality a relation: a particular right is 

measured as a fixed percentage or ratio of the total amount of water available to the qbila 

(the local community, conceived as a homogeneous group descended from a common 

ancestor) at a particular time, according to environmental conditions. An entire canal is 

namaT 1 intaj in.CA, mode of production. 
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regulated according to treaty or convention, the water divided between communities 

according to a fixed schedule of days allotted each. 

The difference between taggora as a unit of land and as a water right: 

As a water right, a unit called a dw d Ima (called a nuba elsewhere: a dor does not 

have a time allotted to it as is the case in some nuba-based systems where water is not 

adequate to needs, such as some xTTara'^ or the irrigation communities of Rissani or 

Dwira in Bas Rteb; instead, a farmer whose turn it is to crab Ima irrigate his plot until 

trwa or tcba' b Ima (in other words, until the ground has absorbed water to satiety), where 

water woqf fiha Ima (to the point where water ceases being absorbed into the ground): 

this varies according to IGlla the type of crop: some are thirstier than others, flHa 

vegetable crops don't need a lot of water, whereas ciar trees do. zra' grain, usually wheat 

or barley, is intermediate in its need for water. 

Water is funnelled into a field until it stops being absorbed into the ground.. The 

principle in operation is "precedence of those above to below". In [ ]., if water is not 

adequate to needs, the qbila will direct farmers to prioritize, for instance irrigating only 

fields planted with vegetable crops; any excess is recycled then to those who have other 

types of plots or nothing planted —when water is again available, the plot situated below 

the last one watered is the new starting point. This type of system is called rbTa u jartha 

(rabta and its neighbor) or what is called rbTa b rbTa in other areas. The 'urf states that 

those whose field is above another's will have prior access. However, a countervailing 

18 ^ 
An ancient system of connected underground artesian wells used to bring a substantial volume of water 

to the surface, used in desert areas away from a major river. 
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principle comes into operation: this states that due to insania (humanity or 

neighborliness) or m ̂ awna (cooperation) or other factors such as a scarcity of water, 

taysbaqo Irgub 7 hdor: priority or precedence is given to high plots over low ones. One 

tries if possible to help those who have for instance higher plots which would not 

normally be watered. 

The head point of a canal branch mSarf at the point where it intersects a sagya canal 

is called a qaddus (fummSarf), blli'a or Gar: by way of example, each could water 300 

fields. Two principles are in operation here: in case of water scarcity, those with higher 

plots must be given precedence; otherwise, a cooperative principle asserts that those with 

higher plots which would not ordinarily receive water will be given precedence ("asbaqia 1 

rrgub T IHdor: the higher plots must be given precedence in order take advantage of a 

nafxa (swelling or flood) which is brought by the first flood or wave of water (IHamla 

lluwwla), for instance if water was let out of the dam or if rained a lot. 

The difference between a season's first wave trwia and a flood Hamla: 

a flood is exceptional, but every season normally brings a first wave of water trwia before 

it levels off. A wave has a madd u iazr: a forward and backward movement, it doesn't 

remain in place, whereas a flood deposits water in an area without returning back. 

If a canal is damaged mrduma. the cix sagya will do a tour of the canal from the 

head (dam) to where it divides into mSarf, then inform the jma'a as to the number of 

workers needed for the work: this is then done as a proportion of the twaggr in the 

system. For instance, if one hundred workers are needed and there are one hundred 

taggora in the Gaba, each taggora will send a worker (or work himself). Within a taggora. 
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a system will be devised for rotating participation; either lots will be cast (taydimTud), 

or rotation will be according to location of plots within a cycle, or else someone will 

volunteer. The participation is kept track of internally: when the next occasion arises, the 

next person in order, or a volunteer, will be sent. If the person whose turn it isn't able to 

go that day, he will give (as an example) 40DH to the cix to find (give to) a worker in his 

place. The cix will register who participates in a notebook. In the tape, the cix brought his 

young nephew to write the names of the workers for him. Someone exempted from work 

on grounds of sickness, infirmity or handicap, or a birth must pay a worker to work in his 

place, but the fqih is exempted completely from the system of obligations (ma'fi: 

exempted) because of the sanctified (moqaddasa) service he performs to the community. 

However, if the fqih receives no salary (only in kind contributions) and owns land, he 

must pay a worker to work in his place. Today, however, all fqihs receive a salary from 

the Ministry of Awqaf (Habous) and Islamic Affairs. 

If the damage is extensive, an aGrad (Had SSaym) will be called, in which 

everyone works, the reward being air 'nd llah or ajr u Hasana), a kind of spiritual credit 

to be redeemed in the hereafter; this forms part of the ethos of voluntarism or voluntary 

labor taToww'ia. Similarly, if a mosque is to be built, or if a flood on a ca'ba damages 

the road to the qsar, an aGrad is called. 

malk in the Gaba is composed of twaggr. malk in general can refer to anything 

possessed: malk is said of land in the Gaba (the cultivated or "civilized" area) or in the jbl 

(the uncultivated, "wild" area outside the area of settlement)—only the land in the Gaba 

has twaggr. All malk is tied to land, but in blad (in the local community) malk is 
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commonly used to mean land in the Gaba. Furthermore, there is a close relation between 

malk and taggora: they tend to be used interchangeably, although technically a taggora is 

a measure used to measure this property malk. When a parcel of land is sold according to 

an estimation of its value, the number of twaggir may enter into this equation. kwaGt (pi. 

of sing. kaOiT. title or deed, lit. "paper") mention the metric measurement of the parcel 

(although the land is not evaluated according to a fixed meter/price relation), the 

landmarks defining it, its neighbors in all directions, and a description of trees found on 

it, and name of area of Gaba. and who it was bought from. But twaggr are not mentioned 

in the kaGit: they are not bought and sold, they being in a sense common property of the 

qbila (although belonging to each person or fxoda descent group). When buying land, the 

owner will tell you how many taggora belong to it. The total amount or distribution of 

twaggr is known to the jma'a: the cix IGaba possesses this knowledge. It is only one part 

of the large amount of information he needs to be able to properly guide the twiza action 

along equitable lines. 

A taggora is a measure ('bar in Moroccan Arabic, qiyas in the modern standard 

language) known to its users by common agreement over the course of local history. It is 

used to measure land larD as a complex function of the amount of seeds needed to plant it 

in grain, as well as its size kberha and its width tasi'ha, as well as how much it produces 

in a harvest, and how much water is needed to irrigate it. The irrigation of a taggora 

(sevanha) differs according to the type of water source: motor-pump irrigation differs 

from irrigation by canal, which in turn differs from the irrigation which occurs when a 

tributary stream ca'ba floods after a heavy rain in the mountains. In addition, irrigation 
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during the winter growing season differs from that in the summer season: in winter, water 

is relatively abundant, although subject to availability in discontinuous waves (called 

trwia )• 

By contrast, summer irrigation requires only tmraq (a light irrigation, whereby 

water is carefully chanelled drop by drop to its intended target). The rationale for this 

practice is as follows: During the summer season water is scarce and is easily absorbed 

into the ground: local belief also states that plants during this time must not get too much 

water. 

A taggora is a measure qiyasia, such as a hectare, of land malk, whose inheritance 

belongs to a fxad unit of descent. A taggora is a block of property with water rights: all 

malk has twaggr, and all twaggr have rights to water from sgi irrigation. Every qSar has 

its own system, and each taggora is valued differently, according to access to water, type 

of soil, etc. A taggora is inherited from a common ancestor, according to Islamic rules of 

inheritance. For this reason, a descent group or family will have parts of a taggora in a 

contiguous area of the Gaba: however, parcels can be spread around the Gaba. 
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TABLE 3: Subdivisions of twaggir 

taggora 

noS taggora (a half) 

tulut (a third) 

robo' (a fourth) 

xamsa (xumus) (a fifth) 

sitta (sudus) (a sixth) 

tamna (tumun) (an eighth) 

TABLE 4: anwa' twaggir (types of taggora): 

1. Hi f rrgub (taggoras found on higher ground) 

2. Hi f Hdur (lowland) 

3. taggora nta't rramel (walja) (sandy conditions) 

4. taggora dyal larD Tqada (larD Hi qaSHa, maci wosT rramla)(hard clay, 

not conducive to planting) 

5. taggora mcamca (unshaded, in direct sun) 

6. taggora mDallia (shaded) 

7. taggora nta't IHroc (larD IHarca: mHaSba, fiha IHajar, bHal jjbal) 

(rocky land, as found in the jbl hilly areas. 
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A taggora which has palm trees on it is not valued the same as one which has zitun 

(olive trees) on it (palm trees are better if they are good: dates, the production of date 

palm trees, bring in much more income than olives). 

A taggora varies 1) according to the sagya which it waters (each sagya has uniform 

measures of twaggir; 'this is known as 'bar waHd in local parlance), 2) and the soil type 

moqi' (moD' in local darija: mramla sandy, Harca, hard or harsh, dhus (porous soil that 

produces good crops), and 3) moDi' (place or placement): ragba or on higher ground, 

maHdora land that is on lower ground and more amenable to irrigation, and 4) according 

to the ntaj what the land is capable of producing, whether it has date palms or olive trees 

or other crops and 5) according to nnu' z/xi'a the type of seed that can be planted: zra' 

wheat, ful broad or fava beans, alfalfa, ddra corn or maize, c^ barley, etc. A taggora 

will entail a fixed relation of crop measurement which is known to all who participate in 

the local system: for example, eight 'bars of wheat tmanya 'barat nta't zzra'; 'bar fSa an 

'bar of alfalfa, four 'bars of fava beans arb' 'barat fol; five of corn xamsa ddra; six of 

barley setta c'ir: represents an average between those who might gain advantage by 

calculating the amount based on planting seeds in a sparse manner vcTar. versus those 

who would want to space them closely together (vdf f zzri'a: sparsely dispersed seeds). 

A taggora then is based on an agreed-upon average. 

A mSarf belongs to a taggora: if someone new comes into the system, he must 

accept the conditions set on the right to a taggora, according to 'urf the system of rights 
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and obligations previously agreed upon by the qbila). A given msarf belongs to the entire 

unit; no one has the right to change or remove it 

The value of each taggora is set according to the prevailing system on a particular 

sagya according to a set equation of 'abarat. In addition, the monetary value varies 

according to certain factors named above, for instance the position of the land relative to 

the sagya or msarf (Imoqi': is it at a level above or below? if above, the farmer must 

expend extra effort to bring the water to the level of the field , or the type of soil: ntil, 

rmal, Hroc, dhus, safi, lamHSba, arD 'qqada, etc., the best ones being ntil and 'qqada, 

rmal is not bad; safi is the worst. An implicational scale trtib or ranking in order of best to 

worst would look like this: ntil, larD Tqqada, dhus, rmal, Hroc, lamHSba, safi. 

TWIZA ORGANIZATION: cix, rfag, NAMED STAGES, NAMED TASKS AND 

ROLES 

A cix must be rzin ('ql u mhandaz): he must be capable and competent, and without 

bias ma fih taHvuz; he must be strong SHiH and tough qaSH (the latter has a moral 

dimension: one must not be a pushover) with a large fund of experience in the affairs of 

irrigation. He must know at least as much, if not more, than the others, in order to steer 

the workers onto the proper course, and be able to mediate any disputes which might 

arise (all of this enters into the domain of knowing how to speak well: tay'rf yhaDar], he 

must have a sound ethical foundation, represented by the key concepts of Sidq and nia, 

translated roughly as trustworthy, and trusting. Sidq is an important quality because the 

qbila tribe entrusts the cix with its confidence dayra fih ttiqa: he must not, for example. 
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record someone who did not work as having worked. Similarly, he must be truthful ma 

ktirc fih Ikdub, hold the common good above individual gain (have pride in his land of 

origin blado and its canal sagiyto), and be able to command respect and even fear tkon 

bhibto (Ihiba: the quality of being respected by others to the point of fear if necessary, so 

that those who need a strong hand will not be tempted to take advantage. In addition, a 

cix should be cjji' and z'im, knowing how to encourage workers and show leadership: 

rather than exhibiting laziness, he should help the workers with his own hands, even 

though this is normally not part of his job. He must be well versed in the intricacies of the 

local farming system, including the complex system of inheritance: how many twaggir 

there are, and how they are divided among fields, plots, irrigiation canals (primary and 

secondary), entrances and drains; whose field belongs to whom, who bought it from 

whom, who inherited from whom, etc., in other words, the entire store of common 

knowledge relating to the inheritance component of the system of production, which 

forms in turn a part of tqaft Iblad the local store of cultural knowledge and practice, 

which is possible to learn only by extended, daily exposure to local agricultural practice, 

primarily, though not exclusively, through the medium of hDra talk. 

Another important condition: the cix should not have a lot of property malk or any 

other obligation that would keep him away from his primary responsibility, xdamt ssagya 

("canal work", a metonymic construction indexing the entire irrigation complex), either 

by requiring attention to the needs of his fields, or to any other occupation such as bi' u 

era' commerce, which might require him to travel frequently. Under normal 

circumstances, the role of cix sagya is held temporarily, often not for more than one 
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season, or even for part of a season; however, in the Rteb the role of cix sagya is taken on 

by a cix IGaba, the person designated by the qbila to be in charge of the cuhivated area, 

due to his intimate knowledge of the Gaba. its fields, plots, and twaggr (and their 

owners), the background social knowledge necessary for understanding the functioning 

of the irrigation system. Normally, a cix is chosen temporarily, for a particular twiza, or 

else the current cix Gaba doubles as a cix sagya, because he has the necessary knowledge 

of land tenure and distribution. 

The organization of twizt ssgi (irrigation twiza): An example of an informal or 
emergent institution 

This section discusses some of the ways in which our twiza is structured or 

organized at the micro level, with the aim of foregrounding the organizing principles and 

rationality behind these structures, and their relation to the goals they serve. 

Named Stages 

The twiza which is the subject of this thesis, a twizt sgi or irrigation twiza, is 

divided into thirteen'^ stages maraHil or distinct operations ^malivvat. My consultants 

insisted on the salience (and discreteness) of these named operations, but a follow-up 

study would be needed to determine the watertightness of these stages and their salience 

among the population, as well as possible variation by age and by locality (or social 

category). 

" The number thirteen in Islamic society and culture has a connotation of luckiness according to my 
consultants. 
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TABLE 5: NAMED STAGES OF THE TWIZT SGI 

1. a'alim: announcing the holding of a twiza 

2. tbraH; formally notifying the public 

3. llman u tajamu': assembly 

4. ttjrad: getting dressed for work 

5. ttnDim u ImarSia nta't rrfug: organization and alignment of work teams 

6. tbyan rraSyon u flam ImaD^ measuring the work spaces and assigning them 

to work teams 

7. tnDim rrfag: internal organization of the work team and beginning of work 

8. raha u kruT: break and snack (not followed during Ramadan) 

9. rju' Ixdma: return to work 

10. IfTor (IGda): lunch 

11. rju' Ixdma: reprise of work 

12. nqir ImsaHi: cleaning the tools 

13. f ciqa : reprise of f ciqa (formal end) 
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Description of the thirteen stages 

Stage One: a'alim In the event of damage to a sagya, the ima'a meets to decide how 

to procede. Normally there is a period of one week or two between the damage and the 

work in order for the mud to dry somewhat and the water to subside: otherwise working 

conditions would be too difficult. Once the decision is made, everyone must be informed 

there is to be a twiza (ditto in the case of aGrad). The Friday prayer in the mosque is the 

time when virtually everybody is assembled in one place and has the affairs of the qbila 

in mind and heart. The ima'a informs (Tam: thus, the name of this stage a'alim^ everyone 

in the mosque through its mouthpiece, the cix ssagya and brraH. or the mo'dden. who 

often doubles as the brraH. It is the duty of the brraH to ensure that everyone is informed, 

to remove from him any responsibility in the event a worker fails to show and has to be 

sanctioned. The brraH informs either by ihar. i.e. by public speaking in one place (the 

Friday prayer) or else by making the rounds of every household (the subject of the 

following stage): 

Stage 2: tabraH. In this step, the brraH or ^ physically goes around to everyone's 

house to inform each person officially of what the ima'a has decided upon and directed 

hirn to say. In this way no-one can claim that he was not informed. This movement is 

called dar u iartha (house by house, literally "household and its neighbor"), and involves 

going from door to door, house to house, from the head r^ of each street or alley to its 

end ga'r. in an analogy to rbTa u iartha ("rbTa by rbTal where canal water circulates 

throughout the system of twaggr in an ordered and consecutive manner A third way, in 

In [ ], the brraH makes the announcement in the swiqa or market. 
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addition to public announcement in the mosque and informing each household, involves 

the brraH informing the qbila by means of the mzarg or those who represent each fxad in 

the jama'a of the qbila, each mazrag then notifying those he represents. 

Stage 3: lltnan u tajamu\ The name of this stage, llman u taiamu\ refers to 

assembly: the workers assemble in one spot and then proceed to the site of the twiza. The 

cix is the first out: he gets up at the loGbica. the time before the sunrise nqar ccamc when 

the night first begins to recede, variable according to the time of the year, and goes 

around to each house (dor T nnasl telling them to assemble in an appointed place, such 

as the entry to the qsar (fiamjgsar), the msrivva just inside the main gate, the swig a or 

market area, in front of the mosque, etc.. Once everyone has assembled, a check is done 

to see if all the necessary provisions (tools dduzan and food Pwin) are present; if 

something is missing, it is brought. Likewise, the cix checks to see that everyone who is 

supposed to be there has in fact come; in the event someone is missing, he goes back to 

his house and calls for him. This is called dar tamsumant m^ah\ it involves removing the 

responsibility from the shoulders of the cix in the event the worker is later sanctioned. 

Once this has been done, everyone does the 'ciqa rtav'cqo T nnbi), and then proceeds to 

the place where the twiza is to start (usually the dam sadd or "canal mouth" fum ssagya, 

where the canal to be repaired has its source, often in a larger canal or upstream at the 

local dam): the procession is done in small groups rfug of two to five, composed of 

friends or partners SHab. approximating the size of work groups. Along the way, the 

groups tayHarko nnab, that is engage in small talk or "shoot the breeze". 
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There is evidence that once the ^ciqa has been done and the procession to the twiza 

site started, the members of the group have changed their status: they are no longer 

ordinary persons, but birds of paradise {Tyur jjnna), an appelation which indexes the ^ 

which will accrue to them from the performance of twiza, sanctified as a kind of religious 

obligation which benefits the community and indeed, all life. This status is indexed by the 

greetings which are offered them (they taybdlu m 'aho sslam or exchange greetings) along 

the road by those who pass: the likum ssalam of the workers is answered by the formulas 

Iklam. which can all be thought of as encouragements to work: 

tbark llah Tiko, or 

llah y'awnko u ySarxko (all answer in unison vkolkom fl 'win: llah y'awnko T 

cqako u f abko: May God help you in your difficult undertaking) 

Some other possible replies; 

llah m'ako 

llah y'awna u y'awnko 

llah y'awnko m'a jhadko^' ya rjal (May God help you in your holy work, o men) 

Once the party has reached the dam, they choose a place moD' which is flat mgadd 

and depending on the season, sunny mcammac or shady mPallal. and they begin the next 

step: 

Stage 4: tjrad. Getting dressed for work. 

The term jhad (CA jihad), related to mjhud, effort, signals that the work of the twiza is holy xdma 
mqaddsa, a kind of holy or sanctified (communal) jihadfi sabili llah in religious parlance. This 
indexing of the spiritual credit ajr earned by twiza workers enters into tqafl twiza, the culture of twiza or the 
culture of the farmer, known to all members of the community: it is a kind of background knowledge 
necessary to participate in the pragmatic regime of speaking. 
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Once at a site which is flat msawva and/or near the dam, everyone says bismillah, 

indexing the beginning of the next stage, and assuring that it will be performed for the 

benefit of all: The participants change their clothes and put on work clothes, which could 

be depending on the season shorts and undershirts or old warm clothes and boots for 

working in mud. Belts may be put on, and someone who is going to be spending time on 

a ladder ^ in the event of sun may put on a hat caciva. If it is winter and there is Igars 

intense cold, a fire fgira will be made from Ikrnaf or fdam or Iqiwam and some dry palm 

fronds jriydat yabsin . The workers warm their feet before putting on their boots (and 

may warm the boots as well); this enters into the notion of work "encouragement". At this 

point it is checked to see that work implements are sturdy and in good working order: this 

may involve tSmar lamsaHi, i.e. sturdying a masHa by fastening the blade tightly to its 

handle with a piece of palm frond if necessary to make it sturdy sHiH and tight 

mzavra (or mSamama) and keep it from flapping around ma txalxalc, or else nqor Igfaf, 

removing old dirt and dust from the gfaf bags to make them lighter and easier to work 

WiXh. ywalliu xfaf. if a gffa is torn it is mended tavrq'uha {oxydoro biha or vSlaHha) by 

putting on a patch rag'a so dirt won't fall out of it. 

Stage 5: ttnDim u ImarSia nta't rrfug 

Organization tnPim and placement or alignment marSia of work teams rfug. 

In this stage the cix starts out with the organization tnPim of each work group rfag. 

He first makes the round of all the workers taydor 7 Ixaddama and scrutinizes them one 

by one tavxivvsho (verbal noun txvas). deciding how best to employ them or put them to 
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work. The first order of business is choosing a bivvac or shoveler, who must be strong 

sHiH. and by implication, able to lead: the bivvac sets the tone as it were for the other 

members of the team; he is in a sense the team leader. The biyyac may then choose his 

partners, i.e. who will fill, who will throw, who will stand on the canal bank or on the 

ladder, etc., or the cix may do this.At this point the cix will likely try to exert some 

control over the selection process: if the biyyac is allowed to choose only his friends or 

age-mates, for instance, this could spell trouble down the line. The cix's primary concern 

is to balance the rfug or work teams, to ensure balance internal to each group and 

between the groups. The notion of balancing msawia (or mwazna^ a work team requires 

considerable experience and intelligence on the part of the cix: he must balance weak and 

strong, old and young, experienced and inexperienced in order to maximize the time and 

resources allotted to the twiza by the qbila—it is the interest of no one to drag it out—and 

insure that barring a major flood, it will not have to be repeated due to negligent work. In 

addition to these factors, the cix must be wise and understanding of human behavior: he 

has to keep in mind (and thus know extremely well) the ties of relation between workers, 

as well as their characters and any history of conflict—for instance, he would try to 

separate a son from his father, or other family members from different generations, in 

order to prevent one from accidentally hearing bad language from the other, and to avoid 

shame Hcuma or and in order not to spoil the respect waqar or tigar existing between 

them. A well-balanced group should be mixed mxallT; age-mates will always try to be 

together in order to pass the time through XdSkyHarrko llGa. In the case of a group which 

See below (Step Seven) for the full line-up of tasks within a rfag. 
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is well balanced and functioning well on its own, the cix will generally not intervene (i.e. 

will do no tnDim). 

marSia (alignment or placement), on the other hand, involves the cix placing each 

work group in an appropriate spot: one group may be put to work repairing a cave-in, one 

in the first nzla. another between two other groups, and so on. In addition to the 

placement of the group as a whole, there is a kind of internal marSia: where to place the 

group members once the group's work area has been designated. As with tnPim, 

effectiveness is the primary consideration—those with less energy will be given easier 

tasks, such as guarding, or repairing baskets, those with intermediate strength will be put 

in charge of emptying or filling baskets of dirt, while younger and stronger workers will 

be relied upon for the more vital functions of shoveling and throwing dirt. 

Stage 6: tbyan rraSyon u flam lmaD\ 

Measuring the work spaces and their assignment to particular work teams. 

This stage follows logically from the last, tnDim and marSia. Like the previous 

stage, it is composed of two parts: measuring the work spaces tbvan rraSvon^^ followed 

by their assignment to particular work teams t'lam ImaD' The dividing line is not clear 

cut: it seems to'be more a matter of perspective. moD' seems not to be a synonym of 

tbyan: from biyyen—woDDaH. tbyan rraSyon is a synonym for I'bar, the act of measuring, in this case a 
space; an 'bar is a term regerring to weight measures, as of grain. 

Another term for t'lam ImaD' is lamblaSia, blaSa being the equivalent of moD', place, in Modern 
Standard Arabic. The difference between a raSyon and a moD' seems to be this: a raSyon is the space 
which is traced by the 'Sa or measuring stick, while a moD' is a particular spot with physical characteristics 
such as hard earth, etc. Thus, a raSyon could be thought of as a kind of frame, an indexical or iconic space. 
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raSyon. raSyon, even more than an 'Sa or a moD', seems to be an abstract measure 

corresponding to a physical space but itself bereft of physical attributes. 

1) tbyan rraSyon 

At this point the workers know the distribution of the teams in terms of membership 

and allotted workspace, i.e. who is to go where, and with whom. The next step is for the 

cix to formally measure out tav'bar (or taytkallafb Vbar) the sites where the teams will 

work^^ The cix cuts off a large reed gaSba or branch/stick from a palm tree zowwaTa nta" 

jrid, trims it to size tavgaddo. then begins to measure and announce vTam the portion 

("Hag or naSib or raSvon) belonging to each rfag . Alternately, the cix appoints a rajl 

mstakbar man respected by the community and above all reproach to do the measuring: 

the man must not have the slightest suspicion of corruption Gocc or trickery Hila: his 

heart must be pure and filled with love of the community and what is best for it nafs Iblad 

u mtHammas Ixdmt swagi. and his actions must reflect this. 

The difference between this step and the previous one may be thought of as one containing both a 
technical element, the making exact of what has been up to now only sketched out, and at the same time a 
social-symbolic transformation. The operating ethos of Twa'iyya (voluntarism, and by implication 
solidarity) requires that all be treated equally , so that one's sense of self-respect, a key component of 

personhood, may be maintained (and indeed, the twiza, as one of a series of linked or articulated cultural 

practices, is a crucial site for its construction as well). The act of measuring seems to work, among other 
things, as a kind of key symbolic operation by and through which a kind of Durkheimian solidarity is 
enacted; the space measured, as a social space. The stick 'Sa is the instrument of this transformation: it is 
no wonder, then, that the person who carries out the measuring must be by the rules of local custom 'rf a 
person whom the jm'a can have confidence in—either the cix in person, who must fit certain criteria s we 

have seen before he can be chosen, or a trusted lieutenant, usually an older person enjoying the respect of 
all. At the same time, there is a more prosaic reason why the representative must be above reproach: in 
order for there not to be any taking of sides, any favoring of one faction over another. For this is 
undoubtedly, as all small communitites are, a village riven by faction and divided by social category—the 

ideology of solidarity must be understood against a backdrop of competing histories and interests (as 
Bourdieu has shown so well for the Kabyle, although slighting the historical angle). The carefully balanced 
work-groups simultaneously serve technical and social purposes, and their worksites are the grounds for 
these ritual enactments of solidarity, as well as resistance, expressed characteristically in a somewhat 
indirect manner, but effective nonetheless. The 'Sa is a double-edged sword, as it were, which can be used 
both to represent the unity and solidarity of the tribe or collectivity, as well as its disciplinary instrument. 
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The raSvon or ^bar varies according to the type of w^ork required on the canal: 

whether 1) involving ihir (or tcTab) "sweeping" (a kind of lateral cleaning), 2) Hfir 

digging, or 3) tarmam [tarmim in CA] reconstruction (i.e. of canal banks). 

1) In the case of ihir. the 'bra is relatively big, two measures: this is because 

sweeping or cleaning the canal of debris is not difficult and can be accomplished rapidly; 

the space allotted within one would be used up quickly, and frequent changing of 

positions by a rfag would waste time and be a drag on the entire twiza effort. For this 

reason, the cix and even workers prefer a large and wide 'bra for this type of work. 

2) In the event of laHfir only one ^ will be marked out, this due to its labor-

intensive character relative to the other two types; digging is time-consuming work 

requiring descent to the bottom of the canal, where the final level of the canal must be 

determined and maintained in an intricate process requiring much co-ordination between 

workers (as well as considerable expertise). 

3) For canal bank restoration or reconstruction (tarmam). the number of depends 

on the type and extent of damage to the banks. In general, four types of damage are 

recognized: collapsed walls (sixat. ribat). (xroT. fissures like small tertiary canals 

("msrivfaf) caused by the action of water, and Giran). holes under the surface caused by 

water flowing from a high place to a low place down-valley or downstream. 

In a difficult spot where there is a lot of xroT, for instance, the cix will add several 

\ 

workers so that the doesn't slow down in relation to the others. 

In the event of considerable damage, a day may be devoted to repairing the banks; 

in most cases, however, some combination of the three types of repair, ihir. Hfir and 
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tarmam. will be carried out concurrently. The practice of xdamt sasva or canal work, a 

key concept in the twizt sgi, requires ongoing expert estimation of the work needed at 

each point of the work process. The twiza under study in this analysis, in fact, combines a 

basic movement of ihir with tarmam as needed to reconstruct canal walls damaged by the 

flood (as well as occasional Hfir). A worker or group who found debris sixa would 

collect it and use it to repair cracks and fissures in the area of the raSvon. whereas in the 

event none exist one of the throwers Towwa'a would jettison any mud found in the sagya 

(for instance) beyond the canal banks. 

In the local conceptual system, a worker who did this is said to have "dar xdamto", 

i.e., carried out the work of xdamt sagya according to the exigencies and contingencies of 

the moment. The concept of dar xdamto carries over into many other domains of work 

and of life, and can even be seen as a kind of guiding concept of agency and identity^^. 

TWO) tTam ImaD' 

At this point the cix calls each work group, showing them where they will be 

working. This is done by team representative: each team sends a member, called either 

ras IHarba or rais or lih Famda f rrfag (meaning leader or the one whom the team relies 

The cix seems to be.pointing to this aspect of canal work when he says to the twiza participants: 
Hah yrHam Iwalidin ila ma tdoro biha nnit, meaning anything you see requiring work, take care of it; and 

Hi jatk f'Satk Darbha: anything which comes your way in your designated space, see to it. Also germane 

here are the notions of zhar luck as in Tlab Hah u zhark (ask/rely on God and your luck) and rzaq, 
livelihood which comes from God. The important thing to keep in mind is that in the local theory of action 
God is the agent of all things. 
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upon^'. This is done in order to avoid the chaos which could ensue were all the workers 

to gather together at once. 

28 Once the places are assigned and the number of work groups rfug ascertained , the 

cix goes round observing: if an 'Sa needs more work, he will take a worker out of one 

group into another; ditto if a rfag turns out not to be well balanced, or if there is a lot of 

talking between some members of the group (this is called Imwazna u Im ^adla or 

balancing out). The work will proceed normally except in the event of exceptions or 

exceptional cases {IHalat Iqlila in colloquial Moroccan Arabic): the three mentioned 

above~if too much talking is taking place, if an area is hard and needs more workers, or 

is easy and can spare workers. The operative philosophy is f awon or cooperation: 

decisions are not fixed in stone but flexible to the conditions of work and human needs. 

It might be instructive at this point to summarize the action of the cix over the 

course of the last several stages. It can be seen that the stages are not clear-cut; instead, 

several actions occur at once and one implies the other in a complex relation of causality. 

While the participants are changing their clothes, the cix makes an inspection of the 

sagya. observing what needs to be done where: the ground in this spot is hard, this one 

soft, this area is collapsed and needs reconstruction, this one only jhir or Hfir. this area 

needs removal of brush or debris, this one needs to be dug under tiuwwaf. Once he has 

The position of the ras IHarba within the team rfag would seem to contain inherent ambiguity, mediating 
as it does between team members and the cix, at once a member of the group as opposed to representing the 
interests of the cix -taking the view that the two are not coterminous, while serving as a representative of 
the cix, as it were his deputy, because of the need to have someone in each group to carry out the cix's 
orders and therefore taking priority over the others. The first is subsumed under the rubric of solidarity, the 
latter under relations of hierarchy. There is, then, as is th e case throughout, a fundamental oscillation 
between unstable poles. 

As an example, there might be eighteen 'Si and three rfug. 
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made a mental note of this (or simultaneous to it), the cix begins to assign work teams 

and to balance them out: for instance, a hard spot of ground could require a team of six 

workers, a soft spot four, sixa might require three, tarmam or reconstruction two, an area 

needing removal of brush ftsggaT u tcTab. a component of ihir) only one worker. Once 

this has been sorted out, the cix can go on to the problem of internal team organization: 

Stage 7: tnDim rrfag. Organizing or ordering within the work team: 

This stage is divided into three parts: 

1) tnPim daxili or internal organization; 

2) t'ciqa or singing praises of the prophet (signalling that the twiza is about to begin 

officially; and 

3) cur^ u Ibdvan or the beginning proper. Another name for this part is komaSi 

(from French "commencer", begin); it can also be signalled, and here the local pragmatic 

system can be glimpsed, by more indirect means fkinava or ramz), by the expressions 

golu bismillah or tukklo 7 llah (explained in the body of the transcription). 

A) tnPim daxili: 

This section takes up in more detail the division of task roles within the work group 

(rfag or koppania') mentioned in stage five. 

After the cix assigns and balances the work groups and designates where they are to 

work, the workers decide among themselves (presumably with recourse to the advice of 

the cix, but the extent to which this is a matter of the cix or of the workers remains to be 

determined) the internal breakdown of tasks. Someone must concentrate on shovelling 
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tbvac (from French biche, meaning a type of shovel), another on filling baskets t'^mar 

with the dirt that has been shovelled; in addition, a thrower TTowwa^ is needed to get rid 

of the piled-up dirt by throwing it over the canal bank where it (hopefully) will not wash 

down again into the canal and cause it to silt up again. In the event of a deep canal and/or 

high banks, there is a need for several throwers, some of whom place themselves on a 

ladder mr. The number of workers and their specialization varies as a function of the 

work to be done, as well as of the physical characteristics or layout of the canal and its 

surroundings: whether the canal bottom ga'r sagva is wide or narrow, etc. If the canal 

bottom is wide and HFir sagva. which requires a lot of digging, is to be done, a line of two 

shovellers bivvaca side by side will be constituted, with enough room to avoid 

interference or injury. 

B) t'ciqa 

Once the preceding steps have been completed, with everyone assigned to a work 

team and a task and knowing where and with whom it is to be carried out, the work is 

ready to be begun. Before work can be started, however, the f ciqa. a kind of collective 

religious injunction/invocation must be said. The t'ciqa is said at all collective occasions 

which are considered to have a strongly religious character (see below). Here it has two 

primary functions: 1) to keep the devil ciTan away for the duration of the event, and 2) to 

bring God's blessing or baraka, in some way a positive restatement of the negatively 

conceived first function. Were the devil to be present during the work, the workers might 

be prone to accidents, always a concern in view of the close quarters, presence of sharp 

implements and heavy objects, and the pressure to complete the job quickly. And, it must 
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be said, the potential for conflict, especially when so much is at stake and the nature of 

the work requires a great deal of co-operation among a disparate group of people who 

normally do not share common interests, is high. 

The second function, asking for God's blessing, the reverse of the first, has the 

purpose of ensuring that the work will proceed smoothly and for the benefit of all, i.e., for 

the community as a whole. This is partly accomplished by increasing the spirit of co

operation and of work among all the participants. 

In such a regime of speaking, the connection between speaking and action is God's 

ability to intervene in the world, as the causal agent of all things that happen. Speaking, 

in particular imploring, can access the divine force and cause God to influence the course 

of human affairs Harakat and sakanat (all human activities, whether working or resting). 

Be this as it may, the t'ciqa is only employed for a certain subset of human actions: those 

activities which have both a collective and a religious nature, for example the naming of a 

newborn infant sbii' which takes place seven days after birth, a circumcision ceremony 

xtana. accomplishing the pilgrimage Haii, a wedding Irs, and on all the holy days of the 

religious calendar: marking the end of the fasting month of Ramadan 'id SSGir. marking 

the covenant between God and Abraham Td Ikbir. the prophet's birthday milud. as well as 

at a fqra or HaPra/the performances of the sufi orders for the purposes of healing and 

blessing. However, the t'ciqa is not said at a funeral gnaza: instead, the profession of faith 

cahada is pronounced^^. What then, is the connection between all of these events and 

^'Why this should be is not clear to me, but there may be a parallel in the fact that after a Sufi trance 

performance, at the start of which the t'ciqa was said, the cahada is pronounced presumably in order to 
bring the performer's spirit back t ohis body. One could conjecture that a kind of death had acccurred while 

the performer was in a trance. 
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ceremonies, and the twiza? The religious ceremonies are not problematic, because their 

collective and religious nature is clear; likewise for the case of a wedding. For a twiza, 

the important point to remember is that a twiza is considered to be a kind of jihad or 

communal effort with a religiously inspired goal. The goal of the twiza is the creation and 

maintenance of life, as well as the creation and maintenance of group solidarity (the first 

goal is consciously stated, the second is an interpretation—it also may be the historical 

reflex of group expansion, where agricultural land newly acquired or maintained 

contributed to the expansion process to the detriment of the group's enemies, notably 

other Arab and Berber tribes^''). 

Finally, in a point so obvious it risks being overlooked, the f ciqa has a pragmatic 

function as well of signalling or indexing that work is about to (and is ready to) begin, as 

is illustrated by use of the expression "gol bismillah" or say "in the name of God", itself 

indexing the beginning of an action because said upon the inception of an activity 

sequence.. In some sense the term or expression is constitutive of the beginning, actually 

creating it through discourse . For the t'ciqa to be said, a number of factors must come 

together in the minds of the workers and the cix: basically, they must know where they 

are going, how they're going to arrive there, with the groups which will accomplish the 

work already formed and readied for action, including the provision and distribution of 

I witnessed an interesting use of the t'ciqa when the Moroccan soccer team qualified for the World Cup 
tournament in 1994. At the end of the match, in a cafe, the men watching television did a t'ciqa before 
leaving, as a kind of sendoff to the team. What seems to be entailed by this usage is the concept or notion 
of sacred solidarity almost in a classic kind of Durkheimian sense, where the team, representing the 

communal polity, is engaged in a kind of sacred struggle against an opponent, defined as outside the group 
boundaries. Perhaps this represents a secularization of the concept of jihad, or perhaps it could be seen as a 
kind of "serious play" (Bateson 1972) where a group enacts its concerns about overcoming perceived 
external threats to its cohesion and indeed, very survival. 
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all necessary tools, and the placement and arrangement within a work group (rfag) of 

workers and their assigned tasks. 

C) coro' f Ixadma 

After the t'ciqa is done, indexing the beginning of the action, the bivvac begins 

shovelling tbvac by doing a fum amud (marking a beginning) in order to make the work 

easier, taking care to collect the dirt in a pile 'arram for the person in charge of filling 

baskets 'ammar. The filler in turn begins to fill his baskets with his msHa. placing them 

next to one of the throwers TTowwa'a, who pass them along up the bank (or throw them 

if they are light). At this point the person whose task is to empty the baskets xowwei 

catches hold of them, empties the load of dirt, and throws the empty baskets to the canal 

bottom below. This is the basic cycle of work which stays constant throughout the 

operation. As workers tire, they exchange tasks, from difficult to easy and vice-versa, in a 

spirit of cooperative solidarity, until the entire has been finished. 

Stage 8: raHa u kruT rest (raHa) and snack (kruT, from French cassecroute). As 

the particular twiza recorded and analyzed for this dissertation took place during the 

fasting period of Ramadan, details on this point are lacking. However, the twiza meal, as 

theorized in the writings of Bourdieu and Hart, and others, is an important, even 

constitutive, event in the signification of twiza as a practice. In addition, the work of 

Donham considers the ritualized role of food as constitutive of certain types of work 

practice in the highlands of Ethiopia. In Ethiopia, as in Algeria and Morocco, food or the 

lack of it entirely changes the character and meaning of the work it accompanies. 

Stage 9: rju' Ixadma. return to work (details lacking, for above reason). 
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Stage 10: IfTor lunch or ritual meal. 

The term fTor. used for the meal which breaks the Ramadan fast, indicates the 

sacred nature of twiza in local thought, positing a relation between twiza work as service 

or sacrifice to God, and the community which serves God, and the Ramadan fast as an 

ordained sacrifice for God by the community of believers ('umma). 

Stage 11: rju' Ixadma return to work (reprise of stage 9) 

Stage 12: nqir ImsaHi. cleaning of (caked mud, etc. off) tools This cleaning 

indexes that the twiza has ended,which is signalled by a final t'ciqa recitation. The 

decision to recite, as is the case with all other decisions in the twiza, is made by the cix. 

Stage 13: fciqa. Reprise of f ciqa, the official ending of the twiza (t'ciqa marks 

both the beginning and ending) 

A CALCULUS OF ROLES AND TASKS 

The following section is meant to sum up in as much detail as possible, the division 

of tasks and roles in a twizt sgi (whether aGrad. xdamt TTin or Hfir saeva u ihirha) and 

their arrangement in space. The aim is to provide enough details about the organization of 

the practice for a basic understanding of the action scenario, its rules and its meanings; in 

other words, to provide enough context to be able to make some sense of what transpires 

in the recording. 

the masHa (pi. msaHi) can perhaps be seen to index all tools in a kind of metonymic structure. 
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A. The core group 

(formed for each work team, here ordered from canal bottom ga'r ssagya to top 

cafR ssagya or jal ssagya): 

1. biyyac shoveller pi. biyyaca [from French pioche, shovel] 

The shoveller or biyyac is the first in the team to descend to the canal bottom, 

where he takes up position. His is the core role in the core group: for that reason, he is 

referred to as ras IHarba. the team leader whom everyone relies on. A rfag work group 

will have one or two biyyaca depending on the size of the fasma Tor fum 'mud, or bdva. 

beginning),the area to be dug out, and of the (a large area can have many), as well as 

the size of the kobbaniva or rfag (work group or team). The bdya can vary according to 

32 the width of the canal basin: if it is wide, biyyaca may be placed on each side of canal . 

The biyyac starts off at the first fasma of the nzla (here synonymous with an ' Sa), 

the work area measured out by a special measuring stick 'Sa (other names: raSyon, 'bar. 

naSib). He is responsible for digging as well as removing dirt trab from the area of the 

fasma. Biyyac refers to the bic, the main work implement used; this is like a a kind of 

ax, but in the Lower Rteb the fas refers to a large, heavy masHa. The biyyac sets the tone 

as it were of the entire group: if there is no dirt available (from the work of the biyyac), 

there will be nothing for the other members of the team to do. While a biyyac must be 

able to bring strength and stamina to the task, he also sets the new canal level if different 

from its previous level (in conjuction with the cix), a decision which may have far-

reaching consequences. 

the width of an 'Sa is an attribute or function of a canal's/fasma's width. 
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2. Fmmar, basket filler: one or two according to team size The 'mmar fills baskets 

(sg. gffa) with the dirt and debris produced by the biyyac and deposited by him on a pile 

of dirt 'rram. using a kind of shovel masHa to do so. If the distance is small, he may use 

the masHa to throw dirt directly, without the intermediary of a basket (in which case he 

would be a kind of thrower rather than filler). In a medium to large size operation, he 

may fill eight or ten baskets at a time, piling them up until the thrower can get to them. 

The throwers then pass the baskets along in a chain (like a ladder) from the canal bottom 

to the top of the bank. The xowway catches the baskets and empties them on top of the 

bank, making sure to tamp the dirt down with his foot; he then throws it down below. If 

there are a lot of baskets coming at him, one of the throwers beside him may take over 

the task of returning back the empty baskets. 

3. TToww' pi. TTowwa'a: thrower. On the canal bottom wjah ssagya or lower bank 

cafr taHtani. 

As described above, there are two types of "thrower": one who throws baskets, and 

a "filler" who doubles as a thrower by throwing dirt directly with his masHa. There may 

be up to five TTowwa'a depending on depth of canal Gorg ssagya. 

4. 'maliyyet Imddan. The operation of basket passing. Task shared between team 

members. 

As we have seen, there is a certain sharing of tasks (or non-task specialization) in 

the interest of saving time and effort. Both throwers and emptiers may throw baskets to 

the top as well as return them below, avoiding the needless passing of empty baskets back 

along the passing line, which would slow things down and could cause confusion. 
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The number of workers manning the passing chain varies according to the depth of 

the sagya: the canal "mouth" fum ssagya, the point at the dam where the canal has its 

beginning, is always lower than the point ga'r ssagya where the canal reaches the area 

under cultivation Gaba. 

In a rfag, only one "thrower" uses a masHa. If it is only a short distance from canal 

to bank, only one will be needed, who will use a masHa. If more than one is needed due 

to greater canal depth, the gffa will be used in addition to the masHa: but in that case the 

first "thrower" who uses the masHa turns into a "filler" who fills a gffa. There is an 

implicational scale here: the presence of a gffa implies a masHa (that is, a person 

manning a masHa), but not vice-versa. 

6. xowwei pi. xowwaya person in charge of emptying baskets: on the upper canal 

bank cafr fogani. 

As described above. An average operation might require up to three xowwaya. 

B. Core roles shared between teams: cix and sggaT 

7. cix, pi.' cyux, team leader. Also called rais, head or leader, and Fbbar. the one 

who measures workspaces (although in some cases a separate person may be charged 

with this task). The cix tavlham encourages workers to maintain a consistent level of 

effort throughout the operation, with a sophisticated mixture of strategies and techniques. 

It is the cix who watches over the entire operation from start to finish, he is the one who 

assigns and organizes and records attendance. He is the arbiter between groups and 
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between workers. And he is the one who reports back to the jma'a and notifies it of 

compliance and non-compliance, an important power which is used toward the end of our 

recorded twiza segment. 

8. sggaT (precedes the work team: one only, usually the cix). 

The SggaT precedes the rfag. working as an advance party to clear the way of 

underbrush (primarily palm branches, which are sharp enough to take out an eye, reeds, 

protruding roots, and other growth) obstructing the canal and its branches, in a process 

called sHvan TTriq or tsraH TTriq. It is usually the cix who undertakes tsgaT as a kind of 

cooperation or help musa'ada or taToww'a in the interest of speeding up the work, 

although he is not obliged by custom 'orf to do it. In our tape, the cix is the one who 

carries out the role of tsgaT. 

Once cleared out, the cut underbrush is gathered in a pile >ram and fastened with a 

strip of palm frond 7^ to simplify transporting it to the top of the canal bank and to 

prevent sharp spines or thorns cok from hurting anyone. In the case of loose branches and 

leaves (xcla' or xcac), the pile is burned on the spot due to the difficulty of handling 

them, and to prevent the thorns and loose brush from being blown by the wind back into 

the canal and clogging the drains qwivdisat (diminutive of qwaddus, pipes). 

b). peripheral members: 

9. HaDDay pi. HaDDaya: (behind the workers, in a shady spot: one or two). From 

HDi, to guard. 

The HaDC)ay guards the workers' clothes and equipment duzzan (he may also 

prepare tea and bring water); normally, the role of the HaDDay is filled by an old man 
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who is excused by the cix and the other workers from the twiza work which is beyond his 

capability. Having a HaDDay is a matter of convenience, so that workers do not have to 

be bothered with carrying their affairs with them from ' Sa to ' Sa, which would clearly get 

in the way of the speed and mobility required by the work. Having a HaDDay to look 

after their things frees the workers up physically and mentally, as well. 

10. Sbyan (boys, who are charged with bringing water: two or more). 

The Sbyan bring drinking water to workers (a role which is sometimes performed 

by the HaDDaya as well), and in the event the workers need something, such as cigarettes 

or a container of water, they send the Sbyan to bring it. 

11. rrqq' pi. rrqq'a: (in the shade; one or a maximum of two) 

The rqq' is given the task of repairing workers' equipment, in particular patching 

rqa' the rope baskets which are used to transport dirt. Usually the role of rqq' is taken by 

an old man rail kbir who no longer has the strength necessary for canal work. Alternately, 

the HaDDay may double as a rqqa\ at the same time guarding clothes, mending trq' 

equipment, and sharpening/preparing tSmar machetes ImsaHi. 



TABLE 6: 

SCHEMATIZATION OF TWIZT SGI ROLES AND TASKS 

(from most to least important): 

(supervises all teamwork: the leader of all teams): 

1. cix (rais) [may double as sggaT] 

(Core roles/tasks for every team rfag): 

2. biyyac (verbal noun tabyact) 

3. 'mmar 

4. Toww' 

5. unnamed 

6. xowwei 

(shared between teams): 

7. SggaT (verbal noun tsgaT) 

8. Hadday 

9. Sabyan 

10. rrq' 
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SYMBOLIC AND PRAGMATIC RELATIONS—THE "CULTURE" OF TWIZA 

1) Twiza and reflexivity 

With regard to the issue of reflexivity or self-referral, which could also be thought 

of as a problem of metapragmatic or metalinguistic framing, the work party or twiza 

never refers to itself, the leader ("cix") is never referred to as cix or leader, only 

addressed by his name (perhaps this is a mark of the event's status intermediate between 

informal and formal; or, perhaps it would be more accurate to say it is a formal event 

masquerading as an informal one (in guise of communal solidarity, masking the actual 

rapport de force in the community: see the above comments of Bourdieu and Pascon on 

this point). However, it does refer to itself obliquely: for instance, the workers are 

addressed as "Tyur jjnna", birds of paradise, referring to the religiously sanctioned status 

such communal work has in the eyes of the commimity. Regarding metalinguistic 

approaches to leadership and formality, it is instructive to compare the domain of 

construction, where one person is designated and referred to as the m ̂ allam -leader or 

master, while in cooperative work such as the twiza, this is not done, presumably for the 

reasons mentioned above. 

2) On the 'Sa or measuring stick 

The 'Sa or measuring stick is in some way a key symbol: at once the focus of 

activity, an index of community solidarity, an icon (or iconic index) of the material and 

social balance based on access to land and water rights (each social unit measures 

according to its inherited ownership). The cix uses the stick, representing community 
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values, both to encourage the workers to work, and as a "mock" threat to them if they are 

lax. Further ramifications of this point are discussed in the following chapter. 

Another important point and one related to the foregoing, is the 'Sa as a symbol of 

justice, equality, and democracy. This has a basis in the Qur'an, where believers are 

enjoined to value justice and fight against injustice, symbolized by just measurement in 

the marketplace and by extension in all transactions, representing a powerful antidote to 

cheating and corruption. Just measures are equal measures for all, and so the expression 

kul waHd b 'Sato, everyone with his stick, meaning everyone is equal under the law and 

in the eyes of God, and has the right to equal treatment and independence of action. 

Islam (in the hadith or received tradition as opposed to the Qur'an) theorizes proper 

action as having three elements: foum, qlb and idd: mouth or word, heart or intent (also 

niyya), and hand or physical action. This represents a tripartite theory of action where all 

three aspects must be aligned for proper action or behavior to exist. 

The 'Sa or stick used in twiza practice is a measure known to all the participants. 

The value of this measurement is not fixed in advance but changes each time. It is either 

made from a reed (qaSba) or a palm-frond (jrida) whose fan z'f has been removed. An 

'Sa can measure two meters, two and a half meters, or even three meters. If only a meter, 

there will not be enough space between the workers, and problems could develop, so it 

must be at least two meters long. Once the 'Sa is chosen, it is laid down on the ground 

and a mark (Trasma) is made with it, while saying "ha waHd llah". This marks the space 

within which a worker will operate. If only jhir is needed, there will be only one worker 

in that place, while if Hfir is called for, a rfag composed of biyyac, 'mmar, Towwa\ etc. 
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will work in it. The 'Sa is both a material thing, namely a stick, and the space represented 

by it. The space or area which is traced or marked by the stick on the ground is marked 

on the top and bottom only; the sides of the canal sagya mark the width. 

An important issue in comprehending the meaning of twiza to its participants and to 

the larger community in which it is found is twiza as a cognitive/semiotic system: the 

cognitive world it represents/constructs and its relationship to other levels of social 

reality. This could mean several things: what are the non-material (both symbolic and 

pragmatic) aspects of the twiza, the material aspects being the physical setting, and the 

organization necessary to accomplish the goal at hand. The latter or organizational basis 

of the twiza has of course a strong social component, which is in large part non-material, 

although with one foot as it were in the material: types of land tenure and land inheritance 

being the primary variable here. For this reason it is best perhaps to talk about a mode of 

production (and a concomitant mode of consciousness in some way associated with it): 

this being a constellation of factors (overdetermined, to be sure) relating setting, social 

relations of production, and cognitive-symbolic aspects of production (such as the 

knowledge necessary to successfully execute the operations which collectively constitute 

the twiza, and the knowledge which would enable one to relate to other socially-

constituted persons, i.e. the ability to interact cooperatively or at least accomplish one's 

goals in a general sense). This mix of semantic and pragmatic knowledge defines the 

"cognitive" domain of the twiza; another way of conceptualizing it would see both 

forming a "mode of consciousness" associated with the twiza, and in general, the system 

of farming production of which it partakes. A mode of consciousness "articulates" with a 
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given mode of production, although not in any strictly determined way based on a one-to-

one relation (cf. Althusser, for example). 

Two examples of what we mean by this: as we have seen, the "'Sa" or measuring 

stick seems to embody many or all of the various domains of the twiza: it is at once an 

organizational implement with a physical embodiment ("it is a stick") which is used to 

organize or structure the twiza by measuring the distance to be covered, as well as a 

physical and symbolic space within which a work team is constituted and solidarity 

constructed ("it is a space"); it symbolizes or represents both solidarity and hierarchy, the 

authority of the larger group (qbila) over its members, as when (in the tape) the cix 

(mock) threatens to hit a recalitrant worker with it to get him moving, as well as being a 

symbol of the social distribution of production (the number of workers sent to work being 

proportional to the amount of twaggr owned in the system. 

A second'example of a symbol articulated throughout a mode of production/mode 

of consciousness, more complex than the first: this is idea of water as something which 

must flow smoothly in order to benefit all parts of the system equally. First, on the 

physical level or order, the point of the twiza is to re-form the canal so as to enable water 

to flow in a smooth, unobstructed way: for this reason, the first level chosen must be 

optimally placed to ensure such a flow, and the level must be maintained throughout, not 

too low, not too high, no rough patches which would cause flowing water to stagnate or 

sudden rushes of water which could undermine canal banks. On a social level, water must 

reach all twaggir equally, a healthy flowing of water reaching all members, codified by 

the "rbTa u jartha" system we have seen earlier. A key to this conceptualization is the 
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term "Sar f the  mSarf  i s  the  chamie l  th rough which  the  water  f lows  and  i s  dra ined  out ,  

representing a kind of exchange: in Arabic, Sarf is used to refer to exchange of money, as 

well as a drain, and has the connotation of purity. And in the domain of health, especially 

bodily health, the unobstructed flow of the body's waters (blood and other substances 

such as bodily secretions) in their channels (here the 'roq or veins [which also glosses as 

nerves] are in analogous relation to the banks of a canal) [and, one would postulate, its 

proper drainage] is the key to bodily health. 

At the level of pragmatics, the following are some points or questions raised by this 

dissertation, but for the most part remaining unanswered or beyond its immediate scope. 

Under the rubric of pragmatic or semiotic framing of context would be included types of 

genres, whether unique to the area, to the twiza, to agriculture and irrigation, to 

cooperative work, to Morocco and Arab-Islamic society in general, or constituting 

universals of human interaction. Or does the twiza use and form a (unique) constellation 

of genres found elsewhere, as it were the building blocks of interaction. What is it that 

gives the 'quality' of an interaction? What is it (key, tone) that makes an interaction 

Moroccan? (in large part, the pervasive use of indirection and metaphor) or bldi (unique 

to the pre-Sahara region, whether inside Morocco or crossing borders into Algeria and 

beyond)? or Rtbi (unique or characteristic of the Rteb area of the Ziz valley)? Indeed 

what are the cultural foci indexed (in part) through spoken interaction? These are some of 

the questions we attempt to answer during the course of the broader text analysis which 

follows chapter five. 
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TABLE 7: 

TYPES/CATEGORIES OF SPEAKING: PERSUASIVE VS. COERCIVE USES 

OF LANGUAGE 

Direct/indirect (use of joking tqcab and Hcvan IhaPra in the latter) 

Ordering 

Encouraging 

Mocking 

Praising 

Blessing 

Cursing 
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TABLE 8: 

AN OVERVIEW OF ta^ twiza: TWIZA DISCOURSE 

1. taqafa ca'bia [popular culture] 

a. tdraj qappo [a kind of verbal play^^] 

b. tqcab [teasing, joking: another kind of verbal play] 

c. Hiwarat 'mma [conversation in general] 

2. taqafa dinia [religious culture] 

a. ta'ciqa [ta'ciqa: a kind of mdaH nabawia] 

b. mdaH nabawia [verse in praise of the prophet] 

c. dkir [Sufi verse] 

" tdraj qappo or tdraj Iqappo, as well as tqcab, are indirect speech genres drib Im 'ni involving (good-
natured) joking. These genres vary according to whether they are found internal to the context of twiza or 
external to it (compare with the Samoan Fono: Duranti 1991). This contrasts with joking or insulting which 

is not good natured, found outside of the twiza. A paradigmatic example would be m'ayra, face-to-face 
insulting matches between women, m'ayra serves as a negative model of discourse: men's discourse is 
definitionall;y unlike m'ayra, because it is lacking in honor carf. Honor here seems to be indicative of 

attention to face: both tqcab joking genres as well as indirect forms of command attend to face needs in 
careful ways, as we will see shortly. However, joking, which is practiced among peers or more 
paradigmatically between a superior and an inferior, such as the cix and a worker, constantly trace the edge 
between what is acceptable and what is questionable, from whence it draws its discursive force or interest. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCOURSE GENRES IN TWIZA PRACTICE: LANGUAGE, SPACE AND 

THE SEMIOTIC CONSTRUCTION OF PERSONS 

The co-operative work event called twiza in the part of Morocco where I undertook 

my field research, which in whole or in part forms the subject/object of this dissertation, 

seems, as is the case with any piece of culture arbitrarily separated out for analysis, to 

exist as a separate phenomenon while simultaneously blending in with its surrounding 

contexts. Any demarcation of a separate cultural "thing" is therefore arbitrary and 

problematic, but the exercise of doing so can be instructive. 

One way to go about doing this is to look at how the various aspects of the 

phenomenon at issue, in this case the twiza^**. articulate with their contextual moorings. 

The obverse of this, and no less interesting, is to inquire as to how the twiza integrates the 

"stuff it draws in from its surroundings into a whole, whether coherent or not 

(postmodernists would place their bets on the latter). There is the working of a double 

movement, therefore, a moving outward, of articulation, and a moving inward, of 

integration^^. The twiza, as a site for the coming together or intersection of cultural 

material can be seen as a nodal point in a network making up a (cultural) horizon or 

world. It is in this sense a privileged site or window. See Silverstein (1981) for more on 

/ 

this point. 

I define the term and show its use in context in the second and third chapters; in a sense, the entire 
dissertation is an attempt to define the term. 

This notion of articulation and integration is taken from the wori< of Greimas (Greimas 1987; Greimas 
and Courtes 1979) 
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Cultural phenomena, however, do not exist in disembodied form, separate from the 

actors who enact them. The twiza as institution has the advantage of being at a low-

enough level of organization to show relatively easily how institutions and all socio-

cultural phenomena emerge from, and conversely, blend into again, the horizon to which 

they belong (through the mechanisms of articulation and integration, contextualization 

and recontextualization (Bauman 1990)). In this sense they can be said to be emergent. 

By itself, the twiza^ or any social phenomenon, has no reality. It cannot really be said to 

exist apart from the human actors who enact and reenact it, just as culture in some views 

does not have a separate existence from those who use it^^. And this is where discourse 

comes in. Discourse, or speech in context, is a prime site, perhaps the prime site, for 

teasing out the ways in which human actors participate in the articulation and integration, 

the emergence of cultural phenomena qua phenomena and their re-blending into the 

surrounding background horizon. Cultural actors seem to accomplish this "work" in (at 

least) two ways: one, by cognitively sharing the background of meanings and 

understandings which together form the phenomenon at issue as a coherent semiotic 

system, in turn embedded in and forming a part of other and larger semiotic systems (and 

also in turn serving as the background for other, smaller sub-systems, in some cases 

showing differential distribution among actors, as for example, between our cix and the 

workers under his command), and two, by sharing the rules and presuppositions which 

allow all this cultural "stuff to be manipulated as a set of resources for accomplishing 

(also cultural, but in a different sense) ends or goals. The problem is that both of these 

An argument for this, position in strong form is made by Urban (Urban 1991). 
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levels are cultural, in the sense that they are the property as it were of the human actors 

who make use of them in their day-to-day living, thinking, imagining, and dreaming, in 

their doing and in their being. It is easy to lose track of the level at issue, or to too 

casually dismiss one or the other as being extra-cultural or "psychological" and therefore 

of no inherent interest, or at least not amenable to analysis by the particular tool at hand. 

Certain semioticians, in particular, seem to shrink in horror from the second type of 

phenomenon as being "non-semiotic" or non-logical (the early Greimas (1987) comes to 

mind here, following Saussure's (1959) relegating of parole to analytical Siberia, but 

there are others). 

The first level is the domain of traditional semiotics as it has developed over the 

years, the domain of Saussure's system of binary oppositions, of Peirce's (1931) triad of 

signs, and of Greimas's semiotic square (a progression, incidentally, from two dimensions 

to three and then beyond). To my mind, Silverstein (1979; 1993) best resolves this 

apparent paradox or contradiction between the separate operation of levels, both sharing a 

family resemblance of traits characteristic of semiotic functioning (perhaps this could be 

subjected to the semiotic square!) by positing a splitting of the concept of metapragmatics 

to encompass both types of operation. His key intuition is that both types are 

metapragmatic, because they can both be talked about by those who possess this cultural 

"property" (my analogy). Briefly, here is how the two types of metapragmatic phenomena 

(which Silverstein names metapragmatics sub 1 and sub 2, or m sub 1 and m sub 2 for 

short) cohere or integrate into a larger system: 
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At the first level, using our twiza as an example, participants recognize the 

existence of a cultural phenomenon through their shared metalinguistic and metacultural 

naming of it and of its constituent parts. This shared naming of experience (and its 

enactment through discursive action) both reflects and is constitutive of the phenomenon 

at issue. This first level is labeled by the group with unique terminology and explained by 

certain systematic rules (constitutive rules) which form a system of meanings and 

understandings. However, a second level of metapragmatic operation is necessary for 

cultural phenomena to be said to exist. This is the level of use—actors not only talk about 

these phenomena, they are able to manipulate them for (extra) and (intra) cultural ends. In 

order for this to occur, rules and understandings for a higher-order level manipulation of 

these resources must be shared by the group members. This is Silverstein's domain of the 

operation of metapragmatics sub two. It also seems to be the scene of the attempt by 

many latter-day phenomenologists, such as Merleau-Ponty (1962) and of Greimas in his 

later writings (where he further develops his theory of modalization and introduces the 

notion of feelings) to somehow rise above (or go below?) the horizon of understanding 

described by the operation and combination of signs. This level, while subject to 

awareness in the sense that it can be talked about and acted upon, seems to be below the 

level of awareness available to discuss and contribute "ethno-theorizing" about the first 

level of metapragmatics. This second awareness or metapragmatics would seem to be the 

\ 

domain of tropes and processes such as irony and indirection, so necessary to the 

understanding of how our twiza, and the cix within it, draws its power to shape human 

interaction, to produce and transform meaning. One further point: it seems that both 
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levels of analysis imply and draw upon each other for their existence. Therefore, while on 

the one hand one could be said to presuppose the existence of the other and to rise above 

it, on another level of understanding neither one is prior or pre-existent. In this sense, 

both presuppose each other and represent transformations of the other. This would fit in 

well with Greimas's dictum to the effect that meaning cannot be produced, rather, 

existing meaning can only be transformed, itself a transformation of a key point of 

Charles Sanders Peirce (Peirce 1931) from a century earlier, that of infinite semiosis. 

A second line of analysis 1 believe to be especially productive for understanding the 

twiza in relation to its enveloping system of contextual moorings is the notion of the 

frame (or deictic) space as developed by Goffman (1974; 1981) and extended by 

Levinson (1987) and others. We could then think of both the twiza as a 

macrophenomenon and each individual participant as forming/being formed by (or 

inhabiting) a framespace or communicational interface. This notion implies something 

like a nested hierarchy of spaces. Goffman in his original theory posits the existence of 

speaker spaces and hearer (addressee?) spaces, both being in effect infinite in their scope 

and reach. This then, presents a paradox: how could both speaker frames and listener 

frames be infinite without merging into one (infinite) speaker-hearer frame? And this 

frame must in turn merge with all the other frames in the society or group at issue, 

creating in turn one large frame space, which of course would then merge with its 

surrounding frames, in a by-now familiar process of infinite semiosis. How to resolve this 

paradox of free-standing frames which are simultaneously merged into their own frames? 

This is the paradox and difficulty of theorizing context as well as consciousness. All 
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semiotic phenomena, which is to say all phenomena, are participants in this paradox. The 

only way such an inherent contradiction can be resolved, I think, is to accept that both 

viewpoints, framed and frameless, represent (another loaded word!) valid views or 

interpretations of reality. They are both real, although contradicting each other, because 

their effects can be ascertained to be real, that is, able to be "teased out" of analysis. We 

therefore use the criterion of utility as our ground. The question as to whether these 

concepts are truly "real," or representative of "the truth" is then pushed to one side or 

bracketed out (another frame!) They are real for the purposes of our analysis. This is true 

also for the entire question of context: what is context, is there such a thing as context, 

how does one go about separating context from the thing to be contextualized, and so on. 

The only answer is to recognize that these are ultimately artificial constructs (both 

"context" and "thing to be put in context") useful for a purpose and not to be extended, 

objectified or reified beyond the purpose at hand. 

William F. Hanks (1996) brings up an interesting point: if the functioning of frame 

spaces is infinitely complex, as Goffman and especially Levinson have argued, how is it 

that all producers (and receivers)^^ of utterances produced and received in them are easily 

able to interpret them? I agree that there have to be mechanisms in operation permitting 

easy interpretive access to those participating in the system. Such mechanisms would 

The notion of speakers and hearers as producers and receivers of utterances is an ingrained one in 
received theories of communication, but it is almost certainly a metaphor whose currency has passed. 
Newer developments in cybernetics and semiotics stress the multidirectional nature, and extra-logical 
functioning, of human communication. Recent theories of right-brain function come to mind, but the field 
is too complex to do more than briefly mention here. See below, at the end of this chapter, for some further 
theorizing on this crucial point, in particular Adam Kendon's overview Kendon, A. (1990). Conducting 
interaction : patterns of behavior in focused encounters. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. 
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have to be simple enough to be made use of by those socialized into them (if that is the 

appropriate term) yet opaque to outsiders. Clearly, this would serve to defend the system 

from outsiders who may not share the interests of such a system's users. The metaphor of 

a (semiotic) code designed to be understood by a group of users yet impenetrable to non-

members comes to mind. Yet we need more than a system of rules and shared meanings. 

We need, as Hanks' comments would suggest, actual mechanisms, spare and efficient in 

their reach, which would allow such a code to operate, in other words, a second-order 

level of code, a code of codes. The combined operation of metapragmatics sub one and 

sub two, discussed above, may be the beginning of an answer to this conundrum . 

Another example, from the field of phonology in linguistics, may shed light on the 

problem. Recently, Optimality Theory has gained wide acceptance in phonology and is 

beginning to spread outward into the study of other domains of linguistic analysis such as 

syntax. Optimality Theory posits universal constraints that seem to account for the entire 

range of natural language phonological phenomena or data. A complicated system of 

language-specific rules is therefore not required. This system is simple, and broad in 

scope. A similar set of basic system constraints might be posited to exist at the level of 

pragmatics for explaining the interpretation of utterances. 

The question arises as to what extent Hank's notion of a framespace diverges from 

Goffman's original idea, and whether the two notions might be intended to accomplish 

differing analytical work. From my preliminary reading, it seems to me that Goffman is 

referring to a metaphoric space around a speaker (as well as a hearer), while Hanks seems 

to have in mind a space (more like an actual physical space, although it has metaphoric 
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aspects) in the midst of the participants, created by their poohng their own individual 

spaces. His space seems to have more in common with the notion of a deictic space than 

does Goffman's. 

In this dissertation I attempt to demonstrate how the space in which the twiza takes 

place and which has as its symbolic focus the 'Sa or stick can be thought of as a frame 

space or deictic space, and how this space operates as a multi-dimensional construct to 

organize the twiza event and orchestrate its action in social space. 

A lifeworld, rather than a pre-existing reification, can be thought of as representing 

a kind of stance (see Brentano (Brown, Collinson et al. 1998)), oppositional or otherwise, 

or a vantage (Taylor and MacLaury 1995; MacLaury 1997) taken collectively and 

individually by those who participate in it (and thereby create or construe it), at once 

closed in on itself and open to worlds/horizons beyond it (in more of the both/and 

movement under the sign of which this thesis is written). Participants act as if they 

inhabit a closed world, conceived of as a unique identity, yet are open to the outside when 

it is seen to benefit them (and are open to it in the form of ideological and other 

influences coming from outside spheres or structures which are more powerful). Perhaps 

this movement could be conceived of as an ensemble of lenses each of which opens or 

closes to let in more or less cultural light according to criteria of evaluation unique to it, 

in a type of articulation (as well as integration): breakdown would occur when a lens is 

forced open (or shut) by powerful forces, whether of the base or superstructure, or some 

combination of the two, which overwhelm the delicate mechanisms of operation. 
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In a sense, participants in a lifeworld play at inhabiting a closed world, and this is 

where dramaturgical metaphors and analyses play a role (as it were) (Goffman 1974; 

Geertz 1980). The language these actors use for their role-playing, a type of play albeit 

serious, is itself chock full of play, in the form of irony, jokes, indirection, and other 

tropes/discourse genres representing or recreating the oppositions of domination and 

subordination of which the society is saturated. 

A fruitful approach taken to understanding the production of meaning in "closed" 

cultural worlds is to see them as systems employing unique codes or rather systems of 

codes. A cultural lifeworld is therefore like a language (Levi-Strauss 1963; Levi-Strauss 

1966; Lacan 1977), composed of terms and relations. Recent theories of discourse and 

practice have arisen as counterweights to the inadequacies of such structuralist thinking, 

giving more attention to contextualizations external to these "closed" systems in both 

time and space, necessary for their comprehension as anything more than grossly 

oversimplified models too distant from real social functioning. In a more recent 

development, Maurice Bloch (1991; 1992) takes the critique of structuralism in cultural 

analysis several steps further, arguing that culture is not fundamentally language-like, and 

that viewing it as such obscures rather than contributes to our understanding of how 

cultural phenomena operate. In place of structuralist accounts or their discourse-based 

descendants, Bloch uses developments from cognitive science, in particular 

cormectionism and schema theory (Mandler 1984; D'Andrade and Strauss 1992; 

D'Andrade 1995), to sketch a research program he claims will have more explanatory 

power, because relying on less complex mechanisms of explanation (more about this 
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below). While I have some criticisms of Bloch's account of language, in particular his 

seeming conflation of language with Saussure's langue or Chomsky's (1968; 1988) 

generative definition of language as coterminous with propositional logic, I believe Bloch 

is up to something, and I have tried to incorporate schemata into my analysis^®. 

This thesis attempts to bridge or connect a series of conceptual oppositions, or 

rather, to unite them from a more encompassing perspective or synthesis: these include 

nature/culture, semantics/pragmatics, closed/open, essence/use, and particular/universal. 

The approach to the twiza which I follow in this dissertation sees the event as mediating 

the above-mentioned oppositions, as a locus or site of the intersection, convergence or 

articulation of many interwoven phenomena, culture and language in particular. With 

regard to these, care must be taken not to conflate the twiza with the discourse genres 

associated with it; the two are not coterminous. We will see that while the twiza cannot 

be understood without reference to the discourse regime which in a sense animates it, the 

ensemble of practices which make up what we are choosing to define as twiza do not 

depend wholly upon language and discourse. Ultimately, the connections between 

language, discourse, and other practices are overdetermined (see below). 

As a site of semiotic mediation (Mertz and Parmentier 1985) the twiza (as any 

analysable phenorhenon) represents a field (or a locus of fields), while at the same time 

the participants each occupy fields (a pun: agricultural, cultural, and discursive), 

occupying as well a common field which is the ground of the various genres. In addition. 

Of course, if the schemata are conceived of in a non-dynamic, non-processual fashion, then little is 

gained. See Hanks (1990). for an example of an approach to language using insights gained from cognitive 
studies, including use of schemata, which predates Bloch's comments and attends to questions of process. 

1 
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each genre could be said to entail its own field. How, then, do all these fields intersect? 

The point of intersection is the rules and constraints, the practices, which represent the 

combination (another metaphor taken from arithmetic) of all of these components and 

fields, in turn making up a culture/lifeworld/horizon. Another way of approaching this 

phenomenon is through the lens of Greimas's universe and micro-universe, but some 

method of getting outside the (closed) structural system becomes necessary. 

Many have noted the necessity, most following Bakhtin, of accounting for some 

division of voice, role, or subjectivity within an acting subject, due mainly to the 

observation that social actors and social speakers are influenced by the society of which 

they are a part, and the resulting ideological and other factors to which these subjects are 

subjected to. Freud (1927; Freud and Riviere 1938), Lacan (1977), Sartre (1940; 1948; 

1957), Benveniste (1971), Greimas, and Goffman, among others, have all theorized some 

sort of divided subjectivity. In the case of Goffman, two movements, obverse sides of the 

same coin, are considered: one, the above-mentioned division of a speaking (or hearing) 

subject into component roles or other type of subdivision, and the opposite one of in 

effect conflating several speakers or hearers into one constituent role. Goffman's goal 

however, seems to be a different one from the others. Beyond simply positing the 

existence of divided subjectivities, Goffman, under the framework of a 

scientific/scientistic phenomenology traced by Hymes and others, has as his object the 

establishing of a framework of basic units for the analysis of utterance production, much 

as structuralist and generative linguists posited basic structures of phonology or syntax. 

However, such a goal seems to lead to difficulties, leading us to consider whether the 
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whole approach might be wrongheaded, and suffering from the same problems which 

structuralist and other research programs which attempt to set off basic units or terms 

from their contextual relations have run into: As Irvine (1996) points out, Levinson's 

(1987) attempt to formalize or systematize Goffman's intuitions leads to unwieldy 

fragmentation, and still does not account for all possibilities. Hanks (1996) notes that 

such a fragmented system seems needlessly complex, in view of the fact that actual 

speakers and hearers seem to produce and understand utterances without the benefit of 

such ungainly structures of interpretation (see my comments above). As discussed above, 

some choose to look for simple constraints, pragmatic or other, to account for utterance 

production and interpretation, while others have put the emphasis on the process of 

semiosis or the production and reproduction of meaning, rather than on any posited 

internal structuring or basic units. 

In this and in the following chapter, I attempt to show how the cix orchestrates the 

event of the twiza through the knowledge at his command, and the discursive resources 

available to him, backed up by social/religious sanction, how he makes extensive use of 

irony, joking, and indirection as a face-saving strategy in order to offset the force 

required to conimand a group of workers under pressure of time and limited resources. 

The contemporary twiza is in a broken-down or degraded state, due to changes in 

the structure of labor, mainly due to the introduction of a national labor market based on 

wage labor, although disruptions to the workforce are not new; The French colonial 

regime routinely conscripted workers for forced labor projects around the country, and in 

some cases in neighboring Algeria. In addition, during this century men of working age 
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in the Tafilalt often went to Algeria to work as agricultural laborers. Even before the 

imposition of the French "protectorate", there is evidence of large-scale labor disruptions 

as the result of campaigns by the makhzan, military or otherwise. It is in fact, a thesis of 

this dissertation that present-day twiza organization and symbolism is due as much to this 

heritage of large-scale state organized coercion as to any local traditions of work 

organization, whether indigenous or pan-Mediterranean. Indeed, the two are inseparable. 

Work conscriptions go back in the circum-Mediterranean region at least to Roman times. 

It is well-documented that Berber "tribes" in North Africa, even as far west as present-

day Morocco, were integrated into the needs of empire. Nevertheless, it is clear that in 

recent years something new has occurred to push the institution of the twiza to its 

breaking point and beyond. This something new is the acceleration of changes in the 

labor structure and increased rural-urban migration due to accelerated urbanization and 

the increasing penetration of the logic of the labor market into all aspects of life; to 

technological change and related state takeover of local control through a new valley-

wide dam and the introduction of a flood-plain management authority, all in the interest 

of maximizing agricultural production under the aegis of World Bank and IMF directives; 

to the increasing openness of tensions based on conflicting class, caste, and racial interest 

(always present, but exacerbated by French policy in the area which in many cases 

attempted to give land and water rights to excluded classes of people, in the main haratin 

and former slaves. The policy, with enlightened intentions, often had the effect of 

throwing a delicately balanced system out of kilter, with many unintended 

consequences). 
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It is perhaps unnecessary to posit an original state of harmony where everyone 

knew his place under the sun of makhzan (religio-political) hegemony: tension has 

always been present-we can glimpse it in the historical record. It is not a modern or post

modern phenomenon, although perhaps more pronounced now (but in some ways less so, 

due to modern methods of state control, bureaucratic and otherwise). 

In nearby areas, French intervention on the part of the landless changed the system 

dynamic but tension had always been present, leading to frequent revolts, leading in turn 

to balance-of-power adjustments sometimes resulting in dynastic changes. 

The twiza is a nodal point in a larger system of relations of domination and 

subordination (and resistance) while at the same time also a window onto a unique 

lifeworld, presenting a kind of paradox-but it depends on what level of system is 

considered. The twiza is a multi-dimensional event carried out along with its associated 

discourse genres in a specially consecrated semiotic space or frame (or framespace)-the 

combination of the event and its unique space of enactment seems to be constitutive of a 

unique (and idealized) social-moral person or personnage, or "self" The person thus 

created is a faithful reflection or reproduction of forces or influences already constituted 

on the :"outside." It is interesting to note that the space of the twiza is a microcosm (or a 

Greimasian micro-universe) of the Gaba or cultivated area. What the twiza seems to be 

accomplishing is in part the socializing of this natural space, bringing it into interplay 

with the "cultural" sphere represented by the village on its outskirts, a place highly 

structured in a series of hierarchical social arrangements. It seems, therefore, that the 

Gaba or "forest" (the literal translation of Gabal represents a potential space of wildness 
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where tightly wound social ties are liable to break down. The ^ or stick is both a 

metaphor and metonym for and of this relation, this particular cultural logic. The threat of 

force which it implies, and its symbolic structure, "means" the re-imposition of (social) 

control onto this threatening space of wildness. These two spheres, Gaba and village, 

nature and culture, outer and inner, in fact form a seamless whole, a habitus, where the 

sociopolitical is expressed by means of displaced symbolism and the symbolic is 

saturated with the socio-political and economic. 

Of what import is the twiza today? Precious little. It is a struggle over a few meager 

parcels of land, over-subdivided over the generations, which today account for perhaps 

one percent of the total income of the community (source: personal communication. 

World Bank official). But if the twiza and its discursive regime have any salience today it 

must be due to the local system of relations, the unique self, the incommensurable reality 

(Lyotard (1984; 1991); Kuhn (1962); Feyerabend (Feyerabend and Maxwell 1966; 

Feyerabend 1975)) which it implies. Despite all the centrifugal forces pulling the local 

community apart, and despite the obvious fact that the symbolic relations of which local 

identity is comprised are themselves reworkings and reflections of outside relations of 

\ 

force, and that the self is itself divided into these constitutents and at war with its parts, 

some need to retain, to construct and reconstruct a separate identity asserts and re-asserts 

itself. The land, focus of this identity, is., as we have seen, a cultural resource as well as a 

natural one, the basis of the local habitus, of the horizon or lifeworld. The stories told 

about it and lived through it are not isomorphic with the "actual" relations of production 

and reproduction. The land also naturalizes the village world, imbuing it with grace and 
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serenity. The zawiva or shrine of the local holy man or mrabT situated on one edge of the 

cultivated area would seem to mediate between the two worlds, just as the mrabtin served 

and serve still as mediators between humans. 

The twiza, if no longer recognized as a prime site of local value, is still a site where 

salient tensions are displayed and worked through, although not worked out—nothing is 

ever resolved, but the working through is itself seemingly therapeutic, in a way that 

seems to echo the writings of earlier generations of structural functionalists and 

functional symbolists such as Victor Turner (1967; 1974). It is furthermore a transition 

point in a network of changing relations, mediating between past practice and future 

practice, between past ways of being and new ways of being which are in the process of 

coming into existence, in part by their being acted out in this theater of emergent practice. 

This dissertation is "about" a twiza, as well as a particular set of discursive 

practices associated with the twiza and constitutive of it, together comprising a window 

onto a cultural horizon. It is, therefore, about the twiza as practice, discursive or 

otherwise. It is about the habitus which presupposes and conditions the twiza as field of 

possibility. 

In what way does the twiza, including the discourse used in it, represent a solution 

to certain problems faced by the social grouping making use of it? It is clear that the 

institution of the twiza was developed in this part of the world as a solution to certain 

difficulties or problems posed by the environment, or in a Marxian framework, by the 

Aufbau. Or, as one cultural ecologist put it once, "water runs downhill." The twiza is an 

/ 

ingenious adaptive response to the vagaries of a fickle environment, extremely hot and 
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arid, with minimal rainfall delivered in occasional spurts. The irrigation system makes 

efficient use of this seemingly randomly distributed resource. Likewise, the twiza as 

institution makes sense as a useful response to unpredictability. The beauty of its design 

is in its flexibility-it can be called overnight, if necessary, imbued as it is with the 

necessary religious, political and legal force (the local 'urf unites all three areas into a 

common code of practice) drawn from economic necessity related to the needs of a 

communal system of land exploitation. 

In like manner, the speech, talk, or discourse of the twiza, the basis of its discursive 

regime (if you will the Aufbau of the superstructure) is inherently instrumental, focused 

as it is and must be on the job to get done, the work to be accomplished, and insuring that 

the work gets done as quickly, efficiently, and harmoniously as possible. Although it is 

clear that a good cix is able to accomplish a great deal through judicious use of the 

subtleties of language, in particular through indirection and such metalinguistic strategies 

as joking, all in the twiza does not ride on the cix's talk. To some extent, which would 

have to be the object of further empirical investigation, both the cix and his workers 

(actually, the twiza is better divided into cix, work team rfag heads and individual team 

members) must rely on implicit cultural schemas unique to the domain of irrigated 

agriculture, communal work groups, joking as a cultural focus for smoothing out areas of 

possible dischord or conflict, and the like, all largely non-linguistic phenomena, at least 

according to researchers in cognitive schema theory (see d'Andrade 1995). 

To a large extent, these schemas are ancillary to language, outside or alongside of it, 

therefore bypassing the logical, sequential nature of linguistic operation. However, if we 
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entertain an expanded view of language use or discursive expression as additionally or 

even foundationally comprising such non-logical referential areas as metalinguistic or 

metapragmatic discourse, we might be able to incorporate more of language into a 

cognitive model (assuming, of course, that the cognitive metaphor is correct-some, 

following Rorty and others might want to dispense with cognition, which assumes the 

category of the mind as a: "thing,"and focus instead on action and use or utility. Urban's 

view of discourse as existing only in the public sphere would seem to assimilate 

favorably to this view). 

It might be instructive, therefore, to compare a twiza led by a cix known for his 

rhetorical expertise (assuming that cvux are so judged and compared locally) with one led 

by a cix not known for brilliance of rhetoric. This brings up another point up to now 

scarcely considered: to what extent is rhetorical expertise, founded as it is on superior use 

of linguistic resources drawn from the religious sphere and having a monetary value 

attached to such a reputation (and it is no accident that cyux are drawn from the caste of 

mrabtin whose speech draws its value from association with the life of the person 

employing it, a saintly person in the local religious ideology) a salient, metalinguistic 

judgement shared and valued by members of a local grouping co-extensive with other 

types of linguistic (and non-linguistic, as we have seen) expertise (Caton 1987; Irvine 

1989; Caton 1990). To what degree or extent is a cix's cultural or linguistic capital 

(Bourdieu 1977; Bourdieu and Thompson 1991; Hutchins 1995) necessary for the 

positive outcome of a twiza? Like a famous orchestra under the baton of a barely 

tolerated visiting conductor, might not the twiza, or rather the members who participate 
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in it, so as not to reify it too much, manage or orchestrate themselves, if the need is great 

enough? But if all do not have an equal stake in the outcome, if, indeed, according to 

Bourdieu, the poor are "snookered" or coerced into serving out of proportion to their 

stake in the system^^ assuming, as always, that the story was accepted equally by all of 

the participant social actors-and this is unlikely to be so among the former "outcastes" 

and differentially so among the others, then might not some want to sabotage the 

outcome, or at least have no interest in a successful conclusion (or might some have an 

interest in skewing the results to suit individual (or household) interest, for instance by 

altering the level of the new surface traced out, in order better to water certain areas of 

the Gaba (presumably the workers' interest would lie in watering the farther reaches of 

the system not well-served with water under the traditional regime, while the cix, 

presumably representing the interests of those with land and water rights nearer the lower 

part of the Gaba nearer to the sagya source, would attempt to set the level lower, so as not 

to reach the farther, upper reaches of the Gabal. 

This is presumably why a cix is necessary, why a mediator representing the caste of 

mediators, is assigned by the ima' as an overseer. The irony, as pointed out, is that the 

as measured in mulk, taggora, or other units combining a social with an economic function—and this 
does not take into account changes in the system since the time of the French (in some cases) or land now 
owned outside the system, in the case of formerly landless blacks—since the old land tenure system and its 
attendant categories and symbols of malk, taggora, 'Sa (measured proportionally according to one's 
theoretical participation in the system (or participation in the theoretical system?) and so forth are aspects 
and components of a worldview, a lifeworld, a horizon, representing stories told about th eactors in a dram 
sedimented over many generations and now seemingly fraying at the seams, or breaking out of its frame, 
assuming, as always, that the story was accepted equally by all of the participant social actors—and this is 
unlikely to be so among the former "outcastes" and differentially so among the others. 
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mediators have their own interest, unspoken, but known to all (through non-linguistic 

cultural schemas?) 

Let us now turn our attention to a "key symbol," the Gamza wink, which seems to 

encapsulate nicely all the competing interests present in a typical twiza (or in any 

communal activity in this society). The Gamza, which denotes a wink, as of an eye, 

connotes on a metalinguistic level an indirect form of message structure (based on a 

cultural schema?) which hides its covert message in order not to offend the honor of the 

addressee or overhearer of the message, an all-important characteristic of communication 

in a society such as this one so highly saturated with the honor/shame complex and its 

ramifications. A local maxim or proverb nicely sums up the importance of Gamza to the 

construction of identity in such a society: 

IHor b IGamza IHmar b ddbza 

(Freemen can be convinced by winks, whereas donkeys need to be beaten) 

On one level, the proverb seems to be saying that a wink is sufficient for a man of 

honor, while stubborn, mule-like people (Hmar or donkeys) need to be beaten into shape 

(and this is also a theory of child-rearing, but that is another story). Thus, an explicit 

equivalence relation is established between man and wink, donkey (a paradigmatic 

animal in this cultural schema) and beating, honor and one who has no honor. The 

proverb therefore compares certain kind of men to donkeys, both lacking the honor 

necessary to be a respected member of the group. However, the maxim has one further 
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meaning, a racist one, which is quite telling of the tensions encountered in the society and 

reproduced in all of its cultural artifacts: Hmar or donkey is also used by whites to refer 

to the HraTn or (formerly) landless blacks brought in to work the land and traditionally 

without a stake in the system. Thus, according to the proverb, while a wink is sufficient 

for men of honor or renown, a HrTani needs a beating to force into line. This is another 

way of saying that HraTn are stubborn and resistant, which indicates that they have all 

along been cognizant of their counter-hegemonic potential"'" (As an aside, the proverb 

also assimilates women and children into the donkey category, all conceived locally of 

having no honor (but needing to be protected). 

Gamza as metaphor for the honor/shame complex seems to relate to metalinguistic 

discourse genres based on indirection and joking, which are found in abundance 

throughout Maghrebi and Filali discourse in general, and in twiza utterances in particular. 

A Gamza is therefore a metonym of a type of discursive regime where much is left unsaid 

or referred to only obliquely, because to speak the truth is usually an extremely 

dangerous exercise which carries with it the threat of (violent) retaliation. In a so-called 

segmentary society such as this one, any conflict which breaks out into the open is likely 

or at least able to cause a wide array of forces to mobilize on one or another side of an 

argument. But if a point is left unsaid, but referred to in an indirect manner, "plausible 

deniability" is maintained, and the always-tense parties are (usually) satisfied. As has 

been noted for other societies around the world (Brenneis, Myers et al. 1984; Brenneis 

1988), Duranti '(1981; 1994), the strongly hierarchical and honor-bound nature of Filali 
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society correlates, as it does elsewhere, with elaborate and sometimes convoluted 

indirection in speech, rhetoric, writing, and other cultural artifacts ("arabesque"), and in 

fact seems to become an aspect of local epistemology, where elaborately convoluted 

argument and sometimes florid rhetoric is seen to be a mark of beauty and wonder, a 

cultural focus, all seemingly based on (as in Marx's Aufbau) the real threat of use of 

power through retaliation. 

How does Gamza. as both a mode or "key" of interaction, and as a discourse genre 

incorporating other genres, relate to the and the nzla as spaces in the twiza framespace 

or deictic field where work is accomplished and where social persons are constructed? 

The ISa is a polysemous term, with several meanings radiating out from a core center. It 

is at once a stick and a deictic space measured by a stick, where unique twiza persons 

accomplish their sacred work of repairing the communal good. It seems to me that here, 

as elsewhere in the network of cultural schemas, the threat of force is paramount, and 

primary. The threat of force is hinted (winked?) and worked out in the double meaning of 

'Sa. where men measure and in turn are measured under a regime of implicit force, where 

measurement is a metaphor for a process of constraint, of "sizing up." To be measured (as 

to measure oneself), one must first submit to being measured, judged, evaluated, as a 

slave by his master. If one does not "measure up," there is the threat of retaliation 

hanging overhead. Again: a space, the ̂ Sa, is measured and is also used as a measure-it is 

a space where persons are constructed (measured down to size) by the polity, under a 

regime of power, discursive or otherwise (where according to ideological understandings, 

the reward for this measurement is one's place in paradise; thus, birds of paradise, the title 
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of this thesis and the symbolic name for twiza participants). Thus, Gamza wink is a wink 

between the said and the unsaid, betwen measuring and being measured, between 

paradise and the inferno of power-saturated existence. The ̂  as a framespace is not only 

a deictic space, but a space infused with a relation of power as traced by Foucault, where 

power is diffused at the margins, reproduced along every node of the network of 

relations. Gamza implies the use of the stick, the threat of coercion or retaliation, as in the 

maxim discussed above. 

There is something about the act of measuring and being measured in the twiza that 

seems odd, turning what could be considered to be a cultural focus almost into an 

obsession. A entire calculus or dynamic of measurement seems to invade the symbolism 

of the twiza-starting out, of course, for good instrumentalist or utilitarian reasons, but 

quickly ending up as a transformation of other non-material relations (although with a 

large material basis, to be sure), a reworking of the relations of production onto the level 

of superstructure/ideology/mode of consciousness/imaginary (not all the same thing). 

Here is an example of a mode of production articulating with a mode of consciousness in 

a way that seems to be overdetermined (Althusser and Balibar 1970; Althusser 1971), 

where the arrows of cause and effect point in all directions. 

The twiza and its discourse can be thought of as a text to be interpreted or read, 

along with its co-text and context, part of larger cultural schemata and larger frameworks 

of relations. If we think of the cix's discourse as text, then the twiza is the context and the 

workers' responses and asides are the co-text. In that case, does the discourse of the cix's 

utterances contain a side-long glance (Bakhtin) at its opposite, at the other components of 
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its semiotic frame? What is Gamza if not a side-long glance? Therefore, both the co-texts 

of the cix and of the workers (and of the team leaders in the middle, forming a Peircian 

triad, as the zawiva or saints' lodge forms the third leg of a triangle, mediating between 

village and Gaba. Hor and chrif and Hor and Hartani on the other hand) each shoot a 

side-long glance at the other, in the form of a Gamza. a metaphor for a discourse system 

dominated by indirection and structures of implication. 

The ^ or space is the following, and more: the place in the workline, the measured 

space, the bounded space, keeping other people/households out or at bay. This could 

be thought of as a metaphor for the Gaba. which is a measured or bounded space 

mediating between qsar (village) and non-cultivated space between the end of the Gaba 

and the overlooking heights above the valley, or, between the river wad and the qsar. The 

Gaba is a measured, delimited space, just as is the qsar (Pandolfo 1989). It is nature 

transformed into culture (in this case, agriculture) through the act of measurement, 

delimitation. 

The twiza, in geographical space, represents a (wide) line, which one could think of 

as a phallus in a state of erection (it goes from low to high). Could this be related to the 

image of birds in paradise? A certain calculus presents itself, where the first term of the 

relation is transformed into the second as the result of the action of participating in this 

form of communal work: human becomes bird, Gaba becomes paradise, down becomes 

up, and so on. The twiza participants seem metaphorically to be working from a high 

\ 

vantage, from a position high above society and its tightly held hierarchies, to a place of 
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peace, serenity and solidarity (and ecstasy—Islamic paradise is a place of ecstatic sexual 

expression, at least in the popular Islamic imagination). 

The twiza is a public forum or site of public discourse, where comments can be put 

out (usually involving humor or joking and thus involving plausible deniability) and 

ratified for effect. These comments can be among householders in an ̂  or members of a 

rfag workgroup and "overheard' by other members outside the or rfag or nzla-in this 

sense discursive framespaces (Goffman) permeable to the "outside" So the speaker/hearer 

participation structure or framework starts to break down, as traced by Irvine, Hanks, and 

others (Silverstein and Urban 1996). To give an example: roles, snippets of dialogue, 

situations, or jokes from popular television shows, especially Mexican soap operas, 

admired for their (to Maghribi ears) daring social commentary, might be used as fodder 

for taking a stance of some kind, a footing (Goffman 1981), but always with plausible 

deniability because one is only the animator, not the author, of the quip, thus bearing out 

Goffman's intuition that a participation framework comprising a rigid speaker/hearer 

distinction which implies a discrete message form sent from one and received by another 

does not fit complex phenomenal reality with its embedded understandings, stances, and 

footings. 

The place of twiza talk in a general framework of Maghribi discourse is of too 

broad a scope to be considered here in much detail, but generally speaking, discourse in 

the Maghrib, to be considered legitimate, must quote from or cite (in a process of 

discourse replication, see Urban 1996) sacred scripture or wise sayings of the elders in 

the form of maxims or proverbs. It is curious, and consonant with what we have been 
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describing of the discursive regime represented by twiza talk, that many forms of 

Maghribi discourse contain a wide range of replicated or intertextual talk ("co-text"), 

from legitimate to very much less than legitimate (and it is often the case that otherwise 

legitimate discourse or utterance units can be re-used for purposes counter to their 

original intent, as in cursing and swearing, where the name of God is routinely used to 

form a curse, in a kind of inversion). It might be instructive to compare two discourse 

frameworks, two nodal points in a Foucauldian gridwork of power relations: the twiza on 

the one hand, and the melhoun^ the popular rhymed musical form, on the other. The 

melhoun is a discourse site which seems to mesh together frames taken from widely 

separate contexts, yet forming a whole. On the one hand, melhoun is associated with 

saints of exemplary character and honor, and is used to legitimate honorable people in 

public displays. On the other hand, it is associated with tariqa-s religious brotherhoods 

and their sometimes illegitimate and heterodox practices, religious and otherwise. The dx 

of our twiza, also from the caste of mrabTin associated with saints and zawiva-s. then 

also signifies in his person many of the heterodox practices of the tariqas. The twiza, 

then, like melhoun, is a mixture of high and low, sacred and profane, hegemonic and 

counter-hegemonic, integrated in a Greimasian sense, yet with each of the component 

parts retaining something of their original specificity. It is perhaps this unwieldy quality 

of signs breaking out of their interpretive frames (like a jouissance or orgasm?) that gives 

this set of discourse practices its affective power and probably its vague potential of 

threat which always needs to be contained. Could twiza, then, like melhoun, be a site of 

intersecting opposing discourses, stances, vantages, or entry-points into a society or 
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lifeworld where codes can signify their opposite through the ever-present Gamza as 

unifying principle? Gamza. besides being a site of the production of meaning, could be 

seen, in Foucauldian terms as a strategy used in a power struggle, since this is what he 

sees history to be. (Note: in the Maghrib, zawiyas and saints have an association with the 

critique of power, in the person of the sultan and his entourage (Sidi Abderrahman 

Elmejdoub, for instance), where there is an implicit critique of the sultan's hereditary 

office. Saints are egalitarian, Quran-based, not based on the person of the prophet, 

representing the thirst for social justice in a highly hierarchical, closed society. So in the 

twiza, the cix, as a representative of the zawiya, stands for both power and its obverse, 

the critique of power. The ideology of twiza and its associated ethos of egalitarian 

communitarianism is an ideology of solidarity, all working together (as "birds of 

paradise") for a common purpose, a common good, the building and maintaining of a 

communal structure for a community of believers). 

If the semiosis of Gamza involves breaking free of frames, or fixed associations of 

meaning, this would tend to parallel some recent developments in communication theory 

away from discrete levels of contained meaning based on a speaker/hearer model toward 

more multidimensional models which seek to account for a broader range of phenomena 

through the use of fewer and more parsimonious mechanisms (an unfortunate 

mechanistic metaphor). Goffman's attempt to distinguish between ritual versus system 

constraints in interaction is therefore problematic: as Hanks has pointed out, he does not 

clearly distinguish between what might constitute a rule and what might be a constraint. 

In certain other frameworks, rules are generally thought to apply at the level of semantics. 
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constraints at the level of pragmatics. Others deny that there is any difference. Some 

(Sperber and Wilson 1986; Grice 1989) want to build a framework of interpretation 

entirely upon constraint. Furthermore, insights from information theory (Bateson 1972; 

Kendon 1990) blur any distinction one might make between a message and a meta 

message. As Haley, quoted in Kendon, puts it: "There [is] no 'message,' but only 

metamessages qualifying one another." In other words, discourse, and the reality within 

which it is embedded (or is discourse reality a la Urban?) is composed of simultaneous 

messages, simultaneously produced and interpreted. All meaning, all communication, is 

overdetermined, because all communication is metacommunication, functioning on many 

levels simultaneously, depending on the reference point, view, stance or vantage of the 

interpreter/observer/decoder. According to the cybernetic approach, a speaker and hearer 

are not linked in sequential chains of utterance, but are produced under each other's 

guidance (Kendon, op.cit.). Therefore, the discrete model of communication implied in 

much Western philosophy of language and continued in the research program of 

Chomsky, and echoed (ironically) in that of Hymes and Goffman for communicative 

"competence", would seem to break down. Thus is the emphasis now placed on semiosis, 

on the overdetermined process of meaning production and reproduction, formation and 

transformation. The discourse genre of Gamza or drib Im'na. relying as it does on 

ambiguity, ellipsis, incompleteness, and lack of "fmalization" (Bakhtin and Holquist 

1982) for its effects, is a prime example of overdetermined (and underspecified?) 

message production and interpretation. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE GENRE tqcab IN TWIZA DISCOURSE 

In this chapter I endeavor to build a bridge between the semantics of genre 

discussed in the previous chapter, in particular the genres of drib Im'na and Gamza. and a 

semantico-pragmatic analysis of language use or language in use based on actual speech 

streams taken from in-situ recorded twiza discourse. I discuss what I consider the central 

role of the discourse genres having to do with ironic and joking relations among 

participants in twiza work, roughly encapsulated under the term tqcab, to be in the 

creation of cultural meaning in the course of twiza practice. 

tqcab is part of a cultural complex that I have found to be present throughout many 

levels or dimensions of twiza practice in a kind of articulation: this is the complex of 

tracing or measuring, of marking, discussed in the previous chapter, twiza appears to 

partake of a concern, perhaps it is not too extreme to use the word obsession, that the 

social formation which practices it has about measuring and controlling. This is true of 

physical space as well as behavioral and cognitive space. All must be tightly measured 

(in both senses) arid controlled lest unruly social forces be let loose and chaos ensue. 

When something or someone is controlled or measured, they are said to be mqad or 

mead, even or level. The pithiest term for this characterization is mrigl. borrowed from 

Spanish regla, the rule or measure used to perform the act of measuring and therefore (by 

extension of meaning ) controlling.'^' A mrigl'^^ person, however, is not passively 

Although Morocco has been in the francophone orbit from the times of the French protectorate, the 
mutual influence of Spanish and Moroccan Arabic long predates the twentieth century, going back many 
hundreds of years to at least the time of Arab-Muslim rule over Spain. Evidence of this mutual influence 
can be seen in the many Spanish words which have been borrowed from Arabic. Likewise, many Spanish 
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controlled: he (prototypically a he in this society) uses measuring and controlling in turn 

to measure and control others, or at least to avoid being measured and controlled, that is 

dominated, by others. The concept of mrigl is radically situational and perspectival: what 

is culturally appropriate behavior in one situation may not be in another, if there is a need 

to avoid being controlled or dominated. This is where tqcab comes in. Teasing or joking 

has to do with paradox. It straddles the line of control traced by a mrigl person. It always 

threatens to cross the line as it were from play modelling of social tensions to overt 

enactment of them in aggressive behavior. 

The symbol of controlling and measuring in this society or social formation is the 

measuring stick, the 'Sa. As we have seen in Chapter 5, when the 'Sa is broadened or 

widened, it becomes a space, which is at the same time a line. I aim to demonstrate in this 

chapter that there is a homology or set of homologies between stick and line which serves 

as a cognitive unifying theme throughout several layers or levels of social reality, from 

the economic/ecological to the pragmatic/discourse level. Stick and line as symbol and 

metaphor recur again and again throughout the various levels and instantiations of twiza 

as practice, always in some way associated with the culturally salient and key notion of 

controlling as measuring. The counterpart of the 'Sa in discourse is the line between what 

is Im'qol reasonable or straight and tflya play or lack of seriousness. I contend that tqcab 

terms have been borrowed into Moroccan Arabic as a result of the proximity to Spain and the porous 
border between the Spanish colonies of Ceuta and Melilla and the Moroccan north. In his book on 
borrowings into Moroccan Arabic, Heath (1989) provides many examples of terms that have been 
borrowed from Spanish and then sometimes modified in the direction of and under the influence of French 
after the institution of the protectorate and after. 

The concept appears to have a long history in the circum-Mediterranean region. Cf, for instance, 
Detienne and Vernant 1978, Cunning Intelligence in Greek Culture and Society. 
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the genre of teasing gathers its social and pragmatic force from skirting this fine line. 

Like the 'Sa, it draws its ultimate authority from its use as a means to discipline and 

punish, as an index of the complex of the exercise of authoritarian power with pervades 

Moroccan cultural and social (and discursive) reality. Also like the 'Sa, this line of 

control is best used to hint at or indirectly index the threat of force or coercion without 

expressly naming or referring to it overtly. And a final way in which the line and the 'Sa 

converge is that this line, or rather the space of ambiguity which surrounds it and through 

which tqcab is best seen to operate, forms a framework for the construction of a particular 

kind of person, the bird of paradise, the product of twiza practice and discourse focused 

around the key element or symbol of measurement and control. Like the twiza in general, 

this space of ambiguity converging around the genre of tqcab and its related genres of 

Gamza and drib Im'na (which are best glossed as indirection) is a site for the construction 

of honor, or rather, of honorable persons. Through tqcab. contestants defend their honor 

through jousts in the arena that is defined by the 'Sa framespace at the physical and social 

phenomenological levels, and the line of Im'qol at the discourse level. The following 

calculus might therefore be sketched to better visualize this relation: honor is to the social 

dimension, what birds of paradise are to the sacred dimension and Im'qol is to the 

discourse dimension. And all of these permutations of honor are honed in and through the 

'Sa space of measurement, control, and the construction of social personhood. 

In this chapter I aim to demonstrate through a basic translation of the text recorded 

in the field along with commentary on some of the salient points how the concept of 

discourse or communicative genres, theoretical aids to the interpretation of culturally 
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specific ways of using language to express a mode of being and accomplish strategic 

communicational and other goals, actually operate in the midst of the discourse stream to 

mediate between macro and micro context. In particular, I attempt to demonstrate through 

example how the discourse genre of tqcab. teasing or joking, accomplishes semiotic 

framing and mediation between contexts in culturally meaningful ways. 

Discourse/communicational genres can be seen to be mediatory between the 

individual and the larger society/world, but they are not understandable at the level of 

discrete individuals without reference to a larger field: therefore, they cannot be 

understood using the methods and notions of methodological individualism. Genres are 

social representations in the sense of Durkheim and especially Moscovici/Markova 

(Moscovici 2001; Markova 2003). Individuals however do use the constraints of genres 

in very creative ways, and this can be studied. Genres are expressions of and windows 

into unique cultural worlds. 

Genres in the twiza are in part unique to twiza as a practice. Genres, among other 

things, operate as ritual and actually create certain kinds of social person through their 

enactment, as seems to be the case for twiza as ritually creating "birds of paradise." As 

the twiza as it has been known begins to die out along with the change in the irrigation 

system from one controlled by local management (the jma'a) to a system that is fully 

integrated into state-level structures, there will be individuals continuing to work in the 

irrigated areas,'but not birds of paradise, not community members in quite the same way 

as before. There will be a different cultural logic at play, and persons will be socially, 

ritually and culturally constructed through genres in a different, and less distinctive, way. 
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The genre of tqcab exists in a generic universe, a larger generic system, both in and 

out of the twiza. For teasing to be understood, it is necessary to look at the construction 

of seriousness, of serious persons and their social and discourse needs, usually thought of 

here as honorable persons worthy of respect, and then to contrast that with its seeming 

opposite, persons not worthy of respect, or honorable persons engaged in play. The two 

seemingly are different, but are they really? There may be some common ground where 

these two types of lack of seriousness as defined by the society we are considering may in 

fact overlap or even merge. In this discourse system, as in all kinds of system, opposites 

attract. Opposites often become each other in crossing the fine line that seems to separate 

them. Paradox is rife is this system, and can even be viewed as foundational. This, like 

any system, contains within itself the means for its undoing: social actors play with the 

system's parameters until it (the system) breaks or breaks down, then put it back in its 

place, because it is the comfort of the known, and because something like it is needed for 

normal day to day social intercourse and existence. 

The genre of tqcab. as well as all other genres in this discourse system, have as their 

goal the maintenance of a kind of order—in this sense it is functionalist, or at least this is 

a kind of functionalist explanation. The order that is constructed, because valued, is a 

hierarchical order in which the members of the hierarchy are taken care of: each is 

viewed as a valuable person in his (or her) own right, and is looked out for. Insults or 

disagreements are viewed as threats to social harmony and require repair to restore order 

and harmony. The discourse or genre of tqcab is located right on this line between 

harmony, order, and the constant threat of breakdown that occurs in a tense hierarchical 
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system that uses force or coercion and the threat of it to create and maintain social order 

and control. Tension requires relief or release, often in the form of joking and play, 

whether serious or not. There is ambiguity involved in play and joking: is the person 

serious, or is it play? This is perhaps a definitional characteristic of play and joking: the 

presence of ambiguity and paradox, veiled or hidden in the "normal" serious order, is 

here foregrounded. 

A key structuring element of much discourse strongly associated with the notions of 

ambiguity and paradox is indirection. In Morocco indirection is a primary instrument, if 

not the paradigmatic tool, used in "serious" speech, where social persons are constructed 

through attention to deference and demeanor (Goffman). Normal adult members of 

society, whether high or low in the hierarchy, are always addressed using indirection (or 

indirect speech acts) when any demands are made of them so as presumably to mitigate 

any possible threat to their face. It is my contention that teasing or tqcab is accomplished 

in part by a temporary lifting of the use of indirection where it would normally be 

required. In fact I hypothesize in general that tqcab occurs at a medial point, line, or 

space along a continuum from situations and persons who require great deference and 

respect to those who require, and receive, none or the barest minimum. I believe that 

tqcab draws its effect from the ambiguous quality of the line that exists in the gray area 

between the two poles or respect and lack of respect. It is not needed in situations where 

either positive or negative respect prevails. Indeed, in the former it might be dangerous to 

attempt it due to the great power in the form of potential power over others accorded men 

of honor and authority (and accepted by them). As for the opposite pole, it is not in any 
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way dangerous, but superfluous. There would be no need for teasing: it would serve no 

purpose. Similar to its use at the opposite pole of power, tqcab would fall flat or seem 

utterly inappropriate. Of course, one could imagine that in certain restricted instances 

such as comedy routines, these rules, if that is what they are, could be flouted or 

temporarily lifted to humorous (and perhaps daring) effect. Tqcab or teasing, then, draws 

its power and social usefulness (and is therefore appreciated) in the middle ground 

between these two poles, where honor exists and is defended, but not exercized with 

overwhelming force. Although tqcab may not be used much in situations where there is a 

significant hierarchical difference between the interactants, as would be the case for the 

lower end of the pole, this does not mean that open insult occurs with any great 

frequency. At this end of the spectrum power is still an issue, however here it is the brute 

power of a fight or the threat of it, rather than power exercized through social control or 

sanction as would be found on the other end. Wherever there are men, there is (some) 

honor to be contested and defended, however where there is a significant gap in social 

status, teasing would likely not occur or be appropriate. 

A comparison of tqcab with Hcvan IhaPra may be salutory: the latter is veiled 

speech containing an insult that is not understood until later, when the threat of direct 

confrontation has passed. Veiled threats use indirection, tqcab is not delayed but occurs 

in real time—in this way it is similar to insulting speech. The paradigmatic genre of insult 

occurs among women, indeed could be seen to be foundational or definitional of their 

honorless personhood. Because they are without honor, they can insult each other without 

threat of physical harm. As Abu-Lughod (1986) shows for Egypt, modesty is the 
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substitute for honor in this system of values and relations, but modesty is understood as a 

defence or strategy to be used in the presence of men. Between women, it is not as 

important. Open insult as in the genre of m'ayra becomes possible then among women as 

it is not possible among and between men, even at the pole of low or little honor. Insults 

between men are best done through joking and teasing, with an "alibi" or out always 

available to either of the parties: I wasn't serious, I was just joking.'*^ 

Of all the examples of tqcab in this chapter, almost all are initiated by the cix. All of 

the examples involve irony and sarcasm: however, the ones which the cix initiates often 

use teasing as well. As we will see below, teasing is the prerogative of a superior to one 

lower down in the hierarchy, or is used between peers, but is not available as a strategy 

from one lower down the status ladder to one who occupies a higher rung. In addition, 

all of the examples have to do with situations where weakness, and therefore lack of 

manhood or manliness and therefore honor, is at stake or at issue. There is at least one 

instance where the object or butt of teasing refers metapragmatically to the situation by 

saying, you're laugliing at me katPHak 'liva. but this seems to signal the end or 

breakdown of teasing, indexing that it has or is getting out of hand and needs to be 

curtailed through strategies of discourse repair. 

What can we say preliminarily about twiza as a regime of speaking? First, it is an 

asymmetrical regime where control of language use inheres in the person of the cix. 

The existence of speech styles or genres containing ambiguity or indirection with built-in deniability 
such as this is found in many societies around the world. One example among many is "styling," found in 

many black diaspora societies (cf Mitchell-Kernan 1972). This fits into a larger linguistic ideological 

problem having to do with the notion of responsibility: who speaks or gets to speak, how is responsibility 
claimed or deflected or indeed distributed out among speakers, present and absent. Cf Goffman 1981, Hill 

andTrvine 1993, and Hosaldo 1981 for further discussion of the issue. 
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Although some of the domination of language that appears in the text may be an artifact 

of the manner of data collection, whereby the recorder was placed on the cix's person and 

therefore may have missed some speech that was not directed at or initiated by him, it 

seems clear from the analysis I have conducted on the text that much if not all of the 

language of twiza is initiated by or is in reaction to the cix. It is the cix who must 

orchestrate the action to ensure a successful outcome, which the community depends on. 

The cix realizes that time and energy are limited, especially during Ramadan, and must 

see that time is not wasted through idle undirected talk and unfocused action (except as 

levity or release, some of which is necessary to prevent the work from being too 

oppressive—but even this seems to be handled by the cix in his overall control of 

discourse) lest the time allotted to the twiza be used up without finishing, necessitating a 

time-consuming extension of the twiza to another day, requiring a further outlay of 

resources with the potential to overtax the community and delay or derail the normal 

growing season, with very dire consequences. Through analysis of the text, we can see 

that the cix tends to tightly control the topic and the timing of the stream of speech under 

his control. When he feels that teasing has gone its course and is liable to get out of hand, 

he will shift the focus back to the work at hand. The last word is always his, due both to 

his skilled use of language resources, and to the power he wields to expel workers from 

the twiza if necessary, a face-losing prospect which would also necessitate much social 

repair work and (monetary) recompense. 

Twiza speech is hierarchical and asymmetrical in the sense that all or most of the 

speaking seems to be initiated by or in reaction to topics and control over timing 
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governed by the cix's weighing of the overall picture: what needs to be accomplished 

during how much time, how hard the men can be pushed and when relief of tension is 

necessary, whose egos need to be assuaged or whose face respected, who needs to be 

cajoled or got back into line (literally and figuratively). 

Speaking in the twiza, as indeed in all of Moroccan society, is saturated with the 

dimension of power, and power means asymmetrical control over resources, in this case 

control over access to use of language resources. The rfag work team is midway or 

mediating between individual workers and the overall leader or cix. Each rfag has a 

leader who is presumably a stand-in for the cix within each group. In the larger society, 

we can hypothesize that speech also tends to be rigidly hierarchical. When the pater 

familias is present, he is the arbiter of what gets said and when. Of course, subservient 

members have ways of manipulating and using control against itself as it were through 

counter-strategies, although they are still in reaction to power and in that sense still 

within the hegemonic system and therefore not truly independent of it. In the twiza, the 

cix and R. often seem to be at loggerheads, and much of the most interesting examples 

revolve around their interactions. In the person of R., the discourse of twiza seems to 

break down to reveal all of its component structures and strategies, showing what can 

happen when the tension inherent in this form of social action comes to the fore in the 

form of strong-willed egos competing for scarce linguistic and other resources. The fact 

that R. is of the lower castes in the caste hierarchy, which otherwise in population and 

political representation are becoming more powerful than the traditional power holders is 

very significant, and would seem to index either a breaking down of the twiza system 
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entirely, or else a new dispensation in the process of being developed and worked out by 

all of the social actors participating in this community system'*''. 

To recap and set the scene for the examples which follow, I will now briefly trace 

the basic action followed in the recorded twiza text we are considering, along with the 

main characters who participate in it. As discussed previously in earlier chapters, in 

particular chapter four, the object of this event of twiza is the clearing of debris from the 

canal system and reconstruction of dirt weirs and tributary canals following a storm in 

order to allow the year's crops, mainly wheat, forage, and vegetables for local 

consumption to be planted or possibly replanted in time to take advantage of the growing 

season. The task at hand therefore has a degree of urgency to it: all have a stake in its 

successful outcome, some, however, more than others, and that is where the drama of the 

event and the recoi-ding comes into play. Roughly, with considerable simplification, the 

community can be thought of as riven into two essential interest groups: those who own 

or control land and concomitant rights to water, and those who do not. The latter group is 

larger than the first, and is largely composed of the lower social categories, who are 

neither castes strictu sensu nor economic classes as found in modem societies, although 

developing in that direction (see discussion below). In the Ziz valley, these lower 

categories are comprised (again with some simplification) of HraTn. rgaga, and 'bid. The 

common denominator between all of these groups is that they are composed of blacks, 

either descendants of African slaves who were captured for purposes of the maxzan 

'''' Cf. Ilahiane for further discussion of the upheaval being caused in Ziz valley societies by the emergence 
of the Haratine lower social categories onto the socioeconomic and therefore political playing field due to 
their developing demographic and economic strength in part as a consequence of the new prominence of 
outside wage labor in the local sociopolitical regime. 
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traditional Moroccan state, or else migrants to the area over a period of many centuries. 

In the community where this recording was done, these are mostly rgaga. The other, 

smaller but more dominant group of landowners is composed of corfa, descendants of the 

prophet Mohammed, and mrabTin, claimants, often Berber or of Berber descent, of honor 

and spiritual prestige or baraka owing to their descent from saintly personages who 

developed a following. Upon the death of these, a shrine or zawiya is typically built to 

commemorate their person and focus the baraka religious prestige. These are often major 

landholders due to the gifts of their adherents over many generations, and their ability to 

translate prestige into wealth as political go-betweens or mediators. The community 

under consideration contains such a zawiya, and the cix is a member of the category of 

mrabTin, and a landholder/holder of rights to water. It is clear that considerable tension 

exists between the two groups, and resentment of the landed by the landless. It is against 

this backdrop that the twiza text must be understood. A further wrinkle related to this 

point is that landowners' parcels are located in the front of the system nearest to the 

source of water. As water is a limited resource in this arid region and as the slope of the 

land rises proportional to the distance from the water source (as it is in a valley, and the 

water source is the Ziz river), it is an unavoidable fact that those closer to the front of the 

system will fare better than those to the rear, who tend to be lower down in the social 

hierarchy or only landless sharecroppers. Considerable importance, then, accrues to the 

canal level set at the begirming of the twiza event: as a consequence of the level of slope 

set at the beginning, certain parcels in the irrigated area will be watered, while others at 

the farther reaches of the system will be left high and dry. In fact, there seems to be a 
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stuggle over this point right at the beginning of the tape, where one burly member of the 

rgaga group attempts to jump the gun as it were before the cix has officially called a start 

to the action, and begins to work, in effect trying to set the level of the water flow.''^ The 

cix has difficulty with this member of the rgaga, known here as R., throughout, and much 

of the action seems to be reduced to interplay between the two, with each in a sense 

representing their originating social group and associated set of interests. The arena of 

twiza seems to serve as a stage allowing a normally powerless individual without social 

capital to gain a sense of power by requiring an inordinate amount of attention to be 

given him because of what is at stake. 

Two discourses of measurement 

It is my thesis in this chapter that two discourse regimes, one incipient and the other 

well-established, symbolized by the way they conceive of measurement, are competing 

for dominance in this linguacultural system or regime. Speakers may not be consciously 

aware as they draw first upon elements of one, then the other. In fact, it is my contention 

that both can be held in consciousness simultaneously, in effect bifurcating or 

compartmentalizing consciousness. More detail is given to this point in the discussion 

section at the end of the chapter. 

Pre-modern measures are what Kula (1986) calls anthropometric measures, based as 

they are upon the metric or scale of the human body. These measures encode much 

information about the thing being measured; modern measures, by contrast, are more 

It is interesting that he is castigated here for being overly zealous, while elsewhere he is berated for 
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formal and arbitrary, and do not encode contextual information in the same way, and so 

this must be supplied in other ways (ibid). The local measure of rights to water (and by 

extension, to land), the taggora, is an example of the first type. This measure contains 

much environmental, economic, social, and cultural information, and it encodes a 

measure of rights to water and land both. I have discussed the multivalent symbolic 

nature of this measure briefly in chapter four. By contrast, the modern measure of land, 

the meter, is vastly simplified and information-poor, focusing on one dimension only to 

the exclusion of any others. One wishing more contextual information on a parcel of land 

thus measured would have to visit the parcel him or herself, or engage in extensive 

questioning of others who might possess the desired information. 

The 'Sa measuring stick used in twiza work is another example of a pre-modem 

contextualized and multivalent measure. The 'Sa, as we have seen in chapters four and 

five, is the actual measure used to mark out the work space in which the goal of the twiza, 

the transformation of the canal and its tributaries serving the Gaba cultivated area from a 

broken-down state to a state of wholeness, from social dysfunction to social order, is 

accomplished. This space of work and transformation is itself conceptualized as an 'Sa, 

so thought and discussion about the unit of measurement most salient to twiza practice is 

thought and discussion about these increasingly inclusive (and anstract) levels of 

phenomenal reality. The second or modern discourse about measurement is seen to 

intrude on the first in R's bringing up the question of monetary remuneration for work 

that is traditionally contributed voluntarily as part of a social contract imbued with sacred 

laziness, showing that interests are behind the surface of events. 
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force. Although brought up in the context of tqcab teasing, his outburst has the effect of 

an impertinence; it is in effect a breaking of the frame of the twiza as consensual practice. 

The modern discourse of measurement and remuneration, then, is accomplishsed by a 

new kind of framing, highlighting different information in new ways: we can assume that 

these thoughts have always been present, that the official consensus is a construct, where 

certain aspects of the social reality behind the practice of twiza are de-emphasized by 

agreement. It may even be that in this form they are below or beyond the horizon of 

expression or enunciability''^ 

In the rest of the chapter, I use examples drawn from the transcribed text (found in 

APPENDIX A) to illustrate what I believe to be the salient points necessary to understand 

how the genre of tqcab is put together from diverse discourse elements and functions or 

operates in a coherent manner in the midst of a larger system of signs, indexes, and 

meanings which can be and are accessed and used by participants in a practice to 

influence the way language and speakers can be channelled and controlled in unique 

ways. 

To get a sense of the repertoire of discourse tools at the cix's disposal, let us 

consider several examples drawn from the recorded twiza text which will illustrate the 

discursive context in which the genres of teasing and joking, including tqcab, operate. 

The examples are given in order of occurrence in the tape, in order to preserve the feel of 

the action and interactions, and to show how decorum tends to break down over time in 

the heat of the action and as the behavior of R. becomes more and more outrageous. 

Cf. Hammoudi (1997) for a related discussion of this point regarding the cultural complex he calls dar el 

1 



In this twiza, the participants hit the ground running. Already in line 1, trouble is 

brewing: 

(1) cix: sidi H. wa R., wac nta 11-uwwal ka-t-bda? 

Mr. H. O R., (inter. Part.) you the-first pres.-you-start 

Sidi H. O R., are you the first to begin? 

Here the cix begins the recorded text already annoyed, if not alarmed, by R.'s 

precipitous'^^ action, where R. seems to be attempting to set the canal level before 

the cix can do it. The cix's comment is notable by its near complete lack of 

deference at either the lexical or morphological level. However, there is quite a bit 

of indirection still present at this early stage of the twiza action—the cix is not 

angry or upset enough to drop that, which he does at a later point when the 

relationship between the two men deteriorates even further from an already bad 

beginning. There are many other more direct ways the cix could have framed or 

expressed the question. Instead of asking if R. is the first to begin, he could have 

asked him who told him (i.e. gave him the authority) to go first (which in fact is the 

next line); what he thought he was doing, what the hell he thought he was doing, 

and so on. These are all in fact implications or connotations of his statement as 

makhzen, which constitutes a larger or more global frame of reference for twiza discourse. 
And insubordinate action, if the twiza work is seen to be part of a group of work practices, as for instance 

work on a road team, which have undergone a type of militarization during the French protectorate if not 
before. This can eyen be seen in the vocabulary common to a road work team and the twiza, where the 
newer term edging out the native rfag work team is koppania, from French or Spanish company, a military 
term for a group of men under hierarchical command (cf chapters three and four for related discussion). 
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phrased, thus his reliance at this stage on indirection, even with a dishonorable 

interlocutor who otherwise does not merit respect, discursive or otherwise. This 

strip of speech or talk gives no evidence of tqcab, as would accord with my 

hypothesis of when the discourse genre tends to occur in talk, namely, when there is 

a small, insignificant, or no gap in social status or prestige, and when both parties 

have some honor, but not too much, which they feel the need to negotiate and 

sometimes defend; in other words, in the gray area between high prestige and low 

prestige. This picture is complicated by the presence of an audience, which occurs 

in other parts of the recorded action, a fact that could account for the cix's use of 

teasing elements and strategies in those instances (see below). 

In line 41, 

(cix): iwa a (flan L.) tgls m'aho hna? 

(particle) (particle) you-sit with-them here 

'L. will you sit (i.e. work) with them here'? 

the cix appears to be asking a question of L., but in reality it would be better to 

think of this as a disguised or indirect command, since it is the cix's responsibility to allot 

work tasks and roles, not the individual workers. This is an illustration of what we are 

calling softening, by use of which the cix softens the blunt and potentially face-

threatening force of a direct command. In this way the cix is seen to both respect the 
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intended recipient of his directive while at the same time showing or expressing solidarity 

with him. Thus respect as a discourse strategy can be used both to enhance solidarity and 

to index social distance. 

In line 42, directed to the same recipient, 

(cix): hna llah yrHam biha Iwalidin 

'here please (may God bless your parents)' 

the cix again seems to use a form of softening to connote (solidary) respect for his 

interlocutor. The directive hna "here" seems overly direct by itself to be safely used to 

address honorable persons, so it is followed by the phrase please/May God bless your 

parents, which functions as a softening device, mitigating the potential threat to face. 

In line 86, 

(cix): yallah a H. yallah a wldi y'Tik rrDa 

'come on H, come on my child please' 

the cix employs politeness strategies toward one younger than himself. The vallah 

come on is fairly direct, but this is softened by the cix's usage of two different kinds of 

softening strategy: in the first, he calls his interlocutor "my child," cormoting affection or 

social closeness as well as respect, and this is followed by (llah) y'Tik rrDa may God 
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grant you blessings, a more polite form of please relying on religious formulae and 

association'*^ The following line (87), also addressed to H, 

(cix): a H. Towwa' a wlidi u dir Gir Iqyas u Towwa' Gir qyask 

'H, throw (it) my child and do only your part, throw only your portion' 

contains several direct commands, Towwa' throw (it) and to do, accompanied by a 

softener a wlidi o my child (dim.). In the pre-Saharan region of Morocco, nouns are 

frequently modified by diminutive constructions to connote closeness to the speaker or 

endearment, rather than actual denotation of smallness. By saying do only your portion or 

part, the cix seems to be exhorting H. in an indirect maimer, by implication understood by 

all, to throw more than he is already doing. This is another kind of respectful usage, for 

lack of respect is always conveyed by direct commands without any mitigating or 

softening phrases accompanying them. Here the overall effect of these directives seems 

to be respect, but without the axis of solidarity. Rather, the cix here seems to be 

instructing H. in the proper way to work, as an elder would to a younger person. This 

interpretation is borne out by the added effect of the following line (88), 

(cix); la ykallifu llah nafsan ilia us'aha 

'God doesn't ask you to do anything that you aren't able to do (approximate 

translation)' 

Even this phrase connotes closeness and affection. It is a phrase typically used by a mother to her child. 
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where the cix employs a religiously oriented proverb containing the word God to further 

bolster his argument or strengthen the exhortation and instruction, again in the manner of 

a teacher to his pupil, master to his disciple''^, or elder to his young charge, i.e. in a non-

solidary relation. It could be that in this interaction the cix is hiding some impatience or 

annoyance, but to be sure about this a larger sample of his speech to H. would have to be 

available to analysis than is the case here. In contrast, line (89), 

(cix): 'bar tmmak a sidi zrwaTk 'br 'Satk 

'mark/measure your stick over there measure your space/spot' 

directed to another worker, is fairly neutral in its effect, neither overly polite nor overtly 

impolite, although tending probably in the latter direction. Here we see the use of several 

straight directives or commands, mitigated only by a sid sir, man, which is used so 

commonly as to be almost without polite referent. However, the marking of an addressee 

slot after a command or directive such as man, my child, or my respected elder, to give 

three examples, can be considered a requirement of basic politeness. Dropping the slot, 

what is in effect placing a zero marker in the slot, is a sure signal to the interlocutors that 

politeness is absent. A common filler for this slot, a SaHbi my friend, is often used in a 

minimally polite way to convey solidarity without (much) respect. A further indication of 

minimal politeness in the foregoing example is the use of the non-plural form of the 

A paradigmatic relationship in Morocco historically—see Hammoudi 1997. 
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possessive your -k instead of the plural form -kom (or -ko in the Filali variety of 

Moroccan Arabic) -which is used to convey respect. In the heat of the action, some 

politeness tends to be dropped, conveying immediacy and urgency; however, from the 

context of the entire transcribed text, it seems clear that the cix tends to avoid these bald 

unmitigated directives or commands unless he is armoyed or agitated or unusually 

pressed by the urgency of the work at hand^°. 

Line (99), 

(cix): jbad Gir bllati had IblaSa 'mmrha, a sma't a ssi (A)? 

'pull (it) out carefully/slowly, fill up this place, did you hear (Mr.) A'? 

further exemplifies the quality of interaction between the cix and a worker (R. or Sidi A.) 

involving minimal politeness. Indeed, over the course of the transcription the relationship 

between the two men deteriorates to the point that they nearly exchange blows in several 

places in the text. This will afford us a window or entry into the use and importance of 

sarcasm, specifically teasing, in the form of the discourse genres of tqcab and tdrai 

Iqappo as a way of relieving tension by skirting the line between what can and cannot be 

uttered^' and between what is or is not tflya play or Ima'qol reasonable or just behavior^^, 

for it is only through what passes for humor that fighting is averted. Throughout the text 

This is corroborated by the fact that certain men who occupy positions of power and honor in the society 
and who fee! themselves to do so would likely be offended by any dropping of deference, no matter how 
urgent the situation. However, these interlocutors would not likely be workers in a twiza, having converted 
the honor accruing to their persons into a waiver of the requirement to participate in communal labor. 

see Hammoudi 1997 on the importance of this point for understanding Moroccan society and culture. 
To be further explained below in a discussion of the notion of the mriel person. 
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the two are curiously intertwined and imbricated one with the other in a seeming struggle 

for power—the one, the cix, representing official control of the community by the 

mrabTin caste, the other, with an unknown number of workers behind him in solidarity, 

possibly representing a future threat to the hegemony of this caste and the ultimate 

breakdown of the twiza and community jma'a system as presently constituted. However, 

too much of this is unknown or hidden from view to be anything but conjecture, however 

interesting. 

In the line given as example, the cix orders/instructs R. in a rather direct way, 

lacking most indexes of basic politeness, except for the filling of the addressee slot at the 

end with the (presumably neutral) a ssi which, as we have seen with its alternate form a 

sidi, is used in too casual a manner to be a true index of polite usage. Direct commands 

prevail; in addition, the use of a sma't did you hear (me) seems clearly out of the bounds 

of politeness, being more appropriately addressed to a youth or recalcitrant person who is 

not obeying orders The overall effect is one of annoyance and irritation. In any case, it 

is quite clear that this strip of talk does not index the axis of respect. The following line 

(100), addressed to the same worker, 

(cix): 'mmrha a xoya u dggha hna hah 

'fill it brother and pound it in right here' 

This conjecture is strengthened by the semantic antinomy or opposition between icaysma', one who 
listens, and ma kaysm'c, one who doesn't listen or obey, to one's parents for example. One who doesn't 
listen is thought to be stubborn, a trait associated with a mule or donkey. In the context of the Ziz valley, a 
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also exemplifies direct unadorned directives. The insertion of a xoya my brother in the 

addressee slot is not in itself an indication of politeness, although it is a step above a 

saHbi my friend; it does however serve to soften the commands, as if the cix is trying to 

back away from a possible confrontation, remembering his role as leader of peers, the 

religiously sanctioned charge given to him by the representatives of the community to 

lead the adult men as one among equals, all Tvur iinna birds of paradise contributing their 

time and their labor for the good of the community and its future welfare, a xova my 

brother used in the addressee slot is a powerful index of solidarity but not necessarily of 

respect—that depends on the context, and judging from the context of this line and its 

surroundings, such respect would appear to be absent. 

Line (110), ^ 

(cix): tgles Hdah wlla tduz lhad jjih? 

'are you going to sit (i.e. work) next to him, or move to this side'? 

still addressed to R., seems to combine politeness in the form of indirection, thus 

continuing the above attempt not to overshoot an invisible line of solidarity and respect, 

with an implied command, all without mitigating or softening phrases or discourse 

particles, other than the use of the question form. The overt or denotative form of the strip 

of talk uses a question in the form of a choice between two alternatives, i.e. continuing to 

work in the same place, or moving to another spot, to index personal autonomy and 

virtually reflex association between donkeys and HaraTin is made; therefore this exchange has the potential 
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freedom of choice, thus respect for the addressee's face (Brown and Levinson's negative 

face: Brown and Levinson 1987). This effect is enhanced by the cix's use of the future 

tense, which is employed in Arabic to signal a question. At the same time, however, the 

fact that no softening phrases or particles accompany the question^'* seems to convey or 

connote something different: a choice that is no choice at all, but is instead really an 

imperative. In a way, this mailed fist concealed by a velvet glove is very similar to the 

genre of Hcvan IhaPra. which does the same thing but (at least in its paradigmatic form) 

delays the recognition of the insult or impoliteness until after the interlocutors are no 

longer face to face. The pragmatic effect of the cix's indirection without polite softeners, 

is, as we have seen, one of imperative command. It is as if he is saying, "what are you 

doing sitting there—move on over there," i.e., move your lazy posterior and do some 

work. However, because of the way he phrases the talk, he preserves some of the 

addressee's face, and stays on this side of the line between accomodation/respect and 

outright challenge. In the next line, however, addressing several workers, perhaps 

including the cix drops any pretense of politeness or respect, perhaps due to the 

urgency of the matter in his view: 

(111) (cix): dabama tdagguc tmmakhantumaddaggitu tmmak 

'now don't pound (pi.) over there, there you are pounding over there' 

of being highly insulting, even though no overt insult has been uttered. 
such as the question particle wac which normally begins a polite question. 
It is not entirely clear from the context. 
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In the following line, perhaps responding to the context of the preceding lines, a 

worker (not R.) in effect challenges the cix: 

(112) malna wac raho g'din? 

'what's wrong (with us), are we sitting'? 

This is a rather direct utterance without any mitigating discourse devices to soften 

the effect. The phrase malna (or malk for you, malko for you pi.) is used to express or 

convey annoyance, as in "what are you doing?" While wac can be used to mark or denote 

polite questioning, here it does not serve this function. The force of the question implies a 

challenge to the cix, because their face has been threatened: "do you think we're just 

sitting around?" Again, as in previous examples, the cix draws back from open 

confrontation at this early stage in the twiza in order not to cause a breakdown before the 

bulk of the important work has been accomplished. This can be seen in the following line 

(113): 

(cix): a wddi Gir 'la Hsab Imdakka, ci yqis ci 

(par.) (par.) only on account the-pounding, someone (will) touch someone 

'well, I was just worried you'd hurt each other (in the action of pounding)' 

The discourse particles a wddi are used to express something like affection and/or 

closeness/solidarity with the speaker. The effect here, along with the explanation or 

justification for his previous questions, something the cix rarely if ever does in the rest of 
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the transcription^^, is to soften the preceding interaction and restore (positive) face in a 

rather powerful manner, demonstrating that the cix is aware that a dangerous line was 

about to be crossed or was crossed, and some repair was necessary to restore enough 

harmony to allow the action to continue unimpeded. 

In line (116.2), after several direct commands by the cix to one worker imploring 

him to come up to where he is standing and place his foot nearby in order to empty a pile 

of debris, the worker replies: 

(116.2) (R.): wac bGit tGnini? 

'are you going to make me a rich person'? 

This seems to be a kind of tqcab. here conveying sarcasm rather than teasing. It is 

interesting that most of the instances of tqcab noted in the transcription are initiated by 

the cix, and involve a kind of teasing, whereas this worker-initiated tqcab is more 

sarcastic, probably because it is not his place to tease the cix. Teasing is usually 

something done either between peers or else from higher up in the social hierarchy to 

lower down. As with all instances of tqcab. which seem to skirt a fine line perhaps similar 

to the way that a mrigl person skirts a fine line to his ultimate strategic advantage, this 

speaker plays at going too far or crossing the line separating the maintenance of decorum 

from social breakdown. That he seems to have failed at this and in fact crossed the line 

a careful analysis of the cix's talk shows that he virtually always initiates action and rarely if ever 
answers questions, in a manner similar to doctors' talk in medical discourse, indexing power and authority. 
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and breached the social compact can be seen from the reaction his outburst causes. The 

reaction comes from two places: from another worker, 

(117) (worker): had ci bzzaf bzzaf a xoya 

this thing a lot a lot O brother 

'this is a lot, brother' 

which has the pragmatic effect of saying, "that's really going too far." The cix, by 

contrast, uses his religiously legitimated authority as representative of the jma'a as well 

as his membership in the caste of mrabTin to counter the worker's effective sacrilege of 

questioning the communitarian ethos of twiza where all contribute to the good of the 

community without regard for social hierarchy or barrier by raising the issue of 

remuneration.^' He uses the strongest form available to him, religiously saturated 

discourse referring to God, the ultimate social arbiter and hierarch: 

(116.3) (cix); yGnih llah, Gir ila ma Gnah llah 

'God will recompense (or richly provide), God alone provides' 

This expression of the cix, incidentally, forms the backdrop for the previous 

comment that is "going too far." The cix's comment initiates the reaction, legitimating 

or opening the space for others to contribute their judgement. That H. has committed a 

It is clear, however, from other (somewhat hidden) discussions involving property mlk and the duty of 
providing workers to the upkeep of the irrigation system that such thoughts are on everyone's mind, not far 

from the surface, if submerged at all. Any open discussion of it in this manner, even under the guise of 

tqcab, is therefore^hitting a raw nerve. 
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potentially serious breach is seen by the cix's continued reference to it over the course of 

the following lines; 

(119) (cix): hadi IHamdu li llah raha Gir sagitna u Iwalidin u rHmt Iwalidin 

'this by the grace of God is our canal and the canal of our respected forefathers' 

(120)(cix): llah Hi ka-y-xallaS, rah llah Hi y-xallS-ko 

God that pays/recompenses, it's God that (will) pay you (pi.) 

'God recompenses, it is God who will recompense you (for your work)' 

Here the cix further draws attention to the inappropriateness of R's outburst by 

substituting xallaS 'pay' for Gnah 'recompense, make rich.' In the use of Gnah the cix 

had echoed R's use of the term Gnna, a transitive form of Gnah. The cix at first chose to 

overlook the second sense of the term 'make rich' in order to focus on the first, 

'recompense' because this fit in neatly with the strategy of religious legitimation he was 

employing, and 1 believe it also represented an attempt to deflect attention away from the 

crass and inappropriate monetary implications of R's interjection in favor of more 

communitarian values. Having done that, however, the cix is now free to emphasize those 

very same points he has just downplayed, as it were rubbing it in for effect. This could 

also be an indication of the cix's state of mind, disturbed and angered by this sudden 

challenge to his authority and the authority of the twiza and jma'a. 
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At this point the cix deftly shifts the focus back to the work at hand: enough 

religiously-based perlocutionary force (Austin 1962) remains in his argument to motivate 

the workers to continue on: 

(122) (cix): a mma ra-ha blad-na u sagit-na, u n-xdm-u-ha 

(particle) even though it-to her land-our and canal-our, and we-work-pl.-her 

'even though it's our land and our canal, and we work it' 

(123) (cix): u Hna msta'dd-in li-ha, yallah 

and we ready-pl. for-her, come on 

'we're ready to do it, so let's go' 

This is a kind of exhortation, as to troops in a battle, where twiza equals jhad, i.e. 

effort undertaken for the benefit of the community. 

At this point it begins to be clear that tqcab occupies a middle ground between 

politeness/respect and disrespect/insult. In that sense it is a kind of semiotic mediation, 

skirting the line between decorum and its breakdown. We can postulate that since polite 

speech seems to be relatively unproblematic, and impolite or insulting speech is highly 

problematic in this tense society where honor is always one step away from being 

threatened or lost, tqcab somehow stands in for insult^^, i.e.. does its work in a purposely 

ambiguous manner which has the virtue of deniability should it fail or get out of hand. In 

Or at least of criticism, with its risk of loss of face. 
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terms of the discursive marking of tqcab. whether at the level of phonology, syntax, or 

semantics, we can further posit that it would again occupy a middle ground, neither 

marked for politeness, nor overtly marked as impolite^^. This leaves it up to the 

participants in the discourse to supply the necessary inferences and interpretations from 

contextual cues and clues of many kinds and levels to make sense of this language game 

(Wittgenstein 1963). As we continue to look at how the genre of tqcab appears in the text 

and is used by practice participants we will consider these points and hypotheses further. 

Throughout the text the relationship between the cix and R., a worker from the 

rgaga caste, continues to draw the interest of the observer due to its intense and at the 

same time problematic character, illustrating the attempted flouting of almost every rule. 

In that way light is shed on "normal" discourse rules and functions in this society and 

elsewhere. For instance, in lines (132) and (133), R is exhorted by the cix to work harder: 

(132) (cix): Tla', Tla', Tla' 

'go/come up, go/come up, go/come up' 

(133) (cix): u 'mmr u 'Tih 

1 
and fill and give it 

'fill it and give it your (best) effort' 

This is not entirely the case, however, in practice. We will consider one instance where the cix does seem 
to use politeness and respect against itself to mock a participant. This has unusual force to it, but seems to 
risk crossing the bounds of social harmony in the opposite direction from what we have seen, in the 
direction of sacrilege (which is a rich vein of discourse itself in the form of curses, oaths, blasphemy, and 

other "unofficial" discourse forms). It ceases being good natured poking of fun, the definition of tdrai 
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This is a relatively straightforward command in the thick of the action. It could be 

due to the urgency of the task at hand that indexes or markers of politeness have been 

dropped, or it could have to do with the cix's less than respectful relationship with R. 

That the latter seems to interpret the directive in this way is indicated by his non-standard 

reply, showing an impertinence which is not appropriate to the sacred nature of twiza 

where all are contributing toward the common good: 

(133.1) (worker R): xyar a sid-i a Hna xddam-in 

okay O sir-my (particle) we work-pl. 

'okay, man, we're working' 

xyar is a slangy way of saying yes or alright; the discourse particle a preceding Hna we 

seems to index a countering of the cix's entreaties, as if to say, "don't bother us, we're 

working, and don't need your nagging." In this way R. seems to stand up for himself and 

by implication reject much if not all of the authority of the cix to control the proceedings 

in a direct challenge which at a later point nearly brings the two men to blows. At this 

stage, however, the cix seems to back off He then shifts his attention to another worker. 

One could postulate from the following that the cix, perhaps taken aback by R.'s 

Iqappo. and moves into mean-spirited territory where sarcasm is not accompanied by any face-saving 
device, at least at the level of pragmatic interpretation or connotation. 

It is not clear whether A. is a member of H.'s rfag work team. 
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forceful response, attempts instead to pick on A., for that is what he seems ultimately to 

be doing: 

(133.2) (cix); A., ja-k 1-brd? 

A, came-you the-cold 

A., are you cold? 

(134) (worker A.): a sid-i ra-hu ybs-u 1-id-in 

O sir-my it-to them dried-pl the-hand-pl. 

man, my hands got dry (from the cold) 

The cix's reply to this, while outwardly polite and respectful, seems to be 

conveying sarcasm or irony when considered in the light of the entire mini interaction: 

(134.1) (cix): llah y-kun f-l-'wan llah y-kun f-I-'wan a sid-i llah y-kun f-l-'wan 

God he-be in-the-help God he-be in-the-help O sir-my God he-be in-the-help 

'May God help you, may you be comforted and get better' 

(135) (worker A.): la jhd ilia jhd llah xSS-na n-c'l-u Gir n-nar 

no effort only effort God need-we we-light-pl. only the-fire 

'there is no strength but God's strength, we need to light a fire' 
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Here A. is replying to the "official" or surface level of the cix's comment, in a 

couplet of religiously saturated speech which is very common in this society, and 

conveys solidarity of all persons under God, and respect. That the cix meant the comment 

in a less than solicitous maimer, however, is strengthened by his reply: 

(135.1) (cix): iyyeh wa la bodda nc'lu lik nnar iwa matsal walu 

indeed (particle) no doubt (we) light (pi.) to you the fire (particle) no (see footnote) 

nothing 

'indeed, of course, we'll light you a fire, it's not asking much'^' 

By now it seems quite clear that this is a sarcastic response; for one thing, it is 

obvious that no fire is going to be lit in the midst of twiza activity where every moment 

counts, doubly so during Ramadan where no breaks are taken in order to finish early 

before sustained effort becomes too difficult. That this is a sustained tqcab by the cix is 

seemingly acknowledged by A. in his dejected response: 

The phrase ma tsal walu is somewhat difficult to translate; it is related to the phrase ma 'ndi ma nsalk, 
you said something very reasonable. This comes under the category of the concept of Ima'qol reasonable, 
just, which is an important one in Morrocan culture and discourse ideology and will be seen to play an 

important role in this text in its contrast to tflya play or lack of seriousness. Honorable men who are worthy 
of respect are engaged in activities which are by definition ma'qol. It is dishonorable men, or children (or 

women) who do not have honor accruing to their persons who are then by definition engaged in tflya. The 

discourse genre of tqcab, and the mriggl person who uses it the most, are located in the liminal space, in the 
habitus, which semiotically mediates the two seemingly opposing stances or dispositions, tracing a path in-
between the two, but frequently crossing over into one or the other's territory to use it against itself as it 
were, in the process finding the common point where the two seem to intersect or meet as in the topological 
figure of the torus so beloved to Lacan. 

And lighting a fire may be referring obliquely to lighting a cigarette (the expresion c'l nnar or c'l I'fya 
light a fire often connotes the lighting of a cigarette), which is expressly forbidden during Ramadan and 
which is sorely missed by the workers. Thus, the entire preceeding mini scenario can be seen as extended 
word play and punning around the the concepts lighting a fire (literal) and lighting a fire (figurative, 
lighting a cigarette). What the worker and the cix are hinting at is that they both need a cigarette. This is 
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(138) (worker A.) iwa ac ydir bnadm 

(particle) what (will) do person (son of Adam) 

'what is one to do (we're only human)' 

This also refers back to line (135) /o jhd ilia jhd llah there is no strength but God's; 

by saying this, A. is implying that he is just a human—a son of Adam—with limits, a 

common religiously-legitimated discourse ideology in Morocco which is often used 

implicitly to complain about difficult conditions and the presence of social injustice. 

A recurring theme in this text is the litany of complaints by one worker in 

particular, R., and the various responses from the cix they precipitate. There is a degree 

of ambiguity here making it difficult for an outside interpreter to know exactly what's 

going on: while on the surface, R.'s complaints and the cix's rejoinders seem 

straightforward enough, and free of tqcab, below the level of appearances there is the 

possibility that this is all an ongoing form of tqcab, and that somehow both are enjoying 

it. Both are as it were playing with each other, teasing each other to see who can be 

pushed over the line. At times this occurs, and then fireworks fly, until the cix steers the 

talk away from argument and back to the task at hand. And of course we must not forget 

that all this is being done in the presence of and partly for the benefit of an audience, as a 

form of entertainment. R.'s attempts are cruder, for two reasons which are related: one, 

he has less to lose, and two, as a member of a disparaged lower caste, he brings less 

forbidden during Ramadan and thus may be unmentionable or below the threshold of mentionability in 
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cultural/social capital to the encounter. In his calculus, in fact, he may feel he has more to 

gain by pushing the limit and being seen to challenge the powerful (who are perhaps 

viewed by certain community members as not deserving) than he could lose by causing a 

sanction to be levied against him by the community council or by the opprobrium that 

might be directed his way by the respected members of the community or those who 

identify with them. By contrast, the line the cix must skirt is narrower, owing to his 

reputation and respected personhood, but at the same time the linguistic and discourse 

resources at his command are greater, due to the greater linguistic capital he brings to the 

interaction, capital which is comprised of knowledge of, and access to, religious and 

religiously-inspired language and the traditions and worlds they represent, as well as the 

authority they bring. 

In the next line that we consider, a little further along in the action, the cix seems to 

use a sarcastic or mocking tone on the edge of tqcab to a worker who is either trying to 

leave, or else more likely is trying to make himself invisible to get by with less work: 

(143.1) cix: ...Safiam., Safi harb? 

enough (part.) M, enough flee (present participle) 

is that it, M, are you fleeing us? 

The strip of talk contains no polite elements. There is no indirection, except 

possibly the above-mentioned metaphorical association drawn between shirking one's 

norijial, unmarked, respectable twiza talk, saturated as it is by the notions of sacred community service. 
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portion of work and fleeing the scene of action entirely. There is, however, an audience 

of workers present, as is seen in the following exchange: 

(144) (B., another worker): yak ma ra-h za'q? 

(inter, part.) not see-him slip 

He's trying to flee/slip away, isn't he? 

(144/1) cix: ma 'nd-u fm y-zhaq, fin ba y-kun? ma 'nd-u Gir hna, a? 

not have-to him where he-flee, where try he-be? not have-to him only here 

There's nowhere for him to flee/slip away to, where would he go? There's only here 

for him to be, right (i.e., we've got him cornered)? 

Several things appear to be going on in this pair of strips of talk: by the use of the 

Moroccan Colloquial Arabic term zhaq or its local variant, za'q. slip or slip away, the 

worker B. is adding a new twist to the genre of tqcab—the playful use of terms and their 

metaphoric referents to index dishonorable states, actions, or behaviors, here laziness or 

stealth, or both. The word za'q conjures up an image of slipping through a net to get 

away stealthily, as would a cornered or trapped animal. In addition, slip has cormotations 

of sliding away as would a snake. Thus, this unfortunate worker is being compared 

(within hearing distance of course, and in the presence of an audience) to a snake, a lowly 

form of creature in the local cultural hierarchy of living things with the cormotation of 

crookedness, stealth, and laziness, as well, for he is attempting to get out of his duty. 
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which an honorable person would face up to (measure up to). To be compared to a snake, 

at least in this instance, seems not to be as serious an offence as to be called an ass or 

donkey, however, because a snake possesses an element of cunning (although donkeys 

are known to do so as well), and cunning is admired under certain circumstances as in the 

case of a mrigl person, a person who has the ability to outfox as it were the oppressive 

authority over him by crooked or devious means if necessary. A mrigl person is a clever 

person who is able to get by, to adapt to many situations and come out on top. 

In the next line, (145), addressed to R. (he is also addressed as Sidi H.), 

(145) cix: yallah a sidi H, iwa yallah a bll-kafr yallah 

Come on (part.) sir H., (part.) come on (part.) son-unbeliever come on 

Come on Sidi H. already, come on you son of an unbeliever, come on 

The cix seems to mix (affectionate?) insult with impatience, again without any 

indication of politeness. The use of the discourse particle iwa after his term of address 

conveys a sense of impatience and even exasperation, while the term bllkafr son of an 

unbeliever is of course impolite in the extreme, a use of blasphemy in this highly 

religiously-charged society^^, and under other circumstances could easily be taken to be 

fighting words. Here the effect seems to be one of goading R. further, as if holding a red 

Which is commonly used among close friends, however, to index intimacy, presumably because it can be 
gotten away with. Blasphemy is used in similar ways in Catholic societies, such as next door neighbor 
Spain. 
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flag in front of a charging bull. Mixed in with this, however, seems to be an affectionate 

element! It is as if the two are somehow enjoying their confrontation, seeing who can be 

goaded into crossing the line or falling off the line in the imagery of a tightrope. Here it 

seems that opposites attract: religiously-legitimated authority meets (negative) power in 

the form of foolhardy brashness and brawn: in a sense, both partake equally of the game 

of mrigl. And the cix is admittedly not a paradigmatic cix: rather than being a respected 

older man, this is a young cix who has spent time in Casablanca, the large economic 

capital of Morocco, as a common worker. 

This section of the twiza continues in this mildly teasing vein: it is as if all the 

workers are suddenly punch drunk, or maybe the effects of the Ramadan fast are 

beginning to make themselves known to the workers in earnest. 

(146) cix: iwa lawah 'era kayn-a aw! 

(part.) rather ten there-are (f) (part, f surprise) 

There are (still) ten left! 

(147) (H, another worker): wac 'era Safi? 

(inter, part.) ten enough 

Only ten, is that ail? 

(147.1) (cix): H. gallk wac 'era a n'am 

H. told-you (part.) ten (part.) yes 
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H. said are there ten, oh yes! 

(148) (cix): gall-k wac 'acra, waxxayt, wac 'era Hi kayn-a? 

told-you (part.) ten, alright, (inter, part.) ten that are 

he said, are there only ten, okay! are there only ten! 

The cix has decided or remarked that there are ten measures^'' left before he is ready 

(or able) to stop the action for the day, or else he is using this as a motivating device, a 

goal, to get the workers to redouble their efforts. The discourse particle 'aw' at the end of 

line 146 conveys surprise, presumably that there are so many left. The term waxxayt is a 

local form of MCA waxxa, 'alright,' which appears to signal the reluctant acceptance of 

an unpleasant alternative. These lines demonstrate another discourse device used by the 

cix consisting of repetition with variations, as in a musical score. By repeating his 

statement of the fact that ten are left, he appears to be emphasizing the number to 

exaggerate the effect, first seriously, and then in a mocking way. The cix is using a trope 

of reversal or irony here as a light form of mockery, of course from a position of 

superiority, of controlling the action and the men, though not in too heavy-handed a way, 

which would be unacceptable and a breach of his contract, for the ethos of 

communitarian solidarity and mutual respect which governs the twiza is supposed to be 

followed at all times, and is indeed internalized by all (except perhaps by R.) in a 

^ The exact content or referent of the measure is not known, although it is clear to the participants. 
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powerful linguistic and cultural ideological manner. The next several lines continue on in 

the same way, using the trope of irony/reversal. 

A few lines later in the transcript, what I believe to be a very important verbal 

altercation between the cix and R. occurs which seems to me to encapsulate the 

differential interests each represents and the nature of the tension that is continually 

erupting between them. After exhorting the workers to finish the work, difficult as it may 

be, through the use of religiously-based encouragements (lines 151 to 156 in the 

transcript), the cix contrasts the co-operative attitude of certain workers with the 

lackadaisical behavior of R.: 

(156.1) cix: a sidi Ihla yxTTik, iwa Hi fih ImHbba dyal ssagya rah kayji 

may you never be absent, whoever has taken the interest of the canal to heart is the 

one who comes (to work in the twiza) 

iwa R. rah b-l-Haq ka-y-dir ma bGa 

but R. in truth does whatever he wants 

(157) (cix? or a worker): a muddel Hi rah yakul 

(part.) divine judgement that is he-eats 

he'll be punished in the hereafter 

( 

(157.1) R: xlaS 'li-na 
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enough for-us 

stop it! 

(158) cix: wlla 'iyyit Ras-k? iwa ha 1-m'qol 

or tired head-your? well that the-truth 

have you tired yourself out? that's the truth 

(158.1) R: 'lah ana Hi 'nd-i nta' z-zawya? 

why I that have-me POS the-shrine? 

why, is it me who controls (the lands) belonging to the shrine? 

(159) cix: 'nd-k nta ktar mn dyal z-zawya 'nd-k nta 

have-you you more than POS the-shrine have-you you 

you have more than what belongs to the shrine, you do 

(159.1) R: hahahah wac 'ndi ana nta' zzawya hai hai hai ana Hi 'ndi dyal zzawya? 

ha ha ha (interr.) have-me I POS the-shrine (part.) I that have-me POS the-shrine? 

ha ha ha! what do I control of the shrine lands? I wish! I'm the one who controls 

shrine lands?! 

The tenor of these lines is one of tqcab teasing, but with a very hard edge. In line 

157.1, R., in response to the cix's (or another worker's) previous comments that he will 
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have to pay for his laziness in the hereafter, becomes upset and tells the others to stop it. 

The cix, in a bit of word play, deftly shifts attention back to R.'s unwillingness to work in 

his reply to R. in line 158: playing with the literal denotation of the words xlaS 'lina, 

that's enough for us/me, he asks R. in a mocking way if he's tired out, i.e. from working 

so hard. This again is a kind of trope of reversal or sarcasm. It also touches upon R.'s 

manhood, for honorable men are strong and able to work hard, unlike women or children. 

It is of course fairly cruel to say this during Ramadan, when the cix knows all the men are 

fasting (and wanting a cigarette). The next part of the line, ha Im'qol, that's the truth, is 

extremely sarcastic, and cutting. Im'qol is a difficult word to translate, but it is a key term 

in the discourse of work and responsibility defining manhood. Those who are m'qol are 

serious, straightforward, reliable, and have the interests of others at heart. A synonym for 

m'qol could be mgad: straight, even, level. The opposite of m'qol is tflya, play, 

unseriousness, or unreliability, which is not a characteristic of honorable men. In this 

comment, then, the cix seems to be saying 'now we've come to the truth of the matter,' 

while at the same time implying that R. is lacking in the qualities of Im'qol. This goading 

of R. has the desired effect, and he lashes out at the cix with his own truth, deflecting 

attention away from himself to the cix's role as representative of the landowning 

mrabTin. R. is in effect commenting on his position of powerlessness within the local 

hierarchy as a member of the despised rgaga sharecropper class. While couched in a kind 

of truth-telling tqcab teasing, representing two men engaged in verbal jousting to see who 

can force the other to 'cross the line' and thus lose the game, this outburst of R.'s really 

leaves kidding and teasing behind. In this way the cix can be seen to have won the verbal 
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duel. R. is really breaking frame, bringing the heretofore hidden rules and interests 

behind the game or linguacultural ideology out into the open. In the cix's reply to this in 

line 159, he seems again to be engaged in a double entendre, or drawing two levels of 

meaning from one verbal intervention, which is the mark of someone who is 

accomplished in the art of rhetoric and rhetorical language, as the mrabTin, professional 

mediators who have been able to translate their superior persuasive abilities into material 

wealth, in fact are. In the first level, the cix, by saying that R. owns or controls more than 

the zawiya shrine lands, seems to be mocking R. for his poverty as a landless 

sharecropper (using sarcasm or reversal). At another level, the cix appears to be engaging 

in meta-commentary on the current state of relations between the social categories in the 

Ziz river valley, in which former relations of patron and client are now reversed or 

inverted: the rgaga, the former impoverished landless sharecroppers, are now the ones on 

top, with their superior demographics counting for more in local elections than the 

mrabTin, who have not been as successful in translating their local wealth into political 

power (cf. Ilahiane 1998). In addition to this, the money that these traditionally despised 

groups have been able to amass by wage work in Europe far outstrips the holdings of the 

mrabTin in a now miniscule local economy worth very little in terms of the global 

market. 

Several lines later, the cix attempts to repair this focus on difference, now taken up 

by the other workers, by pointing out that he hasn't received any irrigation water this 

year, and consequently may not be able to produce a crop at all this year; 
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(165) B (another worker): nta huwwa Hi 'nd-k, 'lah? 

you he who have-you, why 

you're the one who has (resources), why? 

(166) cix; ac 'ndi ana Hram, yak had I'am ana ma sgitc, wa llah ma sgh la zra' wa 

la ci, wallah ma dxlatlo qTra dyal Ima Imlkho 

what do I have, I'm one of the cursed ones, don't you know that this year I haven't had 

any irrigation water, I swear I wasn't able to water my wheat or anything, not a single 

drop of water entered my parcels. 

Here the cix is attempting to downplay his power as a representative of the mrabTin 

class in order to construct a relation of solidarity with the workers as one who is suffering 

equally under the current conditions. However, it is not clear whether this strategy could 

succeed, for the travails of the landowner might not mean much to one without any land 

at all. 

In the next pair of lines, the cix is back to his old self, using tqcab teasing or 

mockery to exhort the troops as it were to work harder. In the light of what has just 

transpired, however, this falls completely flat. At this point, upon the seeming failure of 

the strategy of tqcab, something very interesting and significant occurs: again breaking 

frame, the worker seems to comment on the frame itself, in a bit of metapragmatic 

commentary on the situation: 
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(168) (another worker); wac baraka hna baraka? 

(inter, part.) enough here enough? 

is it enough here? 

(168.1): cix: nt' Gir dak IHroc baraka 

(POS) only that Hroc enough 

until that Hroc^^ is enough 

(168.2) (worker): nta rak Gir katDHak 'Una 

you are-you only you-laugh on-us 

you're just making fun of us 

Whereas tqcab teasing normally requires a repartee of some kind, or else a going 

along with the game, here attention is drawn to the frames of the game itself in a kind of 

metapragmatic breaking of frame. It is as if by going over the line into what is in the 

context a hurtful remark or at least one lacking in social solidarity, the frame or footing 

by means of which the game is constructed suddenly comes into focus. 

To complete this survey of the major types of polite speech and their relation or 

lack thereof to tqcab, 1 now cite three examples of speech at the far end of the politeness 

It is not clear to me what Hroc refers to; however, from the context, it appears to be something very big 
representing a big task,'such as the removal of a large mound of debris 
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scale, that is to say, completely lacking in politeness indicators, and signifying states of 

anger, impatience, and exasperation on the part of the cix toward R. The first example 

illustrates speech on the verge of coming to blows. The second and third examples, in 

addition, also show how the local discourse regime has been internalized as a habitus, as 

a nexus of language, body, space, and social order. 

(230) wa R. wa R. wa tta t-Hrrak a xi-yyi haw 

(part.) R. (part.) R. (part.) (false start) move (part.) brother-my oh! 

O R. 0 R. O move it brother, oh! 

The discourse particle wa, as we have already discussed above, is a marker of lack 

of politeness, whether used in contexts of social distance or solidarity/intimacy. The most 

interesting term here is tHrrak. While glossed as 'move,' this is only part of the story. 

The word is normally used as a command to animals, in particular to donkeys. The cix is 

therefore referring to R. by implication as an ass or donkey, who stubbornly refuses to 

move or work. This is, of course, highly insulting, and were it not for the status 

differential and the protected character of twiza, would surely lead to blows between the 

two. It is doubly insulting in that in the local ideology, blacks (i.e. rgaga) are often 

compared to donkeys by members of the dominating (white-skinned) social categories. 

The raw nature of the exchange is further emphasized by the term the cix chooses for 'my 

^ Although when the object of a tqcab is of a lower rung on the social hierarchy than the initiator of the 
verbal thrust, the intended recipient is not expected to reply in kind, for this would be an impertinence, and 
in the normal discourse ideological regime would be grounds for sanction. 
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brother:' rather than the unmarked 'a xoya' or the variant 'xay' which has associations of 

solidary affection, 'xiyyi' conveys a certain disrespect or extreme casualness. The 

discourse particle 'haw' at the end similarly conveys disgust and exasperation. 

Finally, let us now consider how the local semiotic system might function as a 

habitus or embodied discourse (Bourdieu 1972). The mediating vehicle or medium in 

Bourdieu's formulation of habitus is the disposition, defined as a bodily state where 

social forces are inscribed or experienced, usually below the threshold of consciousness, 

and social persons constructed. Our text provides several interesting examples where 

language and body posture or gesture seemingly intersect and demonstrate the operation 

of the process of embodying habitus. In the second part of line 320, 

(cix): iwa yallah a sidi H. Hdar Ras-k 

(particle) come on O my sir H. lower head-your 

'come on H., lower your head (into a working position, i.e., get to work and follow 

your orders)' 

the cix uses a term Hdar RRas. to lower the head, which functions throughout Morocco 

as a powerful index for a meaning complex which includes obeying, submitting, and 

following orders, as of a subject to his sovereign, in Morocco the Sultan or King, or in 

this case the local hierarch the cix who in a sense stands in for or represents him. In this 

strongly hierarchical society, work or action often involves carrying out directives or 

orders coming from above. The term Hdar RRas seems to function as an exemplar of 

Bourdieu's habitus: in a sense, it is the intersection of language and bodily posture, where 
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both meet symbolically in a kind of key symbol that is more than the component parts. 

This symbolic complex is experienced at a very deep level of consciousness or 

unconciousness, presumably, because it is associated with states and positions (or 

dispositions) which are socialized pre-verbally at a very early age, and thus form a very 

deeply held part of one's social character or being. By lowering the head, one by 

semantic and indeed pragmatic extension takes on a submissive pose or mode, accepting 

rather than challenging the orders of a superior, or indeed even challenging the superior 

himself. By association, this symbolic complex further involves the notions of 

submission, punishment, following orders, and judgement. As these possess negative 

associations, it seems that ordinary work, involving following the orders of a social 

superior, is often experienced negatively by those who do the work, and it would then be 

considered normal for one who is the subject of another's orders to attempt in some way 

to avoid or shirk the duty imposed on him (or her). 

The opposite term which completes the symbolic complex is hazz RRas. to lift 

one's head. In this case, the head is elevated and the gaze is direct. Depending on the 

context, this could either index a disposition or state of challenge, or else one of honor or 

freedom, as of a free agent who is not subject to superior orders. 

A second example will serve to further illustrate the siting of habitus in discourse or 

lived practice, showing how cultural or social phenomena exist at a deep level of 

consiousness/unconsciousness of the bodymind. In line 340, 
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(worker H.): dak 1-Hmar bGa y-'owwj 'li-yya rgbt-o tmma 

that the donkey try (past) (will) turn on-me neck-his over-there 

'that ass tried to turn his neck on me' 

The expression 'owwj rrgb 'la represents a body posture or bodily movement, 

turning one's head, that indexes an attitude or habitus of refusal. By turning one's neck 

(by which he means head) or shaking or turning the head, one indexes a state or 

disposition of refusal. This combination of language and gesture, even if the linguistic 

component is only implied rather than overtly stated, is more powerful than disembodied 

speech or discourse alone. By semantic extension, turning one's head or neck is feh to 

index a powerful attitude of arrogance (or a stiff neck). It is interesting that turning one's 

neck, like hazz RRas. lifting one's head, involves the eyes directly level or parallel to 

one's interlocutor, whereas Hdar RRas lowering one's head places the eyes in a lowered 

position, out of the direct line of gaze, which is taken as a challenge or impertinence, 

depending on the context and the relative social position of the interactants in the 

discourse or practice^^. 

Discussion 

What can we conclude/observe from the cix's use of the genre of tqcab in these 

(few) examples? The geru^e is not used when unambiguous instrumental language is 

Such freedom is relative, however, as one is theoretically always subject to the sovereign, and above him, 

to God. 
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required, as when directions or directives are given. Nor is it used when politeness or 

attention to face deference is employed as a strategy. Nor again is it used when insuhing 

language is employed in anger. Instead, tqcab is ideally employed as part of a repertoire 

of rhetorical strategies used to persuade and exhort workers to work, work harder, and 

keep on working. It ideally provides and/or draws on an element of tension to keep 

interest and attention up, and to prevent attention, and work, from flagging and slowing 

down too much. It is best used when solidarity is emphasized rather than hierarchy. Or 

perhaps we could identify two types of tqcab: one, used among peers or between people 

whose status differences are to be de-emphasized to some purpose or interest, under the 

twiza ethos of solidary communitarianism/voluntarism, for example, as a form of 

(hopefully) good-natured entertainment. The better the interactants know each other, the 

"edgier" their game can get, with dialogs resembling verbal jousting, in a game to see 

who can be pushed or forced over the line of good taste or social cohesion. The second 

type of tqcab according to this line of reasoning is used by the cix as a (mostly) 

unidirectional discourse of cajoling and exhorting his charges to work and keep on 

working. Ideally the men would find his teasing to be good natured, and thus be 

encouraged to co-operate in the group activity of work. Or, if it were less than good 

natured, with a harder "edge" to it, they would be enough under the sway of the 

traditional discourse ideological regime with its threat of social and religious sanction, 

internalized or hot as the case may be, to tolerate the teasing without complaint. This kind 

In other words, according to the footing (Goffman 1981) taken by the participants. The notion of footing, 
incidentally, seems nicely to fit the position of a unit of practice, otherwise un- or undertheorized in 
practice theory. 
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of tqcab is predicated on the presence of status hierarchy, with the cix by definition 

possessing more social, cultural and rhetorical/linguistic capital than his charges. It can't 

be too great, however, or wielded too clumsily, else it would be felt as coercion and 

resented. It seems that with the breakdown of the caste system, such is more and more 

felt to be the case, as the ideological frames obscuring the exercise of power are more and 

more brought to consciousness. Of course, one carmot assume that open contestations of 

power did not occur in the past under the old regime, nor that the ideological frames or 

parameters are accepted or internalized uncritically. It is likely, however, that there were 

fewer opportunities to express these, as the social lid was held in place more tightly, and 

that when tensions did come to a head, it erupted more explosively. Indeed the history of 

Morocco in general, and the sourth in particular, is rife with such explosive eruptions of 

violence. 

R.'s contributions are unique in the way they openly reference areas which are 

below the threshold of what can be said or expressed (or even thought) in the older 

discourse regime (cf Hammoudi 1997), and in that sense do seem to partake of a new 

discursive order. The process seems akin to a breaking of frames, or a bringing of 

discourse or cultural frames into focus or awareness. A few of the other participants also 

refer to frames in metapragmatic comments that are simultaneously comments on their 

social position as lowly rgaga. The entire movement from one discourse to another can be 

thought of as a kind of metapragmaticization (Hopper and Traugott 1993), a bringing to 

conscious awareness of frames and their contents which have been previously suppressed 

or below the level/threshold of awareness (although in the process creating new frames 
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which are themselves refractory to subjects' awareness, in a kind of semiotic reflexivity, 

until such time as these in turn can be brought into conscious focus. 

To conclude: we have seen how the ̂  uses a regime of discourse, including but 

not limited to the key genre of Gamza or drib Im'na, to manage the interactional event 

and orchestrate the desired outcome, not a foregone conclusion (or is it?) given the 

fractious and conflictual nature of the participants, riven into rival and often hostile blocs 

competing for scarce goods in an arid environment but all having the goal (or "ideology") 

of constructing a solidary and peaceful society, much as the discourse genre of joking can 

be used to build up solidarity as well as to break it dowoi, depending on one's vantage, 

stance, or position. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation I have attempted to demonstrate how an analysis of a 

sociocultural phenomenon such as twiza would be incoherent or impossible without 

reference or recourse to discourse. While I do not claim that discourse is entirely 

constitutive of the practice of twiza, neither can a claim be made in my view that 

language-level or discursive phenomena are simply reflective of, or epiphenomenal to, 

the cultural practice under consideration. Instead, the very notion of practice indexes the 

necessity of seeing all of the phenomena that are part of twiza as inextricably linked, 

constituting in other words articulating fields of social practice which cannot be 

understood in the absence of the other. The meaning of twiza, both to its participants and 

to those who consider the practice from a viewpoint external to it, inheres in the way 

twiza forms a nexus or node of a larger network or congeries of contexts radiating out 

from it, as directional lines from a deictic origo. This nodal position consists of a set of 

semiotic mediations, of mediating spans linking a series of seeming oppositions, which 

upon further inspection or consideration contain or imply each other, and thus the 

possibility of a rigid separation of these aspects into distinct orders of phenomena is not 

possible and is indeed seen to go counter to the actual nature of lived experience of the 

practice. Meaning, in other words, is not contained in the mind separate from the body, 

but instead forms a corporeal whole as the lived experience of practices. This is what is 

meant by a habitus, except that habitus is not coterminous with the experience of 

meaning, although it could be that, but instead refers to the prerequisites to the experience 
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of lived meaning, to the social fields that make it possible. This is another way of 

speaking about context, as Hanks has remarked, except that the focus is on the ways in 

which aspects of context form areas of mediation, much as the way twiza as a discourse 

genre itself can be seen to mediate between them, forming areas of ambiguity which can 

only receive disambiguation by focusing on a part of the contextual horizon surrounding 

and underpinning them in a movement of centering and decentering, entextualization and 

retextualization. 

In the previous chapter, I have discussed the manner in which twiza discourse, 

along with the genres that comprise it and shape it, forms a distinctive cultural world 

unique to this geographical and historical context. By way of conclusion, I would like 

now to attempt to put the twiza into progressively broader contexts and to discuss how it 

might be undergoing transformative change and what this might mean to the participants 

of this practice and to the community in which they have their social being. 

The precipitating question motivating this discussion is the extent or degree to 

which the twiza we have looked at can be considered to have succeeded or failed in what 

it set out to do, or rather, in what its participants and those who set it in motion intended 

when it was announced to the community. If it failed, or at least did not completely 

succeed, then by considering some of the factors that might be responsible for such a 

failure we begin to get a picture of the pressures impinging on the institution of twiza 

from the outside, causing a tendency toward breakdown. This is perhaps an unfortunate 

mechanistic analogy; however, it does seem to fit the "facts" at hand and for the purposes 

of this discussion is an analogy that can be profitably pursued. 
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The short answer to the question of whether or not this twiza succeeded or failed is 

that insufficient data were collected to enable one to definitively decide. However, the 

presence of considerable tension and conflict on evidence from the transcript, even in the 

midst of Ramadan with its difficulties, not least of which is the prohibition on smoking 

and the tense and frayed nerves this gives rise to, leads me think that if this particular 

twiza did not fail, then structural changes in the larger society are leading inevitably to 

the radical transformation of forms of collective work and the likely disappearance of 

twiza in the form we have seen in this dissertation or in fact in any form. 

There are many questions that must remain unanswered^^, but would add significant 

understanding to the study: first, if the twiza succeeded in that it was completed on time, 

how well was the work done? A longitudinal study would be necessary to assess the 

results of the twiza work with future needs and reactions. It would also be instructive to 

compare the twiza as carried out in this one locality with other surrounding areas—how 

does the work carried out there compare? Are forms of communal work and practice in 

these areas also undergoing radical transformation? Can a timeline or standard be created 

to compare them, or is this too reductionistic and unilineal an undertaking to be of much 

value? It would also be instructive to compare twiza cixs or cvux from different villages 

or communities and from different areas—are some better than others in their ability to 

motivate workers, maintain a semblance of harmony, and enable superior work results to 

be generated? And within the community, it would be important to compare different 

cyux, if indeed there is an available pool of competent overseers with the requisite 
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legitimacy, and indeed different twizas (as well as other forms of communal 

organization). Donham's (1994; 1999) study of work and work groups in the Ethiopian 

highlands differentiates between work which is performed by the same participants over a 

period of time, thus fulfilling social needs, and ad hoc groups which are formed as 

needed, forming social nets as it were which change from one event to the next, each 

therefore with its distinctive characteristics. So, too, each twiza is distinctive, with an ad 

hoc collection of participants (although there is much political strategizing in who 

participates, an area that is beyond the bounds of this study not knowable from the data 

collected) a particular cix orchestrating the action, and a particular area of work to be 

accomplished resulting from a particular set of weather-mediated disruptions to the 

system. Of course, all of these are drawn from a finite set of inputs, known to all or most 

of the participants (at least the ones important to the outcome) or else the work could not 

be carried out at all, and it would have no meaning to those who are engaged in it. 

Finally, the twiza exists within a larger field of practice, both symbolic/semiotic and 

material (although this is also semiotic and symbolic), forming an ethnography of 

communication as it were: the larger context of talk, conversation and communication in 

this society, both public and private, hierarchical speech between groups of men, 

informal speech between men, and mixed speech between men and women in the 

household, where much of what happens in public is undoubtedly discussed behind the 

scenes. Powerful women may well exert considerable control over what happens in 

public, and the may have shaped the make-up and outcome of our twiza in important 

ways, but unfortunately this is entirely unknown to us from the data. 
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How does the breakdown of the twiza, if that is what is occuring, due to 

demographic, political, economic, and other changes drawing it into the globalized world 

system and a further logic of state-level and extra-state level control articulate with the 

discourse genres found within it? Are they more flexible than the outer shell, the 

constellation of factors that appear at the surface as it were to make this form of practice 

seem distinctive? Will they outlast it in some form, albeit in wholly transformed shape? 

For that is what appears to be happening: the distinctiveness of twiza and its concomitant 

discourse is disappearing. Canal workers will no longer participate in a ritual in the same 

way, they will no longer be birds of paradise serving the community for the good of all, 

and their speech genres will reflect this change. The genre of tqcab, if that is what it is, 

could be broad enough to flexibly morph from one regime of speaking to another without 

losing its primary character, although it might serve different ends. 

Even though the newer regimes of speaking will undoubtedly be more tightly 

integrated into the world system, it would be a mistake to see the older forms as purely 

local isolates. It is clear that wider structures of power have a broad influence over local 

representations, and that they tend to mimic or reproduce them in some way, as has been 

theorized for the Seksawa Berber confederation studied by Jacques Berque in the earlier 

part of the last century (Berque 1955). The makhzan has a long history of inserting itself 

into the lives, mental and otherwise, of all of its subjects, even those resident in the 

regions of siba dissidence outside the direct control of the makhzen state historically, in a 

kind of Gramscian hegemony. Or perhaps Hegel better explains the dependence and 

interdependence between the powerful and powerless, the strange dance or game played 
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by them, where both need each other to survive, and both use the other side to define 

themselves. 



APPENDIX A 

TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION OF TWIZA TALK 

Key to speakers: 

S: cix ssagya, the team leader appointed by the jma'a or local collectivity 

R: worker (rajl or man), category slot filled by several members 

(1) S: sidi Hmed. wa rqiq, wac nta lluwwel katbda 

Sidi H, o R, are you the first to begin? 

(2) R (Rqiq): iyyeh 

Yes 

(3) S: ckun gallek nta lluwwal, ckun Hi taybda lluvmel 'a M. Hdak. 'iyyeh 

Who told you to go first, who goes first, M's there next to you 

(5) S: yallah a BBa bu'azza 

Come on uncle B, 

(6) R (B): yallah 'a sidi 

come on 



(7) S: yallah 'a xoya llah yrHam waldik 

come on, brother, please 

7.1) R (B): ma 'rfnae mnin nbdaw! 

we don't know where to begin 

(7.2) S; wa llah yjazik bixir rwaH, rwaH 

come here please, come here, come here 

(7.2.1) S: rwaH llah yarHam Iwaldin, yallah 'a sidi 

come please^°, come on 

(7.3) R (Bouazza): waxxa 

Alright 

(8) yallah 'a sidi, yallah 'a sidi, rwaH llah yrHam Iwaldin 

come on (polite), come on, come here please 

9) tbark llah 'la ssi Hasan^'. fin raha 'Satek 'a xoya 

H, there you are! where's your spot? 

May God have mercy on your parents 



(10) rwaH Htta nta a xoya Trasi, hakdak Trasi, Trasi 'a Hbibi'^ hna, Trasi. 

you too come here, mark (measure and trace the line), that's it, mark, mark here 

measure, measure like this, measure here 

(11) R (Hasan): waxxayt 'a xoya 

Alright 

(12) S: 'a tbark llah '11 Tabd 

there you are 

(12.1) R (Fabd): llahybark fik 

(reply) 

(13) S: llah yrHam Iwaldin, bismi llah, 'aji 'a xoya 'a bu'azza 

please, let's start, come brother B. 

(14) ha waHd llah, Trasi hna, 

here's one, measure/mark here. 

(14.1) ha waHd llah 

here's one 

" a way of encouraging: H, you're great! 
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(15) dyalkom hadak 

Is that yours, does th^t belong to you (pl)( or respectful usage)? 

(15.1) ckun Hi kaycadd^^ Hdako 

who is (supposed to be) (holding the line) next to you (pi) 

(15.2) moHammed, nta Hi katcadd Hdahom 

M., are you next with the measuring? 

(16) ha waHd llah, 

here's one 

(16.1) ntuma b tlata 

are the three of you working together? 

(17) R (moHammed): 11a, Gir b juj 

no, we're just two 

(17.1) 'a rwaH'a Hasan 

A term of respectful endearment (lit. dear), used more as a sign of respect 
refers here to taking or handing over a task, as in a turn or a chain. Here this means who's working next 

to you, or who's next in line 



come here H. 

(18) S: ckunhadjjuj? 

who are these two? 

(19) R (moHammed): ana u Hasan 

me and H (H and me) 

(19.1) macibtlata 

we're not three 

(19.2) Giranawiyyah 

just me and him (he and I) 

(20) S: ha hiyya hadik laTrasma 

there's the mark. 

(21) 

(22) ntuma 'u-bu'azza, wlla ntuma 'u hada 

are you with B, or are you with this person 

(23) R (moHammed): wa Hna u-hada 

(the two of) us and him (here) 



(24) S: 'u bu'azza m'a mn? 

And who is with B? 

(25) R (moHammed): ma n'rf fin howwa SaHbo 

I don't know where his partner is/I don't know who he's working with. 

(26) R: rah 'li mazal Ihih, rah 'li mazal Ihih 

Ali's still there, there he is over there! 

(27) S: barak yallah 

come on, that's enough 

(28) ckun Hi Hdakom 

who's (working) next to you (pi.)? 

(29) S?: Imhdi 

E. is. 

(30) S: Imhdi? 
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(31) 'a rwaH 'a xoya cadd nta hna Gir d rrayba 

come here, start here on this damaged place/cave-in 

[(32) S: (Arabic missing from transcription) 

man, this is really a disaster 

(33) barakak had ... 

enough (of this) 

(34) waynni^'' rayba hadi 'ndkom, Mi SbaH Ixir xbark 'a mulay? 

This is a real mess^^. A., good morning, how are you? 

(35) R (Ti): SbaH Ixir tbark llah Tik 

Good morning 

(36) S: llah ybark fik 

Thank-you (or final part of greeting routine) 

(37) yallah fm...ckun Hi SaHbk 'a bu'azza 

Come on, where is...who is your partner B? (i.e., who's working with you?) 

''' a term used to empathize: one of the cix's modes, along with cajoUng, complaining, praising, etc. 
V 
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(38) ni? 

A? 

(39) R (bu'azza): Gir Hi kan u Safi 

anybody who's available, whoever there is 

(40) S: waxxayt. t'ala a Ui 'iwa gls m'aho hna 

Alright. Come here. A sit^^ here with them 

(41) iwa a Tarbi tgls m'aho hna? 

L, will you sit with them here? 

(41.1) hnanit llah yrHam bbak'awnhu hna.'a brk'awnhu hna. had IbliSa'' 

right here, please (may God bless your father), help them here. Sit (or stay) and 

(help out) here in this spot 

(42) [S] hna llah yrHam biha Iwalidin 

here please (may God bless your parents) 

(42.1) R (bu'azza): ckun 'li 

with the implication: what a job you have to do! 
Here indexes the working position of crouching 
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Who's (or Where's) Ali? 

(43) R: daba yji wac Gadyin ndiro lih 

he's coming. What are we going to do about him'^? 

(44) S: raho Ixrin baqyin haduk ddrari Ihih, koll waHd b SaHbo 

the other guys are still over there, each one with his partner 

(45)....kamera (?) 

camera^^ (?) 

(45.1) R (Hasan): fin raho? 

Where are they? 

(46) S: skot lina ('a) 'iwa u Salli 

be quiet!well, "salli annebi" 

o 1 

is the best thing to do 

'1 nnbi Hsan mn kollci 

(praying in the name of the prophet (Mohammed)) 

" diminutive of blaSa, place, spot. In SaHrawi southern Moroccan colloquial Arabic, it is common to use 
diminutives, but this seems to function more to create a sense of familiarity between the interlocutors than 
to index a diminution of size in the object referred to. 

i.e., there's nothing we can do about it; we can't force him to do anything 
™ it is unclear to me what this refers to, as there was no video camera present at this twiza 

a better gloss is "stop it!" 
this phrase can be used to close an argument. If all other attempts to close or stop the argument failed, the 

religiously based legitimacy inherent in the formula is usually effective. The phrase can also be used to 

initiate the t'ciqa the formal or ritual opening of the twiza to begin the action. From the confusion that 
transpires in the following lines, it appears that the cix intended to end the argument but was misinterpreted 
as wanting to begin the t'ciqa instead. 
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(47) R (B. and all the workers in unison): llah mSlli 'lik 

(48) llah mSlli 'la nabina 

(49) S; ara ImsHa, ara ImsHa bac yTowwa' 

hand over (pi) the msHa, a local tool,®^ so he can throw (dirt) (with it) 

(50) waHd Imzbra Hdak a Imhdi tmmak 

(give me) the machete (which is) next to you there 

(51) ila kayna Imzbra 

if it's available 

(52) ara Imzbra Gir nqT'ulko hna, hadu hah. qTa' qTa' dak cci 

give (me) the machete, in order to get these things out of the way (or remove) 

here for you. Will you cut, cut, that stuff (underbrush) 

(53) Gir nqT'u hadu Igddam 

we'll just cut those ahead of us, or those in front (of us) 

(54) R (Imhdi axor): hak a sidi 

here you are 

*^mijrafa in CA 
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S:(54.1) ara a wddi a sidi, bismi llah^^ 

give it to me 

(55) Salliw'annbi 

Let's pray on the prophet (Mohammed) 

(56)R (Imhdi): llah m'ana 

God is with us! 

(57) S: 'ccqo 'annbi b'dak 

Let's pray (in the name of) the prophet first (let's start the prayer, let's do the 

• 85 t ciqa . 

(58) ' Imjmu'a: (in unison) Tacq 'annbi Salliw 'lih, wallah mSalli 'lik 'a rasul 

llah IHbib sidi (3) 

(59) 

Those who adore the prophet pray on him, and may God pray on you o prophet o 

beloved messenger of God 

The term bismillah is said here to ward off any possible harm that might come from using such a 

dangerous instrument as a machete 
may God help us (in our work, or here, to get started) 
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(59) wa jah nnbi'a mulay dris 

(59.1) R (bu'azza): 'ah! 

(60) S: iwa, yallah 'a frkus yallah^^ 

So, get a move on it kid, get a move on 

(62) R (F?): 'amin 

Amen 

(63) S: 'a bu azza yalla 'acq 

come on bu'azza, "acaq" 

(64) S; yallah cu 'a ssi moHammed wac baqi ci xcla' Hdak tmmak 

come on, look si M, is there still some brush next to you there 

(65) R: 'ac kaddir? 

what are you doing? 

a metapragmatic reference to a named speech event, one of the few or only ones to occur in this 

recording. * 
^ The first yallah is a nham encouragement, while the second seems implicitly to be an incomplete d'wa or 
sacred invocation, judging by the reply of "amen" 
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66) S: iwa zid 'a sidi yrHam waldik sidi 

Move (hurry up) please 

(67) ga' bGitu tbqaw TToww'u b jjhad kollko mnna u mrma 

Throw it harder, from here and from there 

(68) R (F?): 'iyyeh, mnna u mnna 

yes, from here and from there 

(69) S: a 11a 11a, t'awnu t'awnu llahumma tf awnu 

no, no, work' together, work together, it's better to work together^^ 

(70) ha zzrwaTa hna, dik gddamko, hah 

watch out for that (sharp) stick (or branch) ahead of you 

(71) ha zzrwaTa ila Bitu zzrwaTa 

• • 88 here's a stick if you need one 

(72) yallah 'a rrqiq kmmalt 'a basso tmmak 

come on R, have you finished there B? 

here the cix seeems to be encouraging the woricers not to get out of sync or one to slough off in the work 
this may have been said partly in a joking manner using tqcab, posing the threat of force, using the stick 

to beat the workers with, if they can't get to work 
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(73) R (B?): nta' mn hadak 

whose is this? (who does this belong to?) 

(74) S: hada dyal IkBBaniyya 

it belongs to the work group (our team) 

(75) iyyeh, ntuma duzu 1 Ihih 

yes, you (pi.) go over there 

(76) R (B?): gullhu yhzzuh 

tell him to pick it up^^ 

(77) S: 'ah, 'ah? Ixdma xdma Gir xallihu 

what, what? work is work (anything he does is alright, just leave him alone) 

(78) R (bassu): lac bGituho ymciw tmma 

why do you want them to go over there? 

(78) ccix: t'ala a ssi t'ala : 

come here (sir) come here 

he wants the cix to order for him, something he has no authority to do 



78.1) ccix: walakaynni Ixrin Gaykammlo 

but the others will finish it 

(79) u Gadyin yTFu u yduzu Idik jjih 

and they'll go up over there (that direction there) 

(80) xllih 'a rrqiq yduz(u) 

Rqiq, allow (let) him (to) pass, 

(81) hak 'a basso dyal Tbar, sir 

take this, Basso, to measure with, go on 

(82) bac n'bru 

for us to measure with (in order to measure) 

(83) llah m'ana, 'accqo '1 nnbi 

(85) iyyeh SSalatu 'alik ya rasul llah 

(86) yallah 'a Hasan yallah 'a wldi (y)'Tik rrDa 

come on Hassan come on my child please 



(87) 'a Hasan Towwa' 'a wlidi u dir Gir Iqyas uTowwa' Gir qyask 

throw, Hasan my child, do only your part (do as much as you can) 

(88) "la y(u)kallifu llah(u) nafsan ilia (w)us'aha" 

God doesn't ask you to do more than your share (Quranic verse) 

(89) 'bar tmmak 'a sidi zrwaTtk 'br 'Satk 

measure over there, that's your space—^measure your space 

90) Sbar a 'bdlGni Sbar, iyyeh 'ayn nwrrilk, 

wait a minute, A, wait until I show you 

(90.1) hna nnit a Tabd 

right here 

(91) cof Gir hna nnit, hah, 

look—right here, here (deictic) 

(91.1) jbad hada Hi taHt IganTra, 

Pull this one out from under the bridge 



(92) u rmih 11 hna lamciyya' bac ysddnna IblaSa nnit ga' 

and throw it to here, to the drainage canal, in order to close it up completely 

(93) 'ad nzidu m'ah, Safi 

then we'll continue doing the drainage canal 

(94) R ('bdlGni): iwa sdduh, 

alright close it in 

(94.1) S: 'iyyeh, Gadyin ysdduh, hada xSSu ybqa msdud 

yes, let's close it, this needs to remain closed 

rddulo TTin dyalo u IHjar Ihih 

we'll return the clay and stones from it to the drainage canal 

(95) u TTin, Safi. 

and the mud^—ok 

(96) wa yyih, Tam jjayy Gaybniwha, 

o yes, next year they are going to build for us^*^ 

Meaning the local ORMVAT state agricultural service 



(96.1) ImsiHa? raha baqya a rmm Ihih 

the pick-axe? It's still over there, uncle (respected elder) 

(97) iyyeh IHwiyjat jbtho 11 hna 

the clothes? I brought them here 

(98) R; wac jbtho kamlin? 

Did you bring all of them? 

(98) S: 11a, hzzit Gir Ifista Ui 'Titni dyalk 

No, just the sweater you gave me 

(98.1) R CabdlGani): 'iwa u had IblaSa? 

and what about this spot? 

(99) S; jbad Gir bllati had IblaSa 'ammrha, 'a sma't 'a ssi 'bdlGni? 

pull out this place cautiously—fill up this spot, did you hear Mr. A? 

(100) 'ammrha 'a xoya u dggha hna hah, 

fill it up brother and pound it in well—right here 



(100.1) S; llahm'ana, 'Tiha Tiha tmmak. 

God is with us. Give it to it over there—put some force into it 

(101) bac ila ja Ima hiyya katFb lina Htta Ima, hay hay 

so when the water comes, it'll be no match for our efforts 

(102) R (Ibahja): ssalam(o) 'alikum 

Salam Aleikum (greeting) 

(103) S: wa 'aleikum ssalam u raHmatu llah 'a ssi 

(Reply to greeting) 

(104) yallah 'a ssi yallah yrHam babak 

Come on, may God have mercy on your father(please)—^work harder/faster 

(105) xadija labas, 

How is X? 

(106) R (Ibahja): labas. 

Fine 

(106.1) S: llah yrHam Iwaldin, llah ybark fiko. 
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Please 

(106.2) yallah 'a sidi 

Come on—work harder 

(106) xadija; 'iwa tbark llah Uiko llah y'awnku 

May God help you in your work 

(106.1) S: TaTa SbaH Ixir llah yrHam Iwalidin 

Good morning, auntie (respected older woman), thank you (May God bless your 

parents; said in response) 

(106.2) TaTa: Sba(H) Ixir 'a wlidi 'iwa tbark llah Tiko llah y'awnko 

Good morning, my child, may God help you, may God help you in your work 

(107) S: ac xbarkom? 

How are you? 

(108) labas, llah yrHam Iwalidin, llah ybark fik 

Fine, thank you 

(May God bless your parents and grant you baraka "sufficiency") 

(109) cddit hadu hna Hdak 'a rrqiq? cdditi Hasan Hdak? 



Did you close those (holes) next to you, R? What about you, H? 

(110) tgles Hdah walla tduz lhad jjih? 

Are you going to sit (work) next to him, or move to this side? 

(111) dabama tdagguc tmmakhantuma ddaggitu tmmak 

now you over there don't press—let us press over there 

(112) R (Ibahja): malna wac raho ga'din? 

Do you think we're just sitting around? 

113) S: 'a wddi Gir " l a  Hsab Imdakka, ci yqis ci 

I'm just worried you might touch (hurt) each other 

(114) hadik Imussxa raha qriba Ik 

this disorder ("dirt" or "filth") is near you 

(115) fin Gadi yTla' Hasan 

From where is H going to go/come up? 

(115.1) R (Ibahja): mn hna 

from here 



(116) S: Tla' 'a Hasan hna Tla' 'a Hasan 

Come up here, H, come up here 

(116.1) HaTT rjlek hna 

Put your foot here 

(116.2) wac bGit tOnini? 

Are you going to pay me (make me rich)? 

(116.3) S: yOnih llah, Gir ila ma Gnah llah 

It is God that recompenses, God only (a saying) 

(117) R (Hasan): had ci bzzaf bzzaf'a xoya 

that's going too far, brother, that's going too far 

(117.1) S: zid 'a bu'azza zid Igddam 'a wldi, zid 

Continue forward, B, continue forward my child, go on 

(118) iwa llah yrHam Iwalidin, 'iwa rHamt walidiko 

Please, please (many ways of saying please as an encouragement) 

(119) hadi IHamdu li llah raha Gir sagitna u Iwalidin u rHmt Iwalidin 



this is praise be to God our canal and that of our parents by the grace of the 

ancestors 

(120) llah Hi kayxallaS, rah llah Hi yxallSko, 

It is God who recompenses in credit, it is God who pays you back 

(121) llah sabHanahu ilia howwa wa ta'ala howwa Hi kayxallaS bnadm 

God almighty and sovereign, it is God that recompenses humans 

(122) 'a mma raha bladna u sagitna, u nxdmuha, 

Even though it's our land, and our canal, and we work it 

(123) u Hna msta'ddin liha, yaUah 

and we're ready (willing) to do it. Come on! 

(123.1) R (bu'azza); 'iwa raha naDt Miha b'da 

This one's fallen down on us(?) 

(124) S: 'ah, la bas cwiyya yak, hadik hiyya IblaSa 

that's alright, this is the spot/place 

(125) Trasi hadi, hadi dyalk 'a bu'azza hadik 



Mark this one, this is yours to work on, B. 

(126) R (bu'azza): Trasi Ixra ana rani Gadi nmci m'a hadi 

Mark the other one—I'm going with this one 

(126.1) S: ha loxra hah, hbaT, hbaT hbaT 11 hna, t'ala 

here's the other one, come down, come down here, come on 

(127) R (Hmed): xyar, 'a sidi 

Alright (agrees) 

(127.1) S: Hasan, m'a mn Hasan xddam 

H, who is H working with? 

(127.2) R (Ibahja): ma cfnahc. 

We didn't see 

(127.3) S: ila baqiyn huma tmmak Safi 

if they're still over there, it's okay. 

(128) wa mbark, ha hiyya Trasi Trasi tmmak Trasi 'a sidi Hmed 

M, over here, mark over there H. 
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(128.1) R (sidi Hmed): fin hiyya? 

Where? 

(129) S: Trasi, ha hiyya, waxxa, rah kant dak nnhar mHfora 

Mark, here it is, okay, it (the storm water) was really digging that day 

(130) waHd IHfra 'iyyeh, walayyni hada dyal (local referent) 

That's quite a hole, but it belongs to A (a local referent)'' 

(131) howwa Hi kbbima had ddnya, 

That storm really flooded us 

(132) katji had cc'ba Hamla ma fiha ma yttcaf, Tla\ Tla' Tla' 

(when) the tributary comes full of water, you haven't seen anything like it—come 

up, come up (here) 

(133)'u'ammr 'u'Tih, 

fill it and put some force into it 

(133.1) R (sidi Hmed): xyar 'a sidi 'a Hna xddamin 
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alright, sir, we're working 

(133.2) S: Ui,jaklbrd? 

A, are you cold? 

(134) R ('li): 'a sidi, rahu ybsu lidin 

man, my hands dried out (and they hurt) 

(134.1) S: llah ykun fl'wan llah ykun fl'wan 'a sidi llah ykun fl'wan 

May God help you, may you be comforted, may you get better (ironic?) 

(135) R (li); la jhd ilia jhd llah xSSna nc'lu Gir nnar 

there is no strength but God's strength—we only need to light a fire (for the 

warmth) 

(135.1) S: iyyeh wa la bodda, nc'lu lik rmar, 'iwa ma tsal walu 

yes of course, we'll light a fire for you, that's very reasonable (ironic) 

(138) R ('li): ''iwa 'ac ydir bnadm, 

well what can you do? 

" The implication here is that either the hole shouldn't be closed up, or it is the responsibility of A (a msarf 
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(138.1) S: llah yrzq Gir SSHHa 

may God only protect (our) health 

(139) R (bu'azza): 'a sidi rah kayn brd 'Sif 

man, it really is cold! 

(139.1) R (bahja): walu Ibrd 

what cold? You call this cold? 

(139.2) S: 'iyyeh basso hadik had rrbTa darha lina sa'id, 'iyyeh, 

Yes, B, this branch. Said (from the extension service) made for us 

(140) nhar 'Tawha 1 IfilaHa, nhar jat IfilaHa, 

One day the service came and worked hard on it 

(141) u Taw 1 tizimi Ima, 'iwa u xllaha tmma, xllaha tmmak xalya 

they gave Tizimi (another area of the Rteb) water, and left us high and dry 

(142) 'a sidi, rah nnas Hi miyyta u Safi 

we're miserable (suffering) here 

or tertiary canal branch) 



(143) R (bu'azza): wac Gadyin ndiru? 

What can you do? 

(143.1) S; 'iwa rah ja dak nnharat sa'id u 'brha mzyan u 'awd u xllaha. 

Said came those times and measured well and went home 

(143.2) Safi 'a musawi, Safi haRb? 

Is that it, M, are you fleeing? 

(144) R (Ibahja): yak ma rah za'q, 

looks like he's trying to sneak away 

(144.1) S: ma 'ndu fm yzhaq, fin Ba ykun? ma 'ndu Gir hna, 'ah? 

He won't get through, where could he hide? He won't get away from us 

(145) yallah 'a sidi Hmed 'iwa yallah 'a bllkafr yallah, 

come on H, come on you son of an unbeliever, come on 

(146) 'iwa lawah "era kayna 'aw 

so there are ten of them (surprised) 

(147) H: wac 'era Safi? 



Is it ten then? (is ten enough?) 

(147) S: IH... gallk wac ' era 'a n' am, 

H. asked you if there are ten of them, oh yes, 

(148) gallk wac 'era, waxxayt, wac 'era Hi kayna? 

He said ten, okay, are there ten? 

(149) wa IH... Gir bllati b'dak b ccwiyya 'lik wlla la la? 

Slow down H, don't overdo it, okay (ironic)? 

(150) 'a gulli ssrabs 'a sidi ssrabs 

this is really work! 

(151) llah y'awn 'a xoya llah y'awnna u y'awnko 

God help us all in our work 

(152) llahyrzaq SSHHa, SSlat 'annbi 

health is the best asset: all we have to do is rely on God 

(153) H; ga'd cci nDrboh? 

Do we have to do all of this? 
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(154) S; 'a, iyyeh, yallah 'a sidi, 'iwa la bdda, yallah 'a Hasan, yallah 'a wldi yallah 

yes, come on, we've got to do it, come on H, come on my son, come on 

(155) 'ah? tbark llah Ma hdidi, xbark 'a wddi 'a hdidi, ga' bixir? 

What? May God bring H baraka, how are you H, is everything alright? 

(156) R (hdidi): la bas 'a wldi. 

Fine my son. 

(156.1) S: 'a sidi Ihla yxTTik, 'iwa Hi fih ImHbba dyal ssagya rah kayji 

May God be with you; God is with whoever loves the community and its canal 

(156.2)'iwa rrgig rah b IHaq kaydir ma bGa 

R does whatever he wants! 

(157) 'a muddel Hi rah yakul 

he will receive his judgement from on high 

(157.1) R (rrgig): xlaaS lina 

stop it! 



(158) S: wlla 'iyyit rask? 'iwa ha Im'qol 

Have you tired yourself out? That's the truth of it 

(158.1) R (rrqiq): 'lah ana Hi 'ndi nta' [place name]? 

Why? Am I the one who's in charge here? 

(159) S: 'ndk nta ktar mn dyal [ ] 'ndk nta 

you control more than this, more than this 

(159.1) R (rrqiq): hahahah wac 'ndi ana nta' [ ] hai hai hai 

(laughs). Am I the one who's in charge here, I wish! 

(159.2) ana Hi 'ndi dyal [ ]? 

I'm the one in charge?! 

(160) wa nta Hi rak wakllha moxxha 

it's you who took charge/took control from me 

(160.1) S: ac wakllha? 

Oh really? 

(161) 'ac wakllha ana mn moxxha? 



I'm in control?! 

(162) ana Gir Tdab ga' ana b tit xddama IbarH mqiyyl nnhar kollo 

I'm just suffering, me and three workers yesterday all day long 

(162.1) R (rrqiq): 'iwa ila bGit 

anyway, who cares? 

(163) R (Ibahja): rah Ikamera tab'ak, nta huwwa kollci 

watch what you say—the camera's on (i.e., you're being recorded) 

(163.1) S: 'iwa la bdda, skot 

it can't be helped 

(165) R (bu'azza): nta huwwa Hi 'ndk, 'lah? 

Why? You're the one who's in charge 

(166) S: 'ac 'ndi 'ana Hram, yak had Tam ana ma sgitc, 

What control? This year I didn't get any irrigation water 

wa llah ma sgit la zra' wa la ci, wa llah madxlatlo qTra dyal Ima Imlkho 

I didn't irrigate wheat or anything; not a drop of water reached my plot 



(168) R (Ibahja): wac baraka hna baraka? 

Is this enough? 

(168.1) S: nta Gir dak IHroc^^ baraka 

this over here is enough for you 

(168.2) R (bu'azza): nta rak Gir katDHak 'Una 

you're just making fun of us 

(168.3) S: 'iyyit rask? 

Have you tired yourself out? 

(168.4) R (bu'azza); 'a Hna Gil Imsakin 

we're just the suffering ones 

(168.5) S: ga' ma kaynci Hi xSSo, IHamdu li llah ga kayn 

whatever we need we have, praise God 

(169) R (Hasan): goltlak raha jahdat 

I said, it's a successful twiza 

a local construction term with unknown referent 



(169.2) S: 'ah? yallah 'a ssi Hmed yallah 

what? Come on H, come on 

(170) R (si Hmed): hani xddam 

I'm working 

(171) S: ma moDDar walu, 'lah, gonnalk moDDar 'a wldi 

you're not lost—did we tell you you're lost? 

(171) ma moDDar walu, tbark llah, wallah TaDim 

you're not lost—you're good; God is your sustainer 

(172) R (bahja): howwa gals u howwa yngr 'Una 

he's sitting there criticizing us/giving orders 

(172.1) 'a Hasan, walayyni howwa rah bHal Iwakala IHaDariyya 

H, he's like a bureaucrat who doesn't do anything to earn his salary 

(173) S: Iwakala IHaDariyya? waynni riba cina dik 'a rrqiq 

a bureaucrat? This is a bad cave-in, R. 



(174) R (rrgig): bac cina? 

How is it bad? 

(174.1) S: 'iwa dak cci bac cina 

because it is—that's all 

(174.1.2) 'iwa cu dik Ixdma ki kant Hi xdmna dak loqt ki dayra 

look at this work we did last time 

(174.2) R (Hasan): hadi rah xSSHa ci BaLa walla ci gffa 

this needs a shovel or a bucket 

(175) S: 'iwa glna lhada yjibnna Igffa golna lhada yjibnna Igffa dyal Imika, 

we told this one (i.e. you) to bring a plastic bucket, 

(175.0) rah Imika, 'lah ma gulnalkc tjibnna Igffa? 

A plastic one, didn't we tell you to bring a bucket? 

(175.1) R (Hasan): wac Ibala wlla Igffa? 

Did you say a shovel (pail?) or a bucket? 
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(175.2) S: la la, ma djibnna druk m'ak la bala wa la gffa 

no, no, you didn't bring either one 

'iwa kindiru lhad lhamm druk a Ui? 'ah inxlliw di 

what are we going to do with this bother A.? Let it be 

(176) R (bu'azza): Gir xlli hadik. raha mazal 

Leave it. We can wait. 

(177) R (Ibahja): hadak cci Hi gltlk 

that thing I told you 

(178) H: Gir xlliha 'u sir 

Leave it and go on 

(180) S: 'ah t'ala 'a sidi duz duz Tla' TFu lhad jjih, Tl'u cddo 'barko Htta ntuma 

come here, come, come, come up here to this side, come up (pi.), hold the line 

(181) zid 'a wddi, 'a Hasan zid, xyar ya rojimilla 

move forward H, move forward, that's good O Roger Mila^^ 

An African soccer star from Cameroun. 
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(182) S: yallah hop! hbaT tmma 'a Hasan hbaT, 

come on! Come down from there H, come down 

(182.1) zid Igddam zid u zidu Igddam zid, 

move forward move forward move forward all of you forward 

(182.2) 'bar 'Satk tmmak hazz u 'bar 'Satk 

mark the line over there, hold and mark the line 

(183) rah cddna tmma laTrasma rah IHdud rddha yallah wqqfha tmmak 

hold the line (measure) for us there—bring the edge back come on stop it there 

(184) 'a basso graTi dak firraha ImsHa? rmih Idik jjih? bac dji mrigla 

0 B. level that one—where's the tool? Throw it over to that side so it will level out 

(184.1) S: 'iyyeh, hadak Iqnt 

yes, that corner over there 

(185) fm Gadi 'a Hasan? 

H., where are you going? 

(186) R (Hasan): Tar TaF 
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come up, come up 

(186.1) S: Tarn hna Hdah? yallah^'^ 

over here next to him? Come on 

(187) 'ah, 'a sidi koll waHd yjib ci u hadu rah ma banli walu, 

everyone is supposed to bring (an assigned tool) with them and I haven't seen 

anything of these: 

(187.1) huma kaykonu Ibyoc u IBaLat 

that would be axes and shovels 

(188) 'a sidi mzyanin, 'iwa ila Gir '1 ImsaHi, ImsaHi rahu gaddin 

if all we have then are machetes, there are enough of them 

(189) hadak cci waxxa, yallah 'a sidi, raha 'ndna waHd IblaSa baqya, 

that's okay then, let's move on, there's still one place that's left, 

(189.1) fiha IHjar u IHSba Gadya Gir tabqa 

it's full of rocks and debris but it's going to have to get left 

This sequence refers to an operation called cafud or srir (ladder or chain): along the canal bank, one 

worker works above another, as in a chain—^the lowest one passes a sack load {gffd) of dirt to the one 

above, who in turn passes it on. 



(190) R (bu'azza): tbqa!? tbqa?! 

Left? Left? 

(190.1) S: 'a nqor nqor 'ah? 'iwa la bdda 

(?). It must 

(191) yallah 'a sidi llah yrHam Iwalidin a rmi 

come on, man, please, throw 

(192) krrT tmma, krrT 'a basso! ila baqi ci tkraT Hda bu'azza, 

level over there, level B., there is still some to level next to B., 

(192.1) raha 'amra dik ddnya, 'amra tmmak raha, 

it's absolutely full of stuff, it's full over there, 

(192.2) kant Garqa u rah Gir sa'id Hi duwwez lina hadik u nhar 

it used to be full of clay: it was Said who visited us that day 

(192.3) jaw IfllaHa TiyyHuha 

the extension office came and got rid of it for us 



(192.1) bu'azza: 

(193) 

(194) 'iwa, u had rriba 

anyway, and that cave-in 

(194.1) S: 'iyyeh, raha rriba 'lac Tamda ga' xSSna nTlFu dik Iwil m rrdma 

yes, it's a mess. We've got to bring up that mess of a pile from down there 

(195) R (Hasan): wana nrmi Ihih? 

Am I to throw it over there? 

(196) S: 'ah? mayemkelikc trmi Idik jjih 

what? You won't be able to throw it to that side (that far?) 

(197) qbaT 'a Hasan qbaT, hakdak 

grab it, H, grab it, like so 

(198) yallah rgeb 

come on, get on (the donkey) 



(199) R (Ibahja): wa rgeb alhwawi rgeb 

get on hwawi^^, get on 

(199.1) S: 'a rrqiq hakdak tt'awn b rjlik bac maywllic dak cci 

like so, R, help with your feet so that thing doesn't fall on you 

(200) R (Hasan): 'ac n'mmar 

what should I fill? 

(201) S: 'ac baGi ydir daba, y'mmarlk? 'ac y'mmarlk? 

What should he do now, fill for you? How's that? 

(203) rah mca TaH f jihtk, ah! 

It fell on your side, oh! 

(204) R (Ibahja): rah huwwa Hi Gadi y'mmarli 

it's him, he's going to fill it for me 

(204.1) S: 'ac 'ndo ma y'mmar hadak, 

what can he do for you!? 

This seems to be a nici<name for one who follows his desires 



(205) ya llah 'mmar mzyan ya llah, dik ImsHa 

come on, fill it well, come one, that one 

(206) ya llah a Hasan, xbark? 'a Hasan, ya llah 'a sidi Hmed 

come on H, what's going on? H, come on H, 

(207) wa rrqiq, ya llah a ssi 'bdu 'mmar! 

Come on R, come on A, 

(208) 'mmar mzyan mddlu ImsHa mzyan, 'iwa! 

Fill it up well, hold the tool well, come on! 

(209) Hiyyd 'Una dik Imjra mn tmmak hakdak mddlu 'ah! 

Get rid of that junk^^ from over there, get a grip on h! 

(210) R (sidi Hmed): luHha tmmak 

throw it over there 

(210.1) S; 'DD 'DD 'DD, luHha rrask 

hold it well, throw it yourself 

mjra refers to stagnant mud and debris which is beginning to putrify 
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(211) Hiyyd Hiyyd dik rriba Hiyyd, Hiyyd dik ssixa! 

Get rid of that collapsed debris! 

(212) R (Ibahja): wac hadi Igddam? 

The stuff that's up ahead? 

(212.3) S: hadik hiyya Hi... 'ah? 

That's it...what? 

(213) R (Ibahja): ya llah 'a sidi Hmed, 'mmar had ssixa raha kbira 

come on H, fill it up—^that collapsed area is huge 

(213.1) S: ya llah ya llah ya llah 

come on, come on, come on! 

(214) R (Ibahja): ya llah Drab 'a SaHbi nta malk? 

Come on, pound, what's the matter with you? 

(214.1) S: 'iwa Gir yallah ukan llah yrHam Iwalidin 

just do it, please 

(215) R (lb): ma hna ta'mar 'nd hada! 
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\ 

This guy is no good at filling! 

(215.1) S: 'iwa hbaT ya moHammed 'ammer Ta hadak, 

M, come down, what kind of filling is that one doing for you, come down 

(215.2) 'ac y'ammerlek hadak, hbaT hbaT 

(translated above) 

(216) 'iwa rah nta Hi yxSSek trigel dak cci ah! 

You're the one who has to take care of that! 

(217) si Hmed rah ma 'ndu pperTa, rah 'ndu Gir jjra 

H. doesn't care, he's working carelessly, running ahead 

(217.1) 'ah 'a wac 'ndu 

he doesn't care 

(217.2) ya llah 'a rrqiq 

come on, R. 

(218) ya llah ya llah 'a llah 

come on, come on, come on 



(219) rmi 'bdlGni hakdak llah yrHam walidik llor 

throw A, that's it, please move back 

(220) ya llah ya llah Safi tmmak ma bqac? ah 

come on, that's enough over there, there's no more left 

(221) R (bu'azza): 'iwa rah ma bqa walu, 

there's nothing left 

(221.1) S: ma bqa walu?! ya llah 'a sidi, 'ah, 'a xiyyi tmma 'nd moHmmed? 

Nothing left?! Come on, the guy over there by M, 

(221.2) R (mohammed): wa rah Safi hna 

we don't need any more—we've got enough 

(221.3) S: Safi? waxxa in yjib llah ci waHd ykon 'ndu Ibic u nDarbuha 

enough? Okay, when someone comes who has a shovel we'll pound it well 

(222) 

(223) krrTo Gir cwiyya tmmak Hdako tmmak 'bdlGni 



level it just a bit over there next to them, over there A, 

(223.1) karrT hadak, 'iyyeh. Hi liha liha 

level that one, yes, whatever happens happens 

(225) R (Ibahja): 'iyyeh. Hi liha liha? 

Really? 

(225.1) R (Hmed): kmmlto had Iwa'ra? 

Have you finished that dificult spot? 

(225.2) S: kmmlto? 

Have you finished it? 

(225.3) waxxa, tmmak ma fihc bzzaf yako? 

Okay, there's not much left over there, right? 

(226) baqi 'ndek tmmak 'a moHmmed ci? 

M, do you have anything left to do over there? 

(226.1) 'ayn 'iw^a straHu Htta ntuma in ykmmlu ukan hadu 

wait, rest until those people finish 



(227) nqr, nqr ImsHa 

use the tool to scrape (?) 

(228) R (sidi Hmed): 'a llah nqr ImsHa wa rraHa 

scrape—give it to me 

(229) S: 'ah, bu'azza, xbark 'a bu'azza baqi rrqiq Gir tmmak 

B, what's going on, R is just goofing off 

(230) wa rrgig wa rrqiq wa tta ttHrrak 'a xiyyi haw 

Oh R, get a move on it! Get going! 

(231) ya llah ya llah zidu Igddam zidu Igddam zidu Igddam 

come on move forward move forward all of you 

(232) ya llah 'iwa tbqaw tmmak? Iman TaFin? 

come on, are you still over there? What are you coming up for? 

(232.1) t'awdu tTl'u u t'awdu thbTo ki drtu? 

Coming and going like that, what are you doing? 
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(233) 'iwa t'awdu thbTu ut'awdu tTFu, 'Aw! 

Up and down, up and down, that's crazy! 

(234) ckun Hi kayccdd lluwwal? ntuma? 

Who's first in hne? 

(234.1) R (Ibahja); 'ah Hna, 'iyyeh, Hna 

we are 

(234.2) S: waxxa raho baqyin f duk rribat tnimak 

okay, they're still in those cave-ins over there 

(235) 'li, nta lluwwal dima nnit 

A, you're always the first one 

(235.1) R Cli): 'iyyeh, Hna llowwlin 

yes, we're first 

(236) S: nta lluwwal? ya llah 'a 'li ha TSa cadd 'Satek nnit llah yrHam biha Iwalidin 

you're first? Come one A, here's your spot to measure—hold the line please 

(237) ya llah 'a sidi 
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come on 

(238) R (bu'azza): xwat hadi, hbaT 'bar 'a moHmmed 

this one's been emptied out, come down to measure, M. 

(239) S: xwat? hbaT 'a moHmmed 'mmrha hbaT hbaT hbaT 'iwa 

emptied? Come down M. fill it up, come down, come down 

(240) raho 'ndk lippoTat zid 'a Ti zid 'a wddi 'a Tlal zid llah yrHam BBak 

the ones with boots, go on forward. A, Al, go on please 

(241) 'ay 'a wddi Hiyduha Ina, 'ah? 

Please get rid of it for us, okay? 

(242) 'eyyh, tf awnu, wac Gir d rriyba Hi kayna yak 

help each other out, there's only this cave-in, okay? 

(243) R (si Hmed): 11a, kaynin bzzaf 

no, there's a lot 

(243.1) S: bzzaf? wa tf awnu ya llah, hbTo tt'awnu 

a lot? So then help each other out—come down and help 



(244) walaynni ma xSSko ttfarqu cwiyya bac ma ttcabkuc 

separate a bit so you don't get in each other's way 

(244.1) xTra waHda f blaSa waHda, 'iyyeh u Ixrin ymciw I had jjih 

one time in one spot (?), yes, and the others go on over to that side 

(245) ya llah zidu 1 gddam, zidu ya llah ya llah zidu zidu, 'ah? 

Come on, move forward in line, move forward 

(246) ha rSa hna, ha TSa kayna hna 

the place to measure is here, it's right here 

(247) hbaT 'a ssi Hmed, hbaT, 

come down, H, come down 

(247.1) 'iwa 'ac kaddir mqallz Hdaya mqallz ana Hdaya, 'ac Bit biyya? 

What are you doing standing here? What do you want from me? 

(248) ya llah ya llah rmi ImsaHi u hbaT 

come on, throw the (loads) and and come down 
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(248.1) R (bu'azza); raha had IblaSa xawya 

this spot is empty 

(248.2) S: cuf IblaSa Hi xawya, Uah, Gadi tarmi nta Ui fog mmiha bnadm 

so the place is empty, what, are you going to throw it where people are working? 

(248.3) R (si Hmed): wac 'ana nnit? 

Are you talking to me? 

(248.4) S: zid 'a Hasan, u 'Ti...Safi Safi 

forward H, harder.. .that's it 

(249) ha hiyya qbaT TSa hah 

here, grab the stick, here it is 

(250) R (Hasan): waxxa haraha 

okay, give it to me 

(250.1) S: 'a tt'awnu 'la dik rriyba 'a moHmmed. wa moHmmed 

help out with this cave-in M, oh M 

(250.2) wa cdd nta m Ihih m Ifog, hay, t'br? 
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Hold it from top to bottom, are you measuring? 

(250.3) haduk rah 'ndhum dik siyxa tmmak, ah? 

Those ones are working on that mess over there, right? 

(251) wa Gir ya llah u Gir hazzu, ha huma jayyin 1 'ndek 

just continue working and lift it up, those ones are coming to help 

(252) ga' Ga tgeddo, u hadik hiyya Hi xlat ddnya 

all you will be enough workers for the task; and what you're doing is the crux of the 

work because this is the place that ruined everything 

(253) had Iwil mn fdadn huma Hi hlko lina ssagya, 

these cursed plots are the ones that ruined the canal for us 

(253.1) 'Tiwhu tmmak 'Tiwhu 

harder over there, harder 

(254) R (bu'azza); wa ImoH hanta tbark llah HaTb, fin a rrays? 

Oh M, look at all that firewood, where are you going with that, sir? 

(254.1) S: ha nta tatgul 'a sidi moH, 'ah 



is that true, M, is that what you're doing? 

(254) (sidi MoH): 'iwa, 'ac Gadi ddir? 

Well, what is one to do? 

(255) S: nca' llah 'iwa HTba ha nta dayrlha 

that's quite a load of wood you've got there! 

(255.1) llah y'awnk 'iyyeh, salat dik? 'a sidi ma fihuc bzzaf 

May God help you^^, are you finished with it? There isn't much of it 

(256) 

(257) R (Ibahja): gallek Hasan wa Rah 'iyyan yak? 

H. said he's getting tired, didn't he? 

(258) S: 'ila 'ya, gullu ystraH, Hi 'ya ystraH 

if he's tired, tell him to rest, whoever is tired should rest (ironic) 

(259) 'ah! 'a sidi llah ykon f Twan 

God help us! 

normally said to one working, here used ironically 



(260) 'ah sidi Rah Gir had nnas msakin, Raha ssagya cHal fiha d Imasafa 

look at these weak people, and how long the canal is! 

(261) ya llah 'a Hasan malk? 

Come on H, what's the matter with you? 

(262) 'mmrolo, ckun dak? 'a^^ 'mmrolo 'a sidi 'Tih 'a sidi 'Tih, 'iyyeh 

who's filling it up? Fill it up—work harder, harder, that's it 

(262)'i'iyyi Raso wlla y'iyyi Raso 

are you tired, or are you making yourself tired? 

(263) ga' ma qda SSaHH yqdiw Ihtuf 

even the healthy couldn't do this, let along the weaklings (ironic) 

(264) Ba yhzzha gallk b iddih 

he said he thinks he can lift it with his hands 

(265) R (Ibahja): 'iwa Hasan yDHak 

J 

H's making fun of me 

a sign of xaTb ordering 
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(266) S; 'iwa 'a'Tiwhalo 'la Raso Hasan, 

give it to H. to carry on his head, 

(266.1) 'iwa llah y'awnk 'a wddi 'a Hasan, 'mmrolo 'mmro 1 Hasan 

May God help you in your work, H, fill it, fill it for H, 

(267) awlla toSSllo IrrD ila toSl IrrD ga' nnit Gir bqaw Toww'u 

anyway keep throwing until you get to the ground/base level 

(268) ga' 'lac Gadi ybqa y'mmarlek, 

why would he continue filling it up for you, 

(268.1) 'aw 'iwa Im'qol ma'dru dak cci raho yDerrbuh rrosho Gir rrosko 

it takes one to know one (loose translation) 

(268.2) ga' tarmiwh ntuma Ifog Gir boHdko Tow'uh Itmm 'aw ha Ifra hah 

you're doing a good job—^you're throwing it up there. That's the truth 

(269) ha Hi 'arflha, ccti 'a Hasan 'iwa, ki Rah ydirlha Hasan? 

Here is the guy who knows how to do it, do you see, H, do you see how to do it? 



(270) qrTsha 'a Hasan qrTs, 'ah? msHa? 

Round it, H, give it round shape 

(271) hadu ga' ma fihu tumat 

these don't have bottoms at all 

(272) hadu ga' ma xarjinlhuc tumatho, 

these bottoms aren't going out to them (?) 

(273) 'ah? wa sidi Hmed wa sidi Hmed 

Oh H, oh H 

(274) wa rqiyyeq wa ayya baqi Gir f d rrayba 'ndi tmmak wlla, 'ah? 

R, you're still at that spot! 

(275) 'iwa Rah rraybat di xarju Tibad llah hna a llah 

this is why people are coming out to work (at the twiza): (sits down) 

(276) ya llah 'a wladi ya Tyor Ijnna, ya llaho 

come on my children, come on O birds of paradise! 

(277) wa hdidi, gallk BBa 'iyyuc hadu Tyor jjenna msakin, 
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oh H, B. A. said these are poor birds of paradise, 

(277.1) msakin gallk, Twirat Ijnna, 'iwa 

poor ones, birds of paradise 

(278) 'iwa 'ac ydiru? BBa 'iyyac? u Gir hzz 

so what is one to do, B. A.? just lift 

(279) melody alHan (and stanza kafiyydf^ 

(S): 'a ba ba ba ba baba ha ya nbina 

Imn ya rbbi 

u mlli nmcilo f zzyara 

Imn ya rbbi 

Innbi nmcilo f zyara 

Imn ya rbi 

(280) 'awa ya llah 'a sidi ya llah, ya llah rHam babak, 'a hya, 

come on please, let's get going, 

^ After the previous ruminations on twiza workers (and by extension, human beings) being birds of 
paradise or controlled by larger (often incomprehensible) forces, the cix begins to sing a zajal, a praise 
poem to the prophet Mohammed associated with the cultural complex of mrabTin saints or holy men and 
zawiyas, the holy sites associated with them (and our cix is a member of this caste). A fascinating 
association, which I haven't been able to verify, would be if the birds of paradise theme were found in other 
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(280.1) tbark llah 'al Im'allem Tzzawi, hanta tbark llah 'leik 

there's the friend, there you are 

(281) (Fazzawi): tbark llah 'lik 

(reply) 

(282) S: xbar SSHiHa, ga' bxir? xbar Tazzawi? ha nta b xir? 

How's your health, is everything alright? How is A (or, how is the friend)? 

Are you okay? 

(282.1) walu, 'a Gir ramdan Hi jabu, Gir ba ytllf ramdan 'iwa ma ygddc, 

nothing, we wanted to pass the time quickly during Ramadan, but this came along 

(282.3) 'iwa la bas, 'a sidi had sswagi hadu kanu nacfm 'a wddi ssa'atu lillah 

fine, thanks, man, these canals were free of debris, oh well what can you do? 

(283) (Fzzawi): 'a sidi had [ ] ma yjiha Gir Hi Harr glbu 

man, onlyMesperate people would come to this place to help 

(284) S: 'ah? mazal ma xdmuha ma mxdumac, wa'ra had ccta hadi, 

what? There's still a lot to do here. This has been a rough winter, 

\ 

zajal, of which there is a large repertoire, including mlHun music, or in the larger mrabT/zawiya complex 
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(284.1) la la lafa di hadi lafa hadi 

it's been a disaster 

(284.2) 'a wddi si 'azzawi llah ynSr 1 Hasan ttani 

A., God protect Hassan the second 

(284.3) 'a wladi u kan bqat 'liko rako mqTT'in ntuma la Hula 

as for you, you're weak, with clothes in tatters, what a disaster (?) 

(285) 'iwa eta f IHaqiqa, 'ah? 'iyyeh, 'iwa Htta 'lah, ckun Hi kay'Ti d cci? 

This is a real winter, isn't it? Yes, and who is responsible for it? 

(285.1) llah llah, galu ana ma ntub Gir Hi Ba yqbaT IrwaH 1 Ixrin, ckun du? 

It's God, God behind it all. I will not repent except to the one who takes souls.'''" 

Who are those people? 

(286) (a visitor): 'u hada Hi m'ah? 

And who is that with him? 

(287) S: u hada Hi katcuf fih? nta' ac? ha huwwa, kayn Hi kanu baqyin ga' Hi 

of which it forms a part. 
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And the one you're looking at? What is it for? That's it, there were those still 

(287.1) mksorin rahna kan'almuhu, 'iwa brahim, kayTla' 1[ ] huwwa u 

broken down, not fixed up'^^ we're identifying them, so rest confident that B. is 

going to do it, he's a reliable person, 

(287.2) thanna, wac hadi Gadya TTla\ ga' ulla tgles? huwwa walu, hadi Hi 'ndu 

is this canal going to be made to work, or are you just going to sit around? He's not 

reliable, his task, 

mada bik,' 

we hope you can do it, 

(287.3) amma hadik DDbrr rrasha hna 'iyyeh 'Tah 'lah huwwa gallk ma bate Tla'? 

as for the other one, it can be taken care of, it's not as important 

(287.4) 'aTa xddam, hadak Hi 'ando nnit hadak ddwiyyq rah zadu waHd, 'ay? 

He gave a worker, for that narrow one, they added one 

(287.5) 'il [ ] Hi cadd hadik, huwwa ga' ddayha Idik IqTi'a, ga' Iqbila katSSarf biha 

i.e, God. This is a way of saying, what can we mere humans do about such a predicament? 

The name of a canal or msarf 

Refers to ma//tertiary canal branches 
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R. is working on it, he's taking care of this plot, the whole community is drawing 

water from it 

(288) rah IqTTi'a qbTha nnit 

that garden plot—he really took it 

(289) yallah 'ammar 'a sidi 

come on, fill 

(290) (Fazzawi): ssalamu 'aliko 

Greetings 

(291) S: 'alikom ssalam, llah y'awn 'a wddi a Tzzawi, 'a 'mmar 'a 'mmer 'a sidi, 

(reply). May God help you in your work, fill, fill 

(291.1) n'am? wallah y'azz wallah y'azz rmDan 'a ssi Tzzawi llah y'azzu, 

Greatness'goes to whoever holds Ramadan great 

(291.2) llah y'azzu w y'azz Hi y'azzu 

may he be great too"^^ 

This seems like an exhortation to work. 
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(292) dyal 'ac d ImsHa? fi RRaha? ma kayn, ila kan ImsaHi Rahu 'nd ddrari 1 

whose pick-axe is this? Where is it? It's not here, if there are pick-axes they're 

with the guys up ahead 

(292.1) gddam, ma ymcilek walu, walu, ma Ga ymcilek walu 'a wldi ma Ga 

you won't lose anything, nothing, you won't lose anything my child, you won't 

ymcilek 

(292.2) Httac ma Ga ymcilek, Rah qrib, 'ah, cHal ssa'a? nzidu sa'a? 

lose anything, it's close, oh, what time is it? Shall we add on one hour? 

'iyyeh, 'iyyeh, la la 

(292.3) SGira 

yes, yes, no, no, it's not much 

(293) hadi 'a sidi Rah ma... 

man, this is... 

(294) ana git 1 ddrari ynqSoha, jbdha? 

I told the guys to make it shorter, to pull it out 



(295) ha dRijthu ga' 

here I made it stepped 

(296) Hi kan'ref ana zad, Hi n'ref ana, Rah Huwwluha 1 (name of canal) 

what I know, what I know, is that one of the canals was diverted to the canal 

(297) 'iyyeh, ij'al sHork Hda Rask amma Rah yduwwzu bih 

yes—"put your sHor'""^ next to your head lest it be stolen from you*''^ 

(298) naDt 'liha Raha mgadda 

stand up, it's proper/straight/correct'®^ 

(299) tatcaddha mnn hna u tatSdq biha Ihih, 'ah Rah yxSSku 'a wldi triglu dak 

hold it here and move it over there, my child you need to fix that 

(300) wa Hna gima malk mlli jina Gadyin gnnalhom 

we said, "what's the matter," when we were about to leave we told them 

(301) cadd nnit cadd fum IfaSma 'iwa cadd fiha malk? 

sHor refers to the pre-dawn meal eaten before the start of Ramadan 
An indirect reference to and comment on the act of stealing alluded to in the previous comment 
i.e., stop working on it—it's already fixed 



Hold the beginning, hold it, what's the matter with you? 

(302) katcadd mnn hna u krraT ju... juj miTro malk? 

Hold it here and scrape two..two meters, what's wrong with you? 

(303) 'iwa Tla' 1 tmmak 

go up over there 

(304) hbaT 'a 'h y'ammarlk 'a 'li (!) ? 

come down A. so they can fill it for you 

(305) walaynni mdmur 'iwa 'ac kaddir? 

This is hidden under a cave-in, what can I do about it? 

(306) 'ayn 'ayn y'ammarlk "ayn 'a ssi Hmed 

wait, wait, for them to fill it for you, wait H. 

(307) 'iwa Rak katjrfha, baqi? 

You're making it into an edge, still? 

(308) Tla' Tla 



come up, come up 

(309) R (Ibahja): 'iwa Rah xah 

it's empty 

(310) S: barak barak, hzzu 'a 'li? hzzu mn orah? hakdak 

that's enough. A, lift it up from in back of him. That's it 

(311) dak rmit Hi Rah 'ndu 

that thing that he has 

(312)bHal ila Rah maci 1 wacingTon 

as if he's going to Washington 

(313) 'aw! dak nnit Hi rah 'ndek bHal ila TaF f Imrnix"'' 

Oh! That thing you have is as if you're climbing to Mars 

(314) 'ah! cti 'iwa Ixdma 

this is really work! 

(315) tatcddha hna u tSdaq biha Ihih 

a rural variant of Imrrix Mars 
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hold it here and move it over there 

(316) 'aw, tbark llah 'la Mi, xbark? 

Here's A, how's it going? 

(317) Imzbra ha hiyya 'a sidi ha Imzbra 

here's the machete, here's the machete 

(318) (a man passing): llah Imu'in"'^ xbarko? 

May God help you in your work, how are you? 

(319) S; 'amin sidi 

(reply) 

(320) 'ah, cct a wld Hmmo? 'iwa yallah 'a sidi Hmed Hdar Rask 

oh, did you see the son of H? come on H, lower your head'°^ and get to work! 

(321) yallah, a 'TTi Hdar! Hdar mlli qbTko llah f'amuddl 

come on, do some work! You'll lower it when God judges you on the Day of 

Judgement 

a more standard variant of llah y 'awnko 
this refers to a cultural complex current in Morocco involving the indexing of submission to a superior's 

orders, especially in the situation of work, by the lowering of the head. Cf. further discussion in Chapter 

Six. 
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(322) 'a Rah labaas ga' 

oh, it's all fine 

(323) wallah ma ytcddu 

(324) wa Rddu Igafla Rddu 

if it weren't for the authority of God, you wouldn't come to work at the twiza at all 

(325) (Ibahja): wac hada dayyrnna b ssa'a? 

is he paying us by the hour? 

(326) S: 'iwa wac Gadi ydir? walu hanta katcuf druk 

what's one to do? You see what's going on now 

(327) hadak xiyyna hadak Imirikani ma ykmi ma y...u tgul 

that guy, that American, doesn't smoke or anything 

(328) (Ibahja): Gir f rmDan? 

Only during Ramadan? 

(329) S: la lal, ma taykmic, kan ga' f sayr 

no, no! he doesn't smoke at all 
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(329.1) la lal, ma taykmic, cuf mias 'a rrqiq, fm tatqra, cu nnas fm jayya, mn 

no, no, he doesn't smoke, do you see how people are R., how they study, where 

they go, 

(329.2) mirikan il ImGrib il RRacidiyya il (name of site) 

from America to Morocco to Rachidiyya to [ ]. 

(330) (Ibahja): waHd wld xali, sb' snin u huwwa yqra f brkan 

I have a nephew, he's been studying for seven years in Berkane 

(330.1) u Rah xddam f IfilaHa tmmak 

and works in the agricultural extension service there 

(331) S: ana gltlek cuf, 'iyyeh, hada ga' Rah jayy mn tmma 1 hna ga\ jayy 'la sTr, 

I told you, look, he came from there to here, he came here poor one, 

(331.1) brkan, wa yallah 'a sidi fa 'la Hi tayqra 

Berkane, and should see how he studies 

(332) ddula hiyya Hi mkellfa 

the state takes care of everything 
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(333) 'a sidi brkan blad IflaHa 

man, Berkane is fertile country 

(335) 'iwa yailah wld 'mmtk, wld xaltk? 

Your uncle's son, your aunt's son? 

(336) (rrqiq): maci hakka 

that's not how it is at all 

(337) S: llah m'ana"°! 'iwa yailah, hadik hiyya Hi zinalha 

God is with us! Come on, this one's good for us 

(338) baqyin 'aSrin? f dik rriyba? 'a rkont IGocc, waynni Hi yzidu temmak ma 

are you still goofing off? In this mess? This is the cheating corner, there aren't any 

who would go ahead to that spot 

(338.1) kayninc, nta 'a Tarbi Hi labs IboT? la lal 

you L, who are wearing boots? No no 

This expression llah m 'ana God is with us raises an interesting point: the term seems to be a counterpart 
of llah y'awn, God help you in your work, only it is said by those working. So it is an internal version of 
this expression, as it were, reflecting a change of vantage. To my knowledge, this has not been discussed in 
the literature on Moroccan language use. 
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(339) Htta huwwa msafr, 'almuh f daro, wa yyeh, o hadak wld hddi 

Even he's travelling, they announced it at home, indeed, that son of H. 

(340) dak IHmar bGa ybqa y'owwj 'liyya rgbto tmma 

that ass keeps turning his neck on me over there'" 

(341) la, gallk ma yxdmc 

he said no, I'm not going to work 

(342) (Ibahja): 'lah, nta Hi caddu ? 'lah in gbDo? 

Why, did you hold on to him until he was caught? 

(343) 'lah ma xdmci 

why, didn't he work? 

(344) S: ma 'arfci, sir krih, Htta Hi Rah kari Imelk dyalu? 

I don't know, go rent it, even those who rent, it's their property 

(345) taygullek 'a mulay sir, Idak Hi karilk dyalu, sir Idak Hi kari, ymci 'lih 

I told you go to that person who rented to you, to that tenant, go to them 

' " A  way of signallingrefusal, associated with an attitude of arrogance 
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(346) ana ma nmciluc 'iyyeh ana karilo Imelk, hakdak, biyynulu Hdudu u sir Uih 

I'm not going to go—I rent him the property, like that, go show him his boundaries 

(346.1) Gir 'a sidi Hna NowwDna xddam, 'ah, 'iyyeh, li'armah Imlk daba 

we already gave him a worker for the malk 

(347) 'iwa llah yjazik bxir, NowwDli xddam ana kan'rf Gir xddam, Mah daRo? 

Please, give me a worker, I only know a worker who's working for the household 

(347.1) ana kan'rf Gir xddam, kan'rf ana xddam 'ndk, 

I only know a worker, I only know a worker 

(347.2) Gir ySifTli xddam ulla ygul 'ac kaygul 

he should just send me a worker, and say what he wants to say 

(348) iji 1 ssagya u skut 'liyya, kan'rf Gir xddam, ma n'rf la di la di, 

he should come to the canal and that's it, there's no this nor that, 

(348.1) xddam dyal daRo ySifTuli u Safi, ma tmrmdni ma nmrmdk 

a worker from his household he should send me and that's all, then there's no 

problem 
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(349) wac didi Hi galli ma ymcic 'lih 

Was it uncle who told me he wouldn't come to him? 

(350) gallk ma ymcic lih, Safi, gnnalo 'a sidi, xdm Ua daRk u 'la mlkk 

He said he wouldn't go to him, that's all, we said, work for your household and for 

your malk (property) 

(351) (a worker): wac Ixddam '1 Imlk walla '1 ddaR? 

Is the worker from one's property, or from the household? (Asks for clarification of 

system) 

(352) (another worker); Ixddam U Imlk u '1 ddaR 

both: from malk and household 

(353) u had Ixddam, 'la mn maklto? 

And this worker, who's going to feed him? 

(354)1 makla '1 Ixdma, hadi dyal ddaR 

the work (the twiza) will take care of the food, and this one is for the household 

(355) S: wa farina hadi, walu, yallah 'a sidi Hmed 

what a mess! What's this nonsense? Come on H. 



(356) Hram, hada wld bab llah? hadak bGa Tajr, 'iyyeh, u kayn, 

he's a good for nothing! He only wanted to do his duty, and he did, 

(356.1) Hna Gir krinna xddam u 11a ygul 'ac taygul 

we just provided a worker and they can say what they want 

(357) walu, awlla rwaH 'lih nta nnit Gdda 'a rrqiq 

or go to him tomorrow yourself R. 

(358) (rrqiq): 'lah 'a xoya? 

Why? 

(359) S: u fm 'abdlkrim? yak BBa krim SaHbk? 'iwa hah (!) 

Where's A? isn't he your partner? There you are! I caught you! 

(360) (Ibahja): walaynni 'lah rah f ddaR? 

Why? Is he at home? 

(361) S: mxSaS, xllina 'iwa, 'yyit Rask, 'a wac mn? 

Do you need something? Leave us with this, have you tired yourself out? 
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(362) 'iwa cb'a mfrtka, cct Ifqih ma jac had liyyam 

you've eaten so much you're about to explode, you know, the fqih hasn't come 

lately 

(363) 'a wa Rah f ssbu\ lukan ja ySlli bihum SSbaH u ymci 

he's at a sbu' naming ceremony, if he came he would lead the morning prayer and 

leave 

(364) rHmon iyyeh zadt 'ndo bnt, sb' chor u zadt 'ndu bnt 

R. had a daughter, seven months and he had a daughter 

(364.1) ma kat'rfc ki dam tzuwwju 

you don't know how they got married 

(365) 'in ha huma wldu, ana mhnni (!) mazal (!) ana Gir mhnni m'a dmaGi 

Wait until she gives birth, I'm just happy myself 

(366) iyyeh, yallah a sidi, 'ammar, yallah 'ammar 

come on fill, come on fill 

i.e. glad he doen't have the responsibilities of having and raising children 
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APPENDIX B 

TRANSCRIPTION OF UNTRANSLATED TEXT 

367) cix: gultlk, ana Hi kunt dqqit Tik uwwl IbarH u tatguHi wa rwaH wa dxul wa 

rwaH 

(368) iwa Hah yrHam BBak ssiyyd na's 

(369) huwwa na's! u kaygulli dxul! 

(370) ac ndxal iwa ndir? 

(371) Ibahja: iwa fiyyqo dik ssa' 

(372) cix: goltlk a 'li huwwa mriD 

(373) wana tandoqq Tih u galli dxol 

(374) iyyeh! huwwa 'ndu hadaf: bGa ySowwr d cci 

(375) iwa, bHal ila golti bnadm kaydir manaDer. kima duk ImanaDer u Safi. laala, 

Gir manaDer. 

(376) li: ac mn manaDer. 

(377) cix: nnit kima duk rmit. ImanaDer u Safi. 

(378) iwa dak cci Ta Hsab dduwwal Hi kay'icu. a wddi dik IkwisiTa tkun zwina ya 

wldi, iyyeh 

(379) Ti: wac huwwa jayy Ihna nnit? 

(380) cix: 'aTyinh a sidi rracidia u hna u arfud u rriSani 

(381) Imuhim iqlim rracidia rric 
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(382) 'li: wac had cci '1 sswagi nnit? 

(383) cix: iyyeh 

(384) a 'ammar a sidi 'ammr 

(385) a 'am...wac bGitu thbTo? 

(386) hbaT IHdah a ssi Hmed iwa hbaT 

(387) a hbaT a d 1, a (had Iwil) 

(388) a hbaT a d sslaTa hbaT 

(389) fm kont IbarH a rrqiq? 

(390) qllebt 'liko IbareH in 'yit 

(391) rrqiq: fl Gaba? 

(392) cix: a? katcarrbu? 

(393) rqiq: konna nTlFu ssedd 

(394) cix: kan mTTir Tiha Hadd SSbaH 

(395) SSbaH kant "nd Imhdi bari 

(396) SSbaH kant 'nd bl laHsen bn moH f SSbaH 

(397) u kmmel u cddo olad Imhdi bari' lih 

(398) xeddam: mazal ma nsgiwc Hna ga' druk 

(399) iyyeh, huma ga' 

(400) a weddi wallah ma sga Hass ci zra' tmmak 

(401) iwa ha huma ga' duk foq lusada hna ha! 

(402) cix: hna la hna had IblaSa goltlo Gir nxlliwha 1 IkayaS 

(403) xeddam: 'lahja IkayaS? 
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(404) Iqit waHd waHd cqfa waHd 

(405) cix: rah 'ndi moHa ou moH lyom 

(406) IbareH rah mcalo (name) 

(407) mHmud lyom rah mcalo dwapp mSbbaH 'lih 

(408) bGaw gallk yTiwni Gir bowHdi nxdm 

(409) goltlo sir Idak Iqant cegg Iwad 

(410) Ihih. Hda jnan (place name). Had [ ], mn [ ] ila qTi't BBa 'mmari waHd 

cwiyya Safi 

(411) awa mrDuma had ssagya ya SaHbi 

(412) ttrdmt rdma cina (!) 

(413) llah 'lem a xiyyi lu kan ma rrmliyya meat d sswigya tmnk 

(414) goltlek, lu kan IHna rrmliyya f sagitna nSdqo mankin 

(415) Im' qol huwwa hadak 

(416) 'li: 'ma bGaw y'Tiw ma bGaw ygbTu 

(417) cix: ma bGaw ygbDu 

(418) 'li: u Hit yji Ima? 

(419) cix: yxrjo tayjriwlo 

(420) 'li: iwa xdma hadi 

(421) cix: a sidi rah Gir a wddi a 'li rah Gir fihum ci waHdin amma rah ma... 

(422) Ui: xlaS (!) 

(423) cix: a skot 'liyya a sidi 

(424) ' li: awa taydiru Iwaj hiyyat 
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(425) cix: laala . skot a sidi. 

(426) kaynin nnas Hi tatgollho '1 xddam dyalk kayxdem wlla ygollk nowwDli u 

nxallSo, Safi 

(427) maaci z'mak bnadm ya wddi 

(428) wajb nnit xdmt ssagya 

(429) Ibahja: iwa! ntuma rmiw 1 Ihih 

(430) waHed Ixaddam mn SHabo: 'ad Tl'at dik jjih 

(431) cix: cwiyya. 

(432) iwa u malo may'rfhac? 

(433) a Hah, ya Hah 

(434) rmi a sidi, Hah yrHam Iwalidin 

(435) nxorju mn dik H...lHnTa 

(436) ya Hah ya Hah a Hah yrHam walidiko 

(437) wac z'mak ntuma duk (druk) Hi maddin gBalatko 

(438) druk Hi baGyin txdmo ! 

(439) Tcra, Tcra u naSS z'mak 'ad jayyin 

(440) hadu wac hadu xddamin? 

(441) hadu Gadyin ytksRo Safi 

(442) rera u ziyyada ' ad hlli jayyin 

(443) druk Hi jayyin txdmu !?? 

(444) ah, druk Hi jayyin 

(445) ah, wac druk Hi jayy txdem? 
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(446) iwa sir tn'as, sir twlli, sir 

(447) sir Rah Tcra u naSS had SSbaH sir 

(448) sir twlli sir 

(449) siru twlliw 

(450) Tcra u naSS 'ad Bitu tjiw !? 

(451) iwa DaHko 'lina 

(452) txdmu f ssagya 

(453) nta' llah li llah ! Tll'na Ima bkri! 

(454) sir SSbaHato llah 

(455) sir Tcra w naSS hlli jayy txdem ! 

(456) 'li:'ttaftif da! 

(457) cix: iwa m'a Fcra w naSS gallk Ba yxdem 

(458) iwa t'ala duwwz li rmhaRat 

(459) tHsb 'liyya nnhaRat! 

(460) hani jitk 

(461) ttmnya kima jaw nnas xaSSk tkun hna ! 

(462) a sir SSbaHatu li llah, sir f Halatk! 

(463) 'li: hna a sidi! 

(464) cix: iwa huwwa Gadi u huwwa yt't' m'a Dqimimu 

(465) 'li: iwa Rah SGir ma ddirc 'lih 

(466) cix: SGir! ymci yn'as. Rah mksor nnit ma xddamc 

(467) ywSlli xddam SHiH! 
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(468) aw! Tcra u naSS Hi jayyin ! 

(469) iwa ma bqa hna Gir nglso il TTnac 

(470) iwa yxdm m'ak naSS sa'a w ygollk hani xdmt! 

(471) a rrqiq! waHd Imusjj alat' ndho mn dak cci 

(472) rrqiq: stiryo ya wlidi o SSot ki dayr 'ndha 

(473) Ui: "lah, hadak huwwa SSot? 

(474) ccix: stiryo goltlk. 

(475) 'li: wa smit dak Hi rak m'llaq 

(476) cix: hadi musjjala 

(477) 'li: wac xddama? 

(478) cix: xddama katsjjl iyyeh 

(479) Mi: katsjjl had IhaDra Hi kangulu? 

(480) cix: kullci kanguluh ga' Hi golnaha ga' katsjjlo 

(481) stiryo 

(482) 'li: lu kan Gir jaburma IHlib u zzbda ! 

(483) Hsn mn had ttxrbiq ga'! 

(484) cix: TaTi Hah a wldi, yak sma't, TaTi Hah 

(485) amma Tabd ma'ndo ma ya'Ti 

(486) "koh fa yakon", bac rad Hah ykon, a wddi a rqiq 

(487) cix: iwa had Imarciyyat yHarq waldiho il Tcra hlli jayyin 

(488) 'li? m'a rera ygollk hani xddam?! 

(489) 'li: 'ad w ybqa mnfox 'lik 
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(490) cix: iyyeh! 

(491) ' li: lukan kont cin yhzzo bik. 

(492) cix: wa llah ima hazzin 

(493) 'li: Bazz a sidi 'la hadu a xoya 

(494) cix: il Tcra hlli maddin huma gBalho, huma u wId 'mmo 

(495) 'h: huma u wld 'mmo? 

(496) cix: iyyeh 

(497) a llah iwa a llah a sidi yallah 

(498) hada Gadyin njiboh ana wi yyak 

(499) had IkayaS Gadi ncufulha ci baLa 

(500) Gadyin ncufulha ci baLa 

(501) ' li: Raha Hda haduk Hi tmma 

(502) cix: iwa hiyya hadik b gffto 

(503) w yjiw m'axxrin , ac Gadi, i... 

(504) a'ammrlo 

(505) ya llah ya llah ya llah ya llah 

(506) ah? malk? ssalamo 'aliko, llah y'awnko a sidi 

(507) jahdto ci cwiyya f dik rriyba a sidi? 

(508) jahdto fiha ci? 

(509) ya llah ya llah ya llah ya llah 

(510) fm Rah dak sidi Hmed? 

(511) ya llah a sidi Hmed 
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(512) sidi Hmed: sidi Hmed Rah Ihih f Ifog. 

(513) cix: mca? mcit 1 buzniqa? 

(514) Rah mca Tnd wld baba Tjl 

(515) li? li laxor Ih 'la brra 

(516) waqila llahu ' lem, ah? 

(517) xaddam: Rah ykon huwwa ihih! 

(518) cix: ah! ckon Rah tayhzzuh tmma f Imika? 

(519) xaddam: Gadyin yriyybuha hnak, nbqaw tab'in ssagya? 

'ayn! Tla' hnak, Tla' 

(520) cix: ya llah a sidi ya llah ya llah ya llah 'ammro 'ammro 

(521) ' ammro llah yrHamlko walidiko 

(522) nmciw f Halna mn d Iqant 

(523) HDi rSa Hdak tmmak a bu'azza 

(524) fmRaharSa? 

(525) bu'azza: Raha 

(526) cix: ddiha m'ak a Tmm 1 gddam ila salitu tmmak 

(527) Safi nta tmmak? 

(528) salitu tmmak a'abdlGani? 

(529) salitu tmmak? 

(530) zidu 1 gddam a sidi 

(531) ' bar ' Satk tmma a bu' azza 

(532) fmRahSaHbk? 
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(533) wa bu'azza fin SaHbk? 

(534) a 'br 'Satko tmma 'br 'br 'Satko 

(535) ya llah a ssi Hmed ya llah 

(536) wa waHd wa daba xaSSko ddiru koll waHd b 'Sato 

(537) juj b 'Sa 

(538) wabu'azza 'br juj 'Si 

(539) koll juj bjuj 'Si 

(540) iyyeh? 

(541) ya llah a sidi ya llah ya llah 

(542) Gir had IkayaS had ccwiyya Hi hna 

(543) iyyeh Gir had IkayaS 

(544) amma hiyya Rah mzyana 

(545) 'br tmmak 

(546) a wddi had Iqom 'ndho had Iklam mlGom 

(547) 'li: ac had cci?! 

(548) cix: iyyeh? cuf cuf 

(549) cyah mn du? cyah mn du? 

(550) a radd Ibal a wlidi 1 ccyah 

(551) a radd Ibal 

(552) yak sma't? raddlho 

(553) a raddlhom Ibal 'la mlk nnas 

(554) rssi xortc! 



(555) bu'azza: a sidi llah y'awnna u y'awnk 

(556) cix: rssi Ihih rssi Ihih 

(557) bu'azza: yak ma wld BmmoH 

(558) cix: huwwa hada 

(559) buazza: kay'Ti ccyah 1 SSGar hakkak 

(560) cix: Iqom ma y'rfc mskin 

(561) Iqom dak ac y'rf mskin 

(562) goltlk a rrqiq, 

(563) mosjjala sppisyal 'ndu 

(564) u SSot nnit mn ddak cci! 

(565) rrqiq:'lahkatxdm? 

(566) cix: rah kaatxdm 

(567) Hit TTlqha, raha tsmma' Iklam 

(568) rrqiq; iwa Tlqha tcuf 

(569) cix: gallk nTlaqha 

(570) mca l(name)? ma ctuc? 

(571) xeddam: mca 

(572) [] mca f Halo 

(573) cix: iwa rah lyom 'ndu... 

(574) SSbaH fac zad 'ndu 

(575) rrqiq: iwa daba wac Baw... 

(576) yxrrjunna ci flus? 
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(577) walla Gir taySowwrona? 

(578) cix: bGaw yxrrjulko Iflus? 

(579) Tam jjayy Gadi tjik Ikontra 

(580) bac tmci 1 danmark 

(581) wllalfransa 

(582) a wa noD laMMk ac y'Tiwk 

(583) TaTi llah 

(584) Tlab rbbi Hi y'Ti 

(585) mn babu Iwas' 

(586) yak sma't? 

(587) 'ndaak tbqa... 

(588) Rah Rah Gir llah Hi dar fiho TTriq 

(589) Tih ImsHa Tih ImsHa 

(590) mn SSbaH Drbat nnas tit 'Si u rba' 'Si 

(591) u nta baqili f' Siyya 

(592) rrqiq: iwa noD DDrrg 1 Ihih nnit 

(593) awila Gadi n... 

(594) cix: 'li? iwa ha IGriD iwa 

(595) ya llah a sidi 

(596) ma trDac wa llahi ma 

(597) nrDa ngolha 

(598) nrDa ngolhalo yana b'da 



(599) (n)ta 'ndk mn RRasha ila rjliha 

(600) goltlk xallani IbarH kan'ayn, Ixwa u wwalo 

(601) Ui: ga' konna baGyin nxlTo 'liko 

(602) cix; a nSab Gir xalTto 

(603) 'li: dik ssa'a nxlTo 

(604) wac bGina ndiru? 

(605) cix: u xorjto bkri 

(606) bGitu tcrbu atay rwaHo 

(607) 'li: 'lah goltlk taTina ccwa? 

(608) bGina nxalTo 'lik u Safi 

(609) dirnna Gir atay baraka'lik 

(610) yakalmhdi? 

(611) Imehdi (cix): walo 

(612) cix: atay ykon ykon 

(613) 'li: iwa Gir atay 

(614) cix: walo 

(615) 'li: u kawkaw wlla smina wlla... 

(616) cix:'yyit rask? 

(617) 'li: 'lah nnas druk Raha sahla wlla...? 

(618) cix: iqom tcrab Gir IHrira u ttmira, baarakaho 'liko 

(619) bu'azza: kfaana . hadak ma kan bkri 

(620) cix: iyyeh 
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(621) bu' azza:' lah bGina nzidu ' lik ci Haj a? 

(622) :ii:yakgolthalk? 

(623) lahlbarHfllil? 

(624) xaddam: iyyeh, b llil 

(625) lah yHsablk b nnhar? 

(626) wac'ndo wlla'nd bn dawd? 

(627) cix: a qilo 'liko BBa bn dawd mskin 

(628) 'li: iyyeh, mskin 

(629) cix: iyyeh, 

(630) 'li: wac kaykon IHjl b llil? 

(631) cix: IHjl ga' b mihar 

(632) ila fik ma yqbTo b mahar. Rah taykon 

(633) wa llah ilia wHda waHd Tam, dak Tam 

(634) HTTit' la wHda iddi u hzzathali 

(635) umcattgrDni 

(636) Ibahja: a wac?! 

(637) cix: wa llah! goltlk nzlt 'liha hakka hah u tgolli baah! 

(638) Ibahja: iwa Ixxla da Tiyyara 

(639) cix: a huwwa IHjl? IHjl mojud! 

(640) xaddam: u ha huwwa mojud ga\ ki ndirulo? 

(641) xaddam axor: goltlk hani Igitha waHd Tam, hiyya u wlidatha ga' 

(642) cix: hzzho u ddiho dik ssa'a 1 ddaR 



(643) Ibahja: Hram 'liko ac d Iklam 

(644) xaddam: 'lah ga' gdda mojud? 

(645) u ma taykonc? 

(646) cix: u mojud! ya xoya, iyyeh, IGaba 

(647) Hram anaya karmici 1 dik ImnTaqa dyal jjnan [ ] 

m'a dik ddnya m'a dik jjih 

(648) Iqniyya Hi wllat ntrkat 

(649) ma bqatc than 'awd 

(650) wac Ibrd Ibrd 

(651) Ibrd Hi rah Sqqarha 

(652) Hda dik Ixcili'a IHamra 

(653) bu'azza; a rasul llah 

54) cix: hakdak 

(655) hani tangollk ana 

(656) ana rah yakma, dak 'abdlkrim bn [ ] 

(657) dak SGiyyr 

(658) rah 'ndo waHd jjniyyn 

(659) 
\ 

tmmak ma'Dru taykono 

(660) mbiyytin tmmak Hda BBa mhdi 

(661) a! a llah a sidi a rmiw ya llah 

(662) ma 'rf a sidi mnin jaw du ya llah a sidi 

(663) rmiw, a 'abdlwaHd 
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(664) wac tbGi nta Hi yxllik in tkon na's w yjma' m'ak? 

(665) iyyeh, awa rSa a waxxa 

(666) ya Hah, ttHarrko 

(667) llah yrHam walidiko ya Hah a sidi llah yrHam 

Iwalidin 

(668) Rah ci Tin ma tayban b'dak 

(669) walo, hani waqf hna ci ma kancufu 

(670) bu'azza: ac katsma'? 

(671) cix: baaqi baaqi hadak f Ihih 

(672) 'li: baaqi ma kammlc 

(673) cix: Ha, utgol, baqya xdama 

(674) Hah y' awrma u y' awnko a wladi 

(675) Tyur Ijnna a BBa'iyyac 

(676) walo dak BBa Myyac, TwiRat Ijnna 

(677) TwiRat Ijjna a Ba 'iyyac a TwiRat Ijmia 

(678) hnarako! 

(679) la illaha ilia Hah a wladi 

(680) iyyeh, li kollin misk 

(681) mskin, kaybqa fih Ixddam 

(682) huwwa, 

(683) iwa Ima'qol mzyan 

(684) lu kon tgolli noD Issagya 
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(685) hani mojud! 

(686) ma'ammr BBa'iyyac ygollk la 

(687) wlla ssagya marHba 

(688) ya llah a sidi yal lah llah yrHam Iwalidin 

(689) aa llah 

(690) ya llah u ntuma tPbuli yallaho 

(691) iyyeh! a marHba 

(692) Ghir yallah in nkmmlu, njibuhalho 

(693) wa aji 

(694) xwi. a llah 'lem a xoya 

(695) bu'azza: msakiin 

(696) 'li: llah y'Tina u y'Tiko mn babu Iwas' 

(697) cix: a wa ya llah a wa ya llah 

(698) tHarrk a wa 

(699) aacmndxol! 

(700) ac mn luHda o nSS? 

(701) luHda 0 nSS a BBa 

(702) a Trraz a wddi Trraz 

(703) Ibahja: luHda o nSS yak? 

(704) cix: ya llah a sidi 

(705) ya llah a sidi llah yrHam BBak, Rah IGaba miyyta 

(706) nTlqo d lhamm 
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(707 

(708 

(709 

(710 

(711 

(712 

(713 

(714 

(715 

(716 

(717 

(718 

(719 

(720 

(721 

(723 

(724 

(725 

(726 

(727 

(728 

xllina mn ttrigil! 

SSlat '1 nnbi! 

yallah a wldi 

a ttHrrk a hya ttHrrk 

a Hdr Rask, Hdr ImsHa 

ya llah a bn Hmmo 

bu'azza: ya llah a bn 'mmi ya llah 

cix: wa BBiqil 

wa sidi Hmed 

ha huwwa dak jayy 

rrgig: raho mn SSbaH u huma ga'din 

GirflhDor 

cix: Tna'c IwaHd druk 

ml IgniTra 11 hna 

bu'azza: 'lah ma 'brolhoc 'Siho? 

(722) cix: rwaH nwrrilk druk 

Ibahja: 'lah? 

a Hna xdmna xdmtna 

cix: raho f tb'kik 

'ad u kBar u xddamin 

cix:'wa sidi Hmed 

a wlad IHrfa 
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(729) sidi Hmed: ah? 

(730) cix: a wlad IHrfa 

(731) 'li:Hnannit 

(732) cix; iyyeh, ah 

(733) Bagaroon 

(734) ya llah a wladi 

(735) llah y'awnkom a Tyur Ijnna 

(736) gollhada 

(737) ha Iklaam 

(738) ta'Tih, thlko 

(739) xddama 

(740) cix: iwa ya llah 

(741) a'baramoHammed,'bar 

(742) wa 'bar juj 'Si dyalko 

(743) moHammed: ah? 

(744) cix: ya rbbi ssalama.. tfu! 

(745) ya llah a sidi 

(746) ya llah 1 gddam a sidi 

(747) hzz rHilk a rrgig 

(748) hzz duzank m'ak 

(749) rrqiq: hzzo m'ak 

(750) hadakPPoTk...? 
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(751) cix: yallah 

(752) wa sidi Hmed 

(753) wa sidi Hmed 

(754) ha ha, wac SHiHa hadi 'ndk? 

(755) ya llah a sidi 

(756) sir qddamo 

(757) llah ykonlko f Twan 

(758) ya llah ya llah ya llah 

(759) ya llah yrHm babak 

(760) ya llah a sidi yrHm babak 

(761) Hasan? 

(762) tbark llah 'la Hasan 

(763) llah y'awn ssi Hasan 

(764) fayn Rah Hddko a sidi? 

(765) fm Rah dik TSa nnit w ana... 

(766) a hbaT a rrqiq 

(767) 'bar!'bru tmmak 

(768) a hbaT u 'bru tmmak juj 'Si 

(769) xllina mn ttxrbiq 

(770) hbaT 

(771) actaddirnta? 

(772) ma 'ndi ma nsal, kull waHd b 'Sato 



(773) Ibahja: a hya waHd ImsHa 

(774) ckun Hi hzzha? 

(775) kayna hna? 

(776) cix: ya Ilah a sidi 

(777) a 'bar tmmak a sidi 

(778) th'Si a sidi 

(779) 'brlho th'Si Ihih, dyalhom 

(780) a hbaT a sidi 

(781) ha waHd Ilah 

(782) juj 

(783) kollwaHdb'Sa 

(784) rah juj drari 

(785) bjuj 'Si 

(786) hbaT! 

(787) sir a sidi 

(788) sir rah baqyanna Ixdma 

(789) sir 

(790) rah ma txorj il IwaHda o nSS 

(791) Gir sir ya Ilah 

(792) sir iwa 

(793) Slli 'nnbi 

(794) ya Ilah ya Ilah 
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(795) ha huwwa hdidi 

(796) xaddam: iwa? 

(797) cix: ckun duk? 

(798) ckun d ttlata? 

(799) wac wld rrju? 

(800) R.: huwwa u bn 'omar 

(801) cix: ckun bn ' omar? 

(802) ni:[] 

(803) cix: wac rrifi Ui xoh? 

(804) Mi: iyyeh, huwwa rrifi 

(805) basso: rrifi? 

(806) cix: a ccrif 

(807) ya llah a ccrif 

(808) ya llah a ccrif 

(809) golli a ccrif 

(810) iwaHdr 

(811) txrmaat 

(812) rrgig: hani xddam 

(813) cix: ya llah a rrqiq ya llah 

(814) hak a Imhdi hak 

(815) Mi:aa! 

(816) cix: iwa hbaT 1 Hdaho 
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(817) hbaThbaThbaT 

(818) ya llah a sidi ttHrrk 

(819) llah yrHm walidik 

(820) ya llah a sidi 

(821) yallahamolay 

(822) ckun dak Hi gals? 

(823) tmmak? 

(824) 'li: ana Hi ga'd tmmak 

(825) cix: malk? 

(826) 'yit wlla yak? 

(827) bik ci? 

(828) rrqiq: wa 'ya 

(829) cix: hah! 

(830) rrqiq: Rah 'ya b Imofid 

(831) cix:iwaasidi 

(832) kabr kabr 

(833) Hah yrHm biha Iwalidin 

(834) kabr llah yrHm walidik 

(835) nxrjo mn had 1... 

(836) iwa Rah ma... 

\ 

(837) Rah xdmtna ga' waHd 

(838) a wddi RaHna 
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(839) ga' mgaddin f d ssagya 

(840) iwa ga' ma wDro 

(841) 'lahuhadu? 

(842) msakiin! 

(843) a ga' ma moDDrinc 

(844) llah yrHm walidiko 

(845) Htta ci waHd 

(846) maa moDDarci! 

(847) 'li: cdd juj a Im'llm 

(848) cix: Tia'a bo... 

(849) Tla\ hbaT a bo'azza 

(850) 'afak 

(851) 1 tmmak ' mmarlo 

(852) ila 'yit xllih 

(853) yhbaT y'ammar 

(854) iwa, Htta Hna 

(855) Hna ngololo, Htta Hna ila 'yit 

(856) tmmatt'awnu 

(857) binatko z'mak 

(858) wahbaTarrqiq 

(859) rqiq: iwa gles nta 

(860) mqrmz tmmaya 



(861) cix: ya llah ya llah 

(862) yrHm Iwalidin 

(863) llah yj'al Tamal 

(864) mqbul 'nd llah a wladi 

(865) waalo waalo 

(866) hadi bladna 

(867) u hadi sagitna 

(868) u mrHba biha 

(869) waalo 

(870) ila ma xdmnahac 

(871) ma llgawc bac nsgiw 

(872) a 'ibad llah, a ha huma duk 

(873) walo Gir Tla' druk 

(874) tlqaho koll waHd xarj 

(875) b msHto tayjri 

(876) ah! 

(877) rrifi: iwa xlliho 

(878) cix: iwa nta mjhad f rayk a rrifi 

(879) wa Hasan 

(880) wac tatuSSllo? 

(881) awlla yhbaT 1 tmmak 

(882) huwwa Hi Twil 



(883) Hasan: mackmah 

(884) cix: ya llah ya llah 

(885) ya llah a bu rkabi 

(886) ma kaygaddc y'ammar? 

(887) iwa'mmar'lih "mmar 

(888) wahya[] 

(889) wa tbark llah ~lik 

(890) a wddi a sidi 

(891) a wddi ma'ndi ma yttsallk 

(892) llahyTikrrDa 

(893) a rDat Iwalidin 

(894) u xyart 

(895) ya llah iwa 

(896) wa ya llah iwa 

(897) yallahtg"ad 

(898) tg"ad yrHm babak 

(899) hadi raha wqitt I'amal 

(900) waalo 

(1001) ya llah a sidi Hmed 

(1002) iwa ya llah a sidi Hmed 

(1003) 'mmarlo a Hasan 'mmar 

(1004) [•] SafiGadi? 
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(1005) a sidi llah y'awn 

(1006) hiyya'bdlhadi mca? 

(1007) []:iyyeh 

(1008) cix: Rah xddam Ihih f ddaR 

(1009) golli Rah ragd 

(1010) arannastilo 

(1011) yak baqi ma bGa y dxol 

(1012) bMa wac had cci Ui 'ndk 

(1013) [ ]: Rah mazal IHal Rah 

(1014) IHdac qqal' era 

(1015) cix: waya llah 

(1016) harastilo 

(1017) nqyydo Hi xddam 

(1018) b'da 

(1019) [ ]; had Ixddama hado 

(1020) cix:iwaqiyyd 

(1021) fm mca howwa 

(1022) *tbarkllah 

(1023) awddiya[] 

(1024) nGMob'da 

(1025) a llah'yit 

(1026) ' (recites list of workers present) 



(1026.1) arb'a, xmsa, stta 

(1027) wald SGr; cHal ssa'a a 'mmi? 

(1028) cix: tts'ud, Tcra 

(1029) baqi ci waHd? 

(1030) wald SGir: drt [ ]? 

(1031) cix: Rah goltolk 

(1032) Safi 

(1033) a ttHrrk! 

(1034) a llah yblik ma blani 

(1035) tjarrb Hali 

(1036) wa llah a sidi 

(1037) a llah yrHam Iwaldin 

(1038) Tlqona Tlqo! 

(1039) wa Tlqona 

(1040) ya llah ya llah ya llah ya llah 

(1041) ah? 

(1042) tbark llah 'la si [ ] 

(1043) tbark llah 'liko 

(1044) ya llah a wldi 

(1045) ya llah a ssi 

(1046) ya llah yallaho 

(1047) ya llah iwa 
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(1048) yallah 

(1049) llah yrHam Iwaldin 

(1050) rrqiq: iwa Rah bGina nmciw 

(1051) cix: Rah kollci ma kayn ci 

(1052) Rak bHalk bHal nnas 

(1053) juj 'Sijuj 'Si 

(1054) Hi'and nnas 

(1055) rrqiq: iwa THan 

(1056) cix; wa MMa 

(1057) hakak 

(1058) tbark llah'la'li 

(1059) llah yrHam dak Iwalid 

(1060) ila ma dzid Iduk jjniybat 

(1061) ilafihoci 

(1062) ara dik IgSba 

(1063) kmmlto tmmak? 

(1064) ya llah ila kmmlto nmciw 

(1065) rrqiq: baaqi ma kmmlnac 

(1066) cix: laalal 

(1067) nta lluwwl katcdd 

(1068) rbardyalk 

(1069) Rah a sidi u bqa 



(1070) waqf f blaStk 

(1071) ma golnalkc? 

(1072) yak ma tqTa' a wlidi 

(1073) duk jjridat 

(1074) hak a 'li qT'holho 

(1075) [ ]? iwa kifac 

(1076) iwa a sidi llah y'awnk 

(1077) bu'azza tbaark llah lik 

(1078) 'li: bu'azza wa bu'azza 

(1079) cix: bu'azza mskiin 

(1080) 'li: llah y'Tih waHd IHjja 

(1081) cix: amiin 

(1082) ah! 

(1083) llah mSlli 'lik ya rasul llah 

(1084) iwa 'ccqo '1 nnbi 

(1085) cwi a wladi 

(1086) malko ga'? 

(1087) walla Saymin? 

(1088) kayzGrto 

(1089) Ui: Slat '1 nnbi 

(1090) cix: SamTahadjjih 

(1091) la lal Gir ssagya ma kan Hi yjharha 



(1092) bu'azza: Gir ma bqa flha ma ygolo 

(1093) cix: iyyeh 

(1094) ya llah a sidi Hmed ya llah a sidi Hmed 

(1095) iwa qbaT '1 Iwld SSGir 

(1096) 'li: ya llah iwa 

(1097) cix: ah! 

(1098) laa ! 

(1099) qTaa' Gir haduk a hdidi 

(1100) Gir haduk 

(1101) Ui Safi baraka 

(1102) Safi 

(1103) Towwa' dik Imjira 

(1104) ya llah 

(1105) Drbo dik DDrba 

(116) ntoma baqi 'ndko a Hasan 

(1107) ya llah a sidi 

(1108) moHammed kmmit hna wlla baqi 

(1109) ya llah llah yrHm Iwaldin 

(1110) a Ixxot 

(1111) bu'azza: kabro Rah IHal ifut 

(1112) cix: iyyeh Rah IHal ifut 

(1113) llah yrHm Iwaldin 
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114) iwa Rah labudda a ' li 

115) Imut Imut kayna 

116) u tkun 

117) ma taydom f malko 

[118) Gir sidi rbbi 

1119) li: TTow'TTow^ 

[120) cix: iyyeh 

1121) 'li: wa'mmar 

1122) cix: iyyeh gadd haduk 

1123) llahyTik 

1124) rDatlwalid 

1125) kmmel duk DDrbat 

1126) Safi 

1127) llah i'mmarha sFa 

1128) Tiyyrto 

1129) a rmi rmi Ihih 

1130) asdiHmedbac 

1131) ma iwllic f ssagya 

1132) " li: iwa ya llah a sidi 

1133) Rah ma bqa Hal 

1134) cix: ah! 

1135) bu' azza: malk nta gdda 
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1137 

1138 

1139 

1140 

1141 

1142 

1143 

1144 

1145 

1146 

1147 

1148 

1149 

1150 

1151 

281 

mzrub 

cix: a rah Darori labodda 

ya llah a sidi ya llah a sidi 

yallaho 

a llah, ah ah! 

hud 1 Hdah a sdi Hmed 

cix: huwwd 

hud iwa ya llah huwwd 

a hud 'mmrlo a Hasan 

bqa t'mmarlo f iddih 

iwa mn SSbaH mskin 

lolid tmmak u mrrt 

^li: Safi 

cix: ya llah 

zid a ssi Hmed ila kmmlto 

1 dak 1 gddam Ihih (end of tape) 
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APPENDIX C 

NOTES TOWARD A GLOSSARY OF SALIENT TERMS RELATED TO 

THE SEMANTIC DOMAIN OF TWIZA 

a'alim 

gloss: the first stage of a twiza, where everyone is informed by the cix, either in 

the mosque on Friday, or in each man's house (from Tam: to according to inform; tTem: 

s'informer) 

aGrad; 

synonyms: xdemt ssgi; xdemt TTin; Hfir ssagya ujhirha 

gloss: like a Had SSaym: cooperative work for the benefit of a community in 

which all able-bodied men above the age of puberty must participate 

aGror 

semantic fields: irrigation, agriculture (twizt IkoHeizi u jbid) 

agror 

synonyms: HawD in CA 

gloss: howwa mlli tatbGi f zel waHed ccjra bac tcrab b waHdha bla ma ycrab 

Ifaddan kamel, tayji IfallaH u ydowwer Tiha llssas z'ma taydirlha IHdud. makes a 

circular depression surrounding a tree in order to irrigate it separately. 

ttgrar howwa flluGa Farabiyya listinTaq [yuqirru wa yabuHu wa ya'tarifu 

[i'tiraf]]: said for example of a police investigation or interrogation where a suspect is 
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progressively cornered or circled by questioning. The same analogy is transferred to the 

domain of agriculture where a tree to be watered is circled and limited. 

'lu (la'lu) 

synonyms: 

antonyms: 

semantic fields: dar, nxel, jbel, cjar 

cross references: rgub 

Arabic: al 'uluuw 

amciyy' pi. amciyy'at 

amdda radd amdda Ma ci Haja 

'la ma ybdo anna Ixddama Hi raho mkallfm b Tbi' amciyy' u blli'to raha tllfatho 

ktir, u had cci maci Gir f had jhir walakin Htta mn qbal ga' IblayS mHdurin Hi fiho qadus 

u Iblli'a u Hi Galiban ma taykono amciyy' dyalho taytcarrbo mnno SHab IHdur, f had 

IHala tatkon had Iblli'a tatlzzam 'la Hi bOa yradd amdda Mih bac yftHha w iHallha u 

tatkon had Tamaliyya bsiTa u sahla Gir tayxSSha ttnxor b Imango nta' ImsHa aw b ci 

Gzzal o tatkarkab hiyya b waHdha IHjar u TTin walakin Imuckila fin kayna hiyya mlli 

taycarrbo kamlin twaggir had Imhar b rrabTa u jartha ila rrabTa ttalia, Hi tatkallaf mulaha 

bac yTla' Ifomm Iblli'a aw Iqadus bac yblPu u ySamSmo bac ymci Ima Irrgub u had 

ssiyyed mskin howwa Hi taytHammal 'dabha u rgilha, w ila meat in tHallat aw TrTgat 

ma taykonc howwa Ims'ul 'Hha, li'annaha ma mbniyyac u ma motoqac, u taymci howwa 

Gir dayr tamssumant u ma bqat kima taygolo "'la wudno Gbra". 

'ammar: 
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explanation: in twizt sagya. Second ranked role or task in twizt ssagya. Position: 

goddam Tarram. Number needed: 1 walla 2 'ala Hsab mjmu' 

semantic fields: irrigation; building 

maSdar: ta'mar 

*'amuddel 

'rwiT /pi. 'rawiT 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt IHart) 

*'Sa/pl. 'Si 

synonyms: nnanzla, raSyon, 'bar, naSib, misaHa 

gloss: 1) the measuring stick used to measure the work space in a twizt ssgi (what 

are the synonyms of' Sa in this primary sense?), 2) the work space traced or marked by 

the measuring stick (in the second sense, has the synonyms nnanzla, raSyon 'bar, naSib, 

misaHa) 

semantic fields: irrigation/cooperative work (twizt ssagya) 

'atba/pl. 'atabi/ dim. 'tiyba 

synonyms: 

antonyms: 

gloss: threshhold, as of a house 

carH (explanation): 

taygul f had siyaq dyal "ddnia ila bGatek" u'angatek (embraced you) uHellatlek 

SDarha, taygulu "ila 'T ak I'aTi (llah SbHanaho uta'ala, ran asraa' llah IHusna) Hart la 
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twaTi" (twaTi: kaymettel dak ci Hi xaSk ddir bac twjjed larD qabel ma tfelleHha; uhiyya 

Imwa'Da ulmgedda utfSal larD (uluSeid udfaf) 

—dffa (pi. dfaf): mill kayqsem IfellaH IfeDDan Hi baGi yHart, utayfsslo twaGt 

utaGda tiyfsslha bzzaf dfaf 

-ttacabuh bein Imital luwwel ujawj huwwa rrzeq ulxeir ulafDel mulana (llah 

sabHana uta'ala)(rrazaq Hnin ukrim) ukaysajem ma' I'islam ukaytemca ma'l islam ma' 

ddin IHanif 

'azelb 

ex: tat'azel bih dfifat (said of a ISaS) 

'oDr 

gloss: an excuse which has justification in (Islamic) religious terms 

'urf 

'utho (SaHeb d 'utho) 

gloss: the butt of a joke (see darrj Iqappo; qrnabi; tniz; IGamza); a scapegoat 

bdyan (variant bdya) 

gloss: the beginning (of something) 

synonyms: cur'; gul bismillah; tukklo '1 llah; komaSi 

semantic fields: cooperative work (twiza); construction; eating, etc. 

Arabic equivalent: bidaya 

*baLa /pi. baLat 

French: la pelle 

basT 
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verbal form: bsaT 

synonyms: DHak; tfuwwej (aim is tnaffas) 

usage notes: the aim of IbasT is to DaHk, or ncaT, or tfajjaj in order to glPa la'ya 

or tnafas 

biyyac /pi. biyyaca 

explanation: the first ranked role in a twizt sagya. Position: Ifasma. numbers; 1 

or 2, 'ala Hsab Ifasma, u'ala Hsab TaSi 

origin: from biche (a kind of axe, from French...) 

semantic fields: agriculture; irrigation 

related terms: tabiyact, the art or craft of using a bic (in a xdemt sgi), the 

knowledge necessary to carry out such a task well (also tabyac) 

*byuc pi. of bic 

bismillah 

gul bismillah 

gloss: to begin (implied or secondary meaning) 

synonyms: komaSi, tukklo '1 llah 

semantic fields: eating, cooperative work 

bkem (with art. Ibkem) 

semantic fields: herding (twizt Ibkem u SrHto) 

gloss: 

synonyms: bheim 

blli'a 

'\ 
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verbal form: i-blF (synonym: i-SamSam) 

boT 

brim (with art. labrim) 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt labrim) 

related terms: lagSab, z'af 

bromi tben Hi baqi qaseH (Hi ma mdegdegc. Hi ma mdruc: tayDrbuh Geir bxerbaTa 

f rasu (tayxbToh) bac yrmi duk IHbubat Hi fih waybqa Ibromi waqf, ma mdegdegc) 

bulmam 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt laxriT; twizt TaSran wa tsfiya) 

related to Hman (jjmi') of olives in xriT 

buzzuG laxrif 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt lagTi') 

caddada /pi. caddadat 

semantic fields: twizt laxriT 

cafud 

gloss: a ladder (human or otherwise) 

synonyms: srir, sallum, skalira 

semantic fields: construction; cooperative work (twizt ssagya) 

cafR: /pi. cwafR 

huwwa IHafa nta't ssagya (edge) 

synonym: Hafa 

gloss: edge 
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semantic field: irrigation 

antonym: 

camia 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt TaSran wa tsfiya) 

camx nnab 

katgal IwaHed insan kbir u 'ndo tajarib kbir f IHayat walla fddnya u taykon daRs 

tajarib u 'arf la'waqib dyalha u 'ando xibrat ktira, utaykon had ssiyed kol waHed 

taytccawr m'a bac yfiydo b tajarib dyalo (kbir + zaid tjriba kbira f Hayat = camx nnab) 

[compare with mostakbar] 

cgira 

semantic fields: twizt laHSad... 

cix (or ciyx) 

ckal /pi. ckol 

semantic fields: construction (twizt Ibni wa rkaz blloH) 

*cqefa 

cmutia 

TaibuTar 

synonyms: 

da'wa 

expression: SaHb dda'wa 

gloss: like SaHb d 'utho, a scapegoat or butt of the joke, in qornabi or Gmiyz or 

darrj Iqappo 
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dffa /pi. dfaf, dfafat: 

synonyms: 

antonyms: 

mill kayqsem IfellaH IfeDDan Hi baGi yHart, utayfsslo twaGt utaGda tiyfsslha 

bzzaf dfaf 

dHaf 

ex: uhad cci kaydHa fxdmt ssagya 

*darwa 

occurs in the expression: 'la darwatek 

gloss: (on your) right, from French 'droit' 

dor d Ima 

semantic fields: irrigation, agriculture 

French: tour de role 

synonyms: nuba (although not coterminous in meaning) 

Drib Im'ani (see m'ani) 

*driyja 

(druj: driyja SGeira nta' druj, uhuwwa ya sidi waHed Ifeddan taykun f lulaj u 

taykun 'ala ckel drijat drijat, ml fog "ali, unta tathabT 1 jiht Iwad unta tatnzel b ddrija b 

ddrija, in tatsawwa ma' Iwad. hadu drijat flGaba, u kaynin Hta f dyor) 

semantic fields: agriculture 
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driyjat: f srir nta' ssagya, Hi kaykon f jjal, u howwa Mbara la mjmu'a mn driyjat 

SGar taygfu fihu Ixaddama bac yxdamu mrtaHin u maymiyyluc lhak walla hak, u 

kaycabru mliH f jjal u katsahal Uiho 'maliyyet Immada walla Immddan [q.v.] 

*fasma /pi. fasmat/ dim. fwiysma 

gloss: beginning 

attested: yes 

French: commencement 

standard darija: tdcin 

Arabic: al-bidaya; al-inTilaqa 

crH (explanation) from Touiza file: fum Ibdya; uhiyya IHafra lluwwela bac tybdaw 

utatsemma fum amud Heit hiyya daruriya bac temci Ixedma mgadda umsawwia utatrfed 

Ifasma 'ala Hsab IHfir Hi bbaw ydiru fssagya, ya fas ya fasein ya kter, 'ala Hsab ac raha 

mrduma ssagya u'ala Hsab ssixat urreibat Hi seixin fiha (f ssagya) utab'ainha (seddinha) 

synonyms : fum amud; Ibdiya; Tleqa 

weddings: noDa, Ihezza, tHrika (mdina: t'arisa, 'arasiyya); in Islam: Ibesmallah 

(even in tHin, bac ma yssebq Hta mkruh, iwa 'aDlek Hah Ibaraka); Tatba (Ibidaya nta't 

ddar unta't cce'r); tmhid walla mqadima walla mdxal (fkitabat uf rasa'il); fatiHa (hadi fl 

faqra udak cci dyal rruHiyat: ga' dak ci mf alq b ddin: fl mawasim, ufl 'ayad, uHaflat 

ddiniya, uHta b'ad laHyan f siHr uf duk Ifuqaha Hi tyHeidu jjnun ml ens); tdcin (huwwa 

Hi taykun fl bni utaygulu flmdina walla lluGa rrasmia (klem rrasmi), (ufl bled, fasma 

walla Ibdu: bdu lebni, ulbdu nta't IfilaHa huwwa Ifasma walla fum amud); iftitaHiyya 

(official) 
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semantic fields: irrigation, agriculture, and construction (bni): fum amud found 

only in agriculture, not in bni: only in xedma qaSHa u'azifa: travail force bHal IfilaHa, 

IHaja Hi tatxdem blfas, urqorjaH, ulginm, ulgadum, urrato, ulganco, ulbala, ulbinsa, 

ulbaramila, ulutad) Ifasma, bdiya, tlqa (this part not correct: needs going over) 

antonyms: 

fnun rdba 

semantic fields: twizt laHSad 

*fra 

fi-a maTbax (matal): bHal taykon ci Gowwat walla mxaSma walla ci muckil—had 

cci taytsamma TTbix. u fra hiyya tHallat Imuckila. iwa fra maTbax, tHallat maTbax: 

tHsam mn niza\ walla tfaDa Imuckil (tfaDDa: kammal, tamm, tHall, fra, tnha, tsalla, 

tHsam (CA)), fSal nnazi': fDa walla fra Imuckil 

(in Fes: fDDa—fDDi lina had cci: hiyya kammel 'lina had cci) 

(in mdina: tqada) 

fslan (lafslan) 

semantic fields: twizt lagTi' 

fum amud / pi. fam amud/ dim. fwim amud 

attested: yes 

gloss: beginning 

French: commencement 

semantic type: an operation ('amaliya) 

synonyms: Ibdya, fasma 
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semantic |ields: 

1) kayn fum amud Hi fiha Hafra: xdemt fddan, gli' larD, xdemt ssagya, t'amar 

rramla (fl flaHa walla tmlas, bHal tanmlsu biha IHeiT waalla sTaH walla nwader: 

tanxallTha m'a trab IGaba unmlsu) walla ttrab (trab: xaS Ibni, tmlas, walla rrdem 

(RDem) (fl filaHa uf ddar, katrdemha walla flGaba tatrrDemha (tfxim): RDem. RDem a 

sidi bHal katnggel trab Igdim Ixam Hi kaykun ga'd rba' snin walla xams snin utdih a 

mulei lei fddan iwa a sidi tatxallTo ma' Iglib ulGobar Heit huwwa daba taybarri larD 

(tayqowwemha, taysaMha bac tentej bzzaf, Heit huma daba flaHa SHaH, tyxSo kul 'am 

nggel qwam uRDem bac tkun dima flaHto bkria unatja) walla IGbar, tdriya; 

2) u kayn fum amud Hi ma fihc Hafra, uhuwwa bHal matalan ftHjam nxxel, u Hcan 

IfSa, u tqrad nnjem, u IHSad 

antonyms: 

fum ssagya: 

(sedd) (opposite: 

fTa 

bin fTa u hwa: bin xawi f ItaHt u xawi f Ifog 

fitor 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt TaSran wa tsfiya) 

fxad /pi. fxoda 

fzza'a /pi. fzza'at 

semantic fields: twizt IHart 

*gafla 
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mjmu'a mn nnas. uhad 1 ism ja men al qafila, Heit zman mias kanu taymciw walla 

f safar walla Hajj majmu'in, utaygulu hadi Igafla luwwela, u hadi gafelt rrteb, gafelt 

tizimi (matalan fl Hajj walla f tijara (aswaq tijaria) awla fl Hamlat. Hamla: hiyya qabila 

tathajem Ma qabila, walla tayHamel Iwad (tayhajem '1 IGaba) 

synonyms: rfeg, jma'a, rbeg (xaS bl Hmir walla bGal walla 'awdan), srab 

(Tuyur), zarafa, Hmel (j^y^ n^en Hamla): Hmel nta' slan. juj slat kaydiru Hmel; koppania 

(Hta fl 'askar); batayon (fl 'askar); 'arram (xaS b jamad Idmduma: Hajar walla rrmel 

walla jjrid, etc.); canTi (xaSSa b bnadem); rzma (Hwayj); Damma, bista (flus); bakiya, 

qabsa (Iwqid) 

ganTra mf f a 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt tarbab lusaid u lagnaTr) 

gffa /pi. gfaf, gfafat 

Gamza ('ayn IGamza): 

IHor blGamza ulHmar b debza (a Moroccan proverb) 

('ayn IGamza (IGmiyz): a wink 

the Hmar (or a stupid person) needs a cuka or 'aSa 

the smart person doesn't need to be told or reminded: he can think for himself and 

plan ahead (i.e., account for all possibilities, especially negative ones) 

(in Islam: Hadit on three things: foum, qlb, and idd) 

in darija: tbarmij: tweria: tnDim ulfhm 
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Imanera (in darija koH) (or Gamza, or Talama, or cahd): a sign or index, by means 

of which a person accomphshes tbarmij ("looking out for oneself) 

cwahd (or 'alama) nta' Iqobor: stones which are placed one on top of another (in a 

pyramid shape) on both ends of a tomb 

verbal forms: Gamz 'la ci waHed 

galb 

Harr galbo: a sidi had [ ] ma yjiha Ger Hi Harr glbu 

gcac (Igcac) 

semantic fields: twizt laxriT 

gBala 

Gamra 

semantic fields: twizt laHSad 

GBica (with art. loGBica) 

semantic fields: twizt laHSad 

[a variable time according to position of sun] 

the opposite of Gorob [xayT llil]: the time when the light of the sun begins to 

appear (but the sun hasn't risen over the horizon yet) [loGBica katsamma (is called) xayT 

nnhar bHal zman: mentioned in the Qur'an: when one is able to distinguish a black thread 

from a white one] 

ga'r ssagya 

Imhar nta' Ima 
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gloss: ga'r means "bottom". 1) losT ssagya, fin kayHafru (the middle [or heart] of 

the sagya [at the bottom], the place where digging or leveling is carried out in a twizt 

ssgi); 2) the place where the sagya ends and/or meets the secondary canal (mhar) 

semantic opposite: 1) cafR ssagya, jar ssagya (edge or bank of canal, up above) 2) 

fum ssagya (sadd) 

semantic fields: irrigation, agriculture 

synonyms: wjah ssagya 

gers 

gloss: intense cold (Ibrd cdid walla jmid) 

*graTi 

gTob (with article lagTob) 

semantic fields: twizt laxriT 

gul bismillah q.v. bismillah 

Hadday: /pi. Haddaya 

mora Ixeddama f DDel: 1 or 2 (the eighth ranked task in a twizt ssagya) 

semantic fields: irrigation, cooperative work (twizt ssagya) 

Hafa: 

crH:TTrf Hi TaP 'al ssagya (edge) 

synonym: cafr 

semantic field: irrigation 

*HanTa 

ci blaSa wa'ra, qaSHa, gasia, m'akla, m'ankza 
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synonyms: lhamm, Iwil (ci Haja moHlek f dmaGek: a burden you want to get rid 

of) 

(IHanTa: huwwa Iklem Imdsus, IGebra udebra, uklem Hi diyyeq Taqal uma 

ystHamluc Ixatr uydiyyeq mnno Iqelb ul'aqal ukumma mn Haja (: kulci) naqSa f Hi dayer 

' leih Iqappo 

Harba (ras IHarba) 

gloss: 1) a leader or responsible person, as of a (work) team; 2) the butt of a joke 

(see darrj Ikapppo; qrnabi; tniz) 

*HaTb 

ex of use: hanta tbarek llah HaTb, fein rrais? 

(HaTb: jayb IHtab ma'k umdxlu Iddar bac yTeibu bih Ixbez uddwaz, walla yc'alu 

nnar uydiru fgira bac ysxnu f lyali ulbrrd Igasi f yamat ccta, u huwwa j rid, Tawad 

lyabsin, keif, kernaf, sget, fDDam) here used metaphorically 

naTiu Iwaqqar, tanoqroh, tanbarxoh, tan'admuh; iHtiram uijlal utaqdir) 

taggura; a large field (feddan) which is (tiyzra' stta dPabarat qmeH ulfog), in other 

words, the amount which can be planted during the time of planting on a piece of land 

(waqt IHart): six abbars. The number of aSa's or fraction thereof is figured according to 

the number of taggura each person has in the Gaba) 

order of measures for wheat: 

Tacra: 'ocor Tabbar (1/lOth of an 'abbar) 

taS Imalik (smaller than a nS 'abbar: was sent at one time by the king) 

nS abbar' 
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abbar 

*HaTba: hazma kbir nta' IHTab utsGir dyalha HTeyba) 

Hfir ssagya u jhirha 

synonyms: xdamt ssgi; xdamt TTin; aGrod 

*hlak 

ex of use: had Iwil mn fddadn humma Hi hlko lina ssagya 

*hop! 

HoD u gaS 

semantic fields: twizt IHart 

*Hroc 

*Hsba 

(Hsba: hiyya dak IHjar rrgig Hi taySlaH Ibni ulboton ukaytsamma bl'arabiyya 

IfuSHa al-HaSa, uhuwwa matatSlaHc fih zzra' wal Hrt: gasiardu: uhuwwa kaykun flwad 

ufcc'ab) 

*htuf 

*hya 

in expression: a hya 

hzam 

jbha 

semantic fields: construction (twizt Ibni wa rkaz blloH) 

jhar 

jhir 



jal /pi. jalat 

synonym: cafR, janb, Tarf 

gloss: edge (of a canal bank) 

jma'a [or jma'?]: 

synonyms: koppania, rba'a, qrnia, rfaga, rfig 

*jra 

opposite of perta? 

kber 

mukabara 

koHeizi 

semantic fields: agriculture, irrigation: twizt sgi; twizt IkoHeizi u jbid 

komaSi 

gloss: beginning 

synonyms: tokklo '1 llah; gul bismillah 

semantic fields: cooperative work (twiza) 

*koppania (or kobbaniya) /pi. koppaniat 

synonyms: rba'a, jma'a, qmia, rrfaga, rrfig ('aSa) 

korfa (dim. koriyfa) 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt dras, tdarya) 

origin: from French corvee 

krik (with art. Ikrik) 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt TaSran wa tsfiya) 
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kurraT 

(dim. lakurariT) 

semantic fields: construction (twizt Ibni wa rkaz blloH) 

ksar 

gloss: to refuse, in the context of a twiza, to take on a worker 

synonyms: rifiza, rafD 

semantic fields: cooperative work (twizt sgi) 

*la'fa 

la'fa di hadi la'fa a weddi si 'zzawi llah ynser 

(la'fa: musiba, faji'a, DDa'iqa, Tafa, Ixatb, nnazila, SaMqa: all in CA) 

IggoT (with article llggoT) 

semantic fields: twizt dras, tdarya 

*lipoTat 

ex in use: rah 'ndek lipoTat 

(lipoTat: large boots covering the calves, tylbsu Ixeddama Hi Gadiyyin yxddemu 

ssagiya ItaHt wSt Ima walla Imjra walla TTin walla luHel (luHel: Ima mxalleT b Tin, Ima 

ktir ujarya) utylbsu duk nnas lipotat bac ma ydxalhuc cugwag f rjlihu) 

*llah m'ana 

llah mSalli '1 nnbi synonym of tbark llah, example, you eat a lot llah mSalli '1 nnbi, 

i.e. it is good for you 

llman 

synonyms: tajamu' (assembly) 
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ISaS /dim. ISiyeS 

semantic fields: agriculture 

mmadda (Immadda with def. art.) /pi. Immddan, Immaddat 

'maliyya f twizt sgi u IHfir u Htta Ibni u f lluH 

(distinguished from madda; matiere; pi. mawad) 

m'ani (Drib Im'ani) 

gloss: a type of indirect speech, where something is implied but not said (could be 

a joke or not: see Hecyan IhaDra; qmabi) 

Im'ani b lamer: the butt of a joke, as in qrnabi, tniz, or darrj Iqappo 

synonyms: m'akya, qrnabi, tniz, darrj Iqappo 

*ma'dru 

use in context: 

(268) ga' 'lac Gadi ybqa y'mmerlk, 'aw 'iwa Im'qul ma'dru dak cci raho yDerrbuh 

rrosho Gir rrosko ga' tarmiweh ntuma Ifog Gir bwaHedko Tow'uh Itemm 'aw ha ifra hah 

maGzal 

semantic fields: agriculture, irrigation: twizt sgi; twizt IkoHeizi u jbid 

m'akya 

synonyms: Drib Im'na 

malk 

malk Imaxzari 

ma'luma uxedma: 

ma'luma: ma'rufa (hna bHal Hrfto) 
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gloss: task? role? 

semantic field: irrigation; cooperative work (twizt ssagya) 

manera: 

Imanera (in darija koH) (or Gamza, or Talama, or cahd): a sign or index, by means 

of which a person accomplishes tbarmij ("looking out for oneself) 

*mank 

mankin 

*mcia [mcia'?] 

semantic fields: irrigation 

mckoDr/pl. mckoDrin 

maSdar: tckodeir [q.v.] (u Imfagma) 

verbal form: n'at (adjective) 

synonyms: 'uj, ma mgaddc, ma sqamc, ma mragelc 

antonyms: 

gloss: 

French: 

cross references: insan Hi ma mgaddc, kangululo mfuGel walla mhargem walla 

mzaglinlo Imweira (sg: muri), ma mqaddinc Imweira 

semantic fields: fddan; dar; nwader (ga' IHaja Hi taHtaj Imgadda ulmrigla; HeiT) 

mital (example in context): had IHeiT mckodr, ma mgaddc uma mrigelc u 'uj u 

mragem 

mcmor: 
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synonyms: mttezeG, mjmu\ mselsel, mnDam (said of xedma in a twizt ssagya) 

mDamya (with art. lamDamya) 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt tarbab lusaid u lagnaTr) 

mdowr 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt dras, tdarya) 

mhar: 

explanation: ras Ima nta' ssagya 

synonyms: mSarf 

semantic fields: twizt ssgi; irrigation; agriculture 

gloss: intermediary (or secondary) between the main canal (sagya) and the fields, 

a large mSarf which delivers canal water to tertiary mSarf serving twaggir 

melaH 

used in expression: xalli melaH li ci waHed (xellinalek mlaHek (or mlahek?) 

explanation: hiyya qDina 'leik uhalknak 'leik uma xallinalek ma ytgal walla ma 

yt'awd 

synonyms: hzm, ntasr, Gllab, rrmi 'la ci waHed gcur rrman 

mkarac (with art. lamkarac) 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt TaSran wa tsfiya) 

*mqallez 

use example: hbaT a si Hmed, hbat, iwa ac kaddir mqallez Hdeiya mqallez ana 

Hdeiya, ac Bit biya? 
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(mqallez or mqa'c or mmballej: to be seen above the others (nta 'ali bayn, bayn 

hakka) 

moqdiyt Haja 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt tarbab lusaid u lagnaTr) 

*mregl (or mrigel) 

one example: the result of the action of graTi with the mSHa on the side of the 

canal bank 

verbal form: trigel, tregel 

synonyms: mgad, msawwi 

mstakbar 

said of someone Hi kbir, walakin tatDaflo tuqa ul wara\ had 1 insan kbir zaid 

Ta'at llah w riDah, za'ma taySalli u y'bed llah, za'ma waHed 1 insan kbir (kbir + Ta'at 

llah w wriDah = mstakbar) matalan: fqih [mature in age + pious, a believer] 

da'wa: llah ykbberna w ykbberko la Ta't llah w riDah 

(aHsan da'wa tayd'iwha nnas) 

msawia 

synonyms: m'adla; mwazna; mgadda; 

Arabic: al musawat, al 'adl, al inSaf 

gloss: balanced, as a work team 

mssawia 

synonyms: mtwa'Da, mnbasTa, mqadda or mgadda 

arD mssawia: said of land which is flat 
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Arabic: istiwa', mustawiyya 

mTalba 

semantic fields: (agriculture) twizt sgi; twizt IkoHeizi u jbid 

motoqa 

synonyms: SHiHa, qaSHa, mnDamna (in CA: Salba, mutqana) 

ayy Haja mDabTa u mnDamn u mzyan u mxduma mzyan tangululha hadik Haja 

motoqa, Haja mutaqana bl 'arabiyya. (xdma; Htta gamila) 

fi'l: wttaq (klam muwtaq), ay z'ma m'tamd '1 watiqa, baHt muwtaq: mud'am bi 

wata'iq (argument, dalil): a document 

mTarba 

semantic fields: construction (twizt Ibni wa rkaz blloH) 

mtkwacc /pi. mtkweccin 

example in context: waHda kowacca f Ixra (in sagya) 

synonyms: mdsus, mtxabba' (mdina), mxabbi, mdarrag, msouari, mknouz, mtmor 

(mtmora: fein tandsu, taykun taHt larD (tanxznu: tanxznu Imuna. bit Ixzin: fein tandsu 

Imuna), mxccac (xccac: xccic) (axccic walla GmeiDa walla IGwila: hada Taba ya sidi 

tankunu b jma'a ya 'acra d nnas lei foq, swa bnat swa ulad, utaytjem'u utaydiru ccem 

(tlata tlatat u tali Hi bqa u TaH fih ccem huwwa Hi taydHa IGwila: tayGemD 'ayneh 

semantic fields: childrens' games; irrigation 

origin: (F) cacher, to hide 

mzrag /pi. mzareg 

mzareg: Qma' dyal Iqabila uhuwa tymtel fxad ml fxad Hi mqsma lihum Iqbila 
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fxad: tayjma' majmu'a dl 'ailat taykunu mtnasbin utatrbthum rabita mta't ddem 

(bHal wld 'am hada, etc.) tqarbin fl Hsab unseb (dem ulHam: tHin, kaydHel IHam flHam 

(nSubia)) 

—mzareg: represents fxoda in a relation (i.e. when it is unneccessary or unwieldy for 

the whole fxad representation to meet, only mzareg will meet: in this case, 7 instead of 

21) 

mzzahzia: 

synonyms: tqcab, qomabi, tniz 

mttezeG: 

huwwa mjmu'a umcmora, mselsla umnDma, koppania waHda mora WaHda, 

uhiyya hakak 'ala Hsab TaSi unzul Hi rahum mqSmein, uxlaS xdemt ssagya taykun fiha 

rreT uc'il Tafya ukaynodu loGbara kima taygulu uxlaS cuka Tayra 'la zzafa, iwa hakak 

Ikoppaniat fxdemt ssagya, waHda 'aDDa fwaHda, walla waHda fqziybt waHda, taykunu 

koppaniat mtkweccin, waHda kowacca f Ixra 

collocation: mselsel umttezeG (said of a work party in a twizt ssagya) 

qzam: like a pygmy (or garaH): garaH: bHal camx nnab: mgarraH—hiyya SGer f 

Tamr u taygul klam nta' nnas Ikbar z'ma Hi camx nabho (dki, intelligent), taygul ci klam 

kter mn ssin dyalo. smitha 

IgruH: (related to Ig) ccqod u lgruH~"skut 'Una mn IgruH" said to someone 

tatddxol f ci Haja ma tat'nikc (= IfDol in CA: curiosity—celui qui veut savoir tout) 

ttqzam, mqzam: ila qzamti ci Haja: make shorter, abbreviate (said of things); 

reduite 
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nnab 

tHrrak nnab IhaDra u tfraq llGa u lunisa u IHdit; tnciT, fukaha (both in CA), 

qrnabi, IbaSt (in CA and darija) 

synonyms: tHrrak IluGa, dowwrha nnab 

nhem, nhma waHda 

maSdar: nnhim 

gloss: Gawwet, Gowta waHda, jayya mn IGowwat (maSdar) 

[encouragement] 

nhir uzfir 

nnafs 

example: nafs Iblad; nafs Ixadma 

' gloss: Hubb 'miq u dafm u Gera kbira u rraGba kbira [hubb, raGba, niyya] [in 

darija of Rteb] (example: bu'azza has nafs Ixadma dyalt ssagya) 

nafso: b raso (second meaning); or riH (3rd meaning) [second and third meanings 

common in MA] 

synonyms: Gera (not Ger 'la or mn (munafasa): to be jealous or envious of~ 

synonym), Hubb, nnafs 

same meaning in another context: qowwa daxilia: ci waHed tayxdam mn niyyto: 

tayxdam b nnafs 

another meaning: nnafs—lahwa (hawa'), riH [example: kora walla rweida walla 

mnfaxa: tatzadlha nnafs (you fill it up, as a balloon or tire) 
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nafs: chambraire in French; the inner tube that is filled up with air, as well as the 

air in the inner tube itself 

nazila pi. nawazil (in CA) 

nazla pi. nzlat (domains: sgi, Hart) 

gloss: 1) rbra Hi kay'bruha b TSa f ssagya bac yf lam (walla ytHaddad u yban 

IHadd) llxaddama-Haqq, raSyon, naSib, qsma, 'bra Hi kaf bar u mUuma yDerbuha 

Ixaddama [in sagya]; u f IHart tat'bar had Tbrat; (naSib, raSyon, Haqq...)- tayt'bru 

ayymma b Ixalfa [b xaTwa: paces: the counterpart of a cbar of a hand, xalfa or span of 

legs spread apart] ayymma taykon Ifaddan mqsam raso [or 'bar raso Ifddan: hiyya z'ma 

mqsam u bayn ma yHtaj ci lei 'bar axor Hit IfallaH kan b'da 'bru mn qbal u mwazno u 

mfaSlo dfaf dfaf: a field which is already measured from prior use—(called dfaf dfaf, 

which implies that the field was previously cultivated: this enters into the domain of the 

Hart, i.e. system of practices involving planting, which is closely linked to the system of 

irrigation) dfaf dfaf u taykon bayn Tbar kol joj xddama kaytb'u dffa, u dik ddffa hiyya 

nnzla. 

[in measures ('bar): idd: (measured with the right hand) rba' Sba' (span of four 

fingers minus thumb); cbar: the fingers of the hand spread apart to their maximum; 'Dma 

(from the knuckles of a clenched fist to the elbow: mn Imarfag il Ik'b taHtaniyyin nta' 

SSba'; dra' (mri Imarfag ila ras SSba': from the elbow to the end of extended fingers of 

the hand); qala (Imasafa Hi kayna ma bin lidin mtGosin f sift jnaH, ros Sba' nta' liminia 

m'a ros Sba' nta' lisria, u SSdar ykon xarej u mbannad: arms and hands extended parallel 
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to extended chest) walla qama (ITol d 1 insan: mn Igaddam Htta Ibakk (wosT) rras; the 

height from middle of head to back of foot—always same as qala): 

2) rijlin: Igdam (qdam): the length from back of foot (gdam) to front of foot with 

extended toes; xalfa (xaTwa: a span of the feet, extended to the sides or front to back, 

right foot first: but not exaggerated—an average span: m'bora [q.v]) 

context: rkkaz (gdam) [xdamt lluH "bni", but not known in blad as bni]; fllaHa 

(xalfa); xdamt sslal (cbar, rb' Sba\ 'Dma, dra\ xalfa, qala: precise work, up to smallest 

measure used); xdamt laHSayr (qala, dra\ cbar, 'Dma); nsij; luDfa [xdamt z'f]; sqaf 

(xalfa, qala) 

trtib: mn SSGer il Ikbir: rb' Sba' (used only to complete other measures: for 

example, dr' u rb' Sba'); cber (pi. cbur, cbar (cbir: diminutive; cbirat, dim. pi.; cbrayn: 

dual); gdem (juj gdam/gdmayn, talt: katgul gdem, gdmayn, tlata, rb'a ...[the difference 

between use (sti'mal) and reference (iHala in arabic]); TDma (pi. 'Dmat, joj 'Dmat: no 

dual form exists); dra' (d. dr'ayn, pi. dr'an, dru'); xalfa (d. xalftin, pi. xalfat); qala/qama 

(each one can be counted: ex. talt cbur) (qalat, d. qaltin) [ex. qala u juj dr'in, taqder ykon 

ci 'bar fih: qala u dr'ayn u cber u rb' Sba' 

f nuGaca, f tusad: in Hart 

verbal usage: Derb nazla (Derb, xdam nzaltek) 

nzzala pi. nzul 

(sg.) nzzal 

gloss: mlli taydir ci waHed ci muxalafa [GalTa, bHal ma xaSSoc ycarrab f ssagya 

u carrab (maci dor dyalo u carrab)] f Iqbila swa f ssagya swa f IGaba tayHkam Uih ccix 
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bac ydir nnzzala, Hi hiyya kaymciu Tnd dak Hi dar Imuxalafa mjmu'a mn nnas ytGaddaw 

waHa yt'ccaw 'ndo (a Haq or fine assessed on someone who has committed some 

infi-action of'rf). 

nozul (maSdar) hoboT (maSdar): ynzal (present) taynzlu nzla waHda verbal form: 

nzl (imperative) 

antonym: Tla' 

gloss: any context: nzel mn SSTaH (hbaT mn SSTaH), nzel HHasi (habaT HHasi), 

nzel Iga' ssagya, walla tatnzal ccta, walla taTiH sHab (eta) 

nkab (or nkib) (sg. nkba) 

gloss: IfayaDan (area of use: wad ziz) 

mnkubin: Hay Imnkubin: a neighborhood in Erfoud housing flood relief victims 

nqla /pi. naqlat 

semantic fields: twizt ssgi 

nxor verb 

gloss: to dig or undermine, as the foundations or banks of a canal 

synonyms: Hfar, nHat, flat 

nziz 

gloss: a (gradual) leakage, as of water from a msarf or a rabta: with time, it 

increases in intensity (rmziz kayxorT rrabTa u yTiyyeHha: 'maliyyet IxriT f rrabTa [as 

opposed to xriT f zzitun: both have in common the action of causing something to fall or 

be destroyed) 
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verb; kaynazz (e.g. kaynazz Ima mn rrabTa; taysiyyel b cwiiyya, u taybqa yxorT 

rrabTa in tayTowwer u ykber u yqDi 'la rrabTa u yTiyyeHha) 

semantic fields: sgi (rray, tcrab); eta (taybqa ci sqaf taysiyyel walla taynazz). 

anything which causes a liquid to flow in a small amount, as blood from a wound (dam 

taynazz mn jarH walla froq; zzit taynazz mn Igolla; ci sqaf taynazz mn ccta; ci bido 

taynazz mn ci Haja fih swa kan ma swa kan ci gaz, etc.; ci barrad taynazz b atay ml taHt 

(tayqTar b cwiyya). Also figurative use: qTa' 'liya dak nnziz: be quiet (nnziz here 

represents dak Iklam cwiyya) 

* [this latter implies a particular theory of language, drawn at least in part on a 

metaphor positing language to flow or emanate in the same way a liquid does: it can be 

violent or slow—[its seat is in the 'rq or vessel (which integrates blood and nerves?this 

part not right)] the analogy here: language, like a small leak, starts slowly but can build 

up into a major problem, like a rabTa which is destroyed by the sustained action of the 

leaking water; likewise, language, although common denominator: evolves [evolution: 

taTowwur] in a negative or undesireable direction: 

ANALOGY: 

for a rabTa: 

say: "Tba' 'Una had nnziz" 

taTowwur: 

taytTowwr nnziz f rrabTa 

'n Tariq IxxriT 

nata'ij: tTyyaH rrabTa 
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(ysiyyexha walla yriyyebha) 

FOR LANGUAGE: 

"qT'u 'Una had nnziz (IHass). can also say: "qT'u 'Una had nnziz u bdluh b SSalatu 

'1 nnbi": in the speech of the cix, says in tape "skut 'Una, u Salli '1 nnbi Hsan nin kolci": 

in order to prevent escalation and an undesirable outcome 

taTowwor: kaytTowwr nnziz flklam u ykter 

nata'ij: 'n Tariq Imucakasa (escalation) [munabca walla nbac walla Iklam u xoh, aw 

Iklam cin uxoh: an escalation leading to a breakdown, u hna tatdxol 'maliyyet Im'ayra] 

tayTi mucaddat walla Imdabza walla ImxaSma u IGiyar u lamDarba 

[Hass: waHed Sot SGir, xafit (in CA) walla Sowt munxafiD, walla lhams (in CA)] 

waswas: whispering, but with a different meaning: always bad, done by caiTan 

(Satan), whereas IHass is neutral~we don't know where it will go. 

[other terms for language: tmajmij, tbargig, tqamqim =(tgamgim), =tbargim, tfartiq, 

tharTiq, tsafSiT, tba'kik, txarbiq] 

maSdar: nZan, nnziz 

aSl ttsmiyya: mn SSot Hi tayHadtu ('mal Hi kaydir): onomatopoetic relation: bHal 

mlli taykon ysiyyel Ima b cwiyya mn rrabTa, tatsm' waHed SSot nta' nazz... u mn temma 

jat ttsmiyya dyalo," bHal txarxir, tqa'qi\ xcla\ ttxarbic, tqorqir (nta' jrana), lamtruwia 

(nta' IBacim [Tyor]: IbraTl [j. brTal] f Imdinaujawc f Trobia dyal maknas) 

qaddus 

synonyms: fum mSarf; blli'a; Gar 

qappo (dar 'leih Iqappo, darrj Iqappo Ua) 
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synonyms; tqcab, tniz, mzzahzia 

maSdar: tadwar Iqappo, drrj Iqappo 'la ci waHed: mlli tatkun ddnya mjmu'a 

msalia (tfxim)/-- ma 'andha cuGel ukulha 'la berjo (mberrc, mdiyyeq, barez, mbellej, 

gaM 'la mkrazo, ga'd 'la 'arco, ga'd Haska, cadd I'aDaDa, mqenc, mqellez) u kulha 

m'anger tarbucu walla rztto walla caciyyto a mulei u tydir nnas waHed ddwira walla saf 

ci jenb ci utitGamzu 'la SaHeb d'utho utaykunu baGiyin yqsru uhad Iklam walla had 

tdwar Iqappo taykun swa b nhar swa f neS 'aSr swa 'and rwaH cemc swa f taksera ul 

fgira swa f tbrida f SSeif ul HaMMan (tfxim u cadda) walla f boq Smaym walla f makla u 

Ta'im (Ta'im: huwwa fac tatjma' Iqbila kamla (tfxim) b kbirha u b SGeirha b nsaha b 

rjalha tytjm'u Imakla swa f 'ars swa f sbu' swa f thara awalla f Haj walla f ci mussem 

IHasilahum f ci munasaba uxlaS. iwa a sidi tatbqa dayra sayra u SaHeb dda'wa Hi darrj 

'leih Iqappo f wosT utaybdaw fl qornabi (tatGamzu 'leih) u taycufu ci waHed Hi 

kaytqelleq ufih Ifza' uqcabto ma was'ac uqSeira udmaGo rheif ma yHmel tklif uxatro 

diyyeq, ma yHmelc derdkan (tderdiq, derdaga) utaybda ci z'im mn zu'ama ubda IHanTa 

(IHanTa: huwwa Iklem Imdsus, IGebra udebra, uklem Hi diyyeq I'aqal uma ystHamluc 

Ixatr uydiyyeq mniio Iqelb ul'aqal ukumma mn Haja (: kulci) naqSa f Hi dayer 'leih 

Iqqappo iwa a sidi utybqaw bluwwel uytba'u SaHbu uytb'u jaro u jar jaro u Hi Hda in 

ykemlu ddora fl Hdit ulqornabi gulha uDHak 'leiha uhiyya mazHa 

qornabi: 

synonyms: darrj Iqappo, dar Iqappo; tniz, tqcab, mzzahzia 

qrnia: 

synonyms: koppania, rba'a, jma'a, rfaga, rfig 
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qTa 

gloss: a portion, as measured by Cber) a measuring stick (an 'Sa) in a twizt sgi 

synonyms: ration (raSyon), Haq, qSma, Tarf, naSib (in CA) 

*qTei'a 

a small garden (jnan) 

qTTei'a: SGeir dyal lqTa\ ulqTa' hiyya fddan dar 'leiha sor 'al 'arbati wjuh 

ukatkun fiha Ifakiha man 'aneb urrman uluz umcmac usfrjl ukrrmos ubzbzuf ubrqoq ila 

kan umjhul, Hasilahom ga' Ifakia...) 

qTiyb (with art. laqTiyb) 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt TaSran wa tsfiya) 

qwam 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt laHSad) 

tangal laqwam 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt tarbab lusaid u lagnaTr) 

qwiylb /pi. qwiylbat: 

mjmu'a dfifat, umjmu'a Iqwilbat ta'aTina gmiymin, umjmu a gmiyminat iwa a sidi 

tay'aTeina tweiGDa wella feddan, umjmu'a zad nta' fdidinat utweiGDat tay'aTina 

twiggirat. 

rabTa 

rabTa ujarha 

synonyms: rbTa b rbTa 
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(also q.v. dar u jarha) 

*rais 

(reis: rais, Hi tay'abarlum blaSa: another name for this is 'abbar. flGalib xSu ykun 

cix IGaba: he is supposed to be the shaykh Ighaba: this because the shaykh is the one who 

knows how many taggurat and mzareg there are for each person) 

rbba' mSdar: ttrba'; 

trbi'a: waHed nnu' mn Igalsa (g'da) 

2) trba': waHed Imacya dyalt jjra nta' dwab (bheim: "bGia, Hmar, 'awd). u 

taykon had ttarba' 'ndo dalalto u mfhumo mlli taykon waHed mn had ddwab tayjri u 

tayhazz joj qwaym Igoddamiyyin u yHaTT joj Iqwaym loraniyyin f blaSt fac Hazz 

llowwlin, y tayckal b dak cci morbba' ma tayxorjc la iTar dak Imorbba" ma Haddo tayjri 

(as long as it runs), u had Imacia hiyya jriya u Imsr'a hiyya zdyan (kayzdi: kayHaTT 

waHda u yHaTT loxra janbha, walia moraha b cwi, IHaSilahom kayna lamcya lamsr'a, 

lamcya lamzazya (boka boka; waHda waHda), tqazqiz, u Imrabb'a: anwa' lamcya nta't 

ddwab Hi taysa'do IfallaH f xdamto u Hi homa kaycklo Taqa u Twin Hi kay'tamd 'lih 

IfallaH f ImnTaqa (IbGla, Hmar, u Tawd). mHit b had Ibheim taydars IfallaH u tayHart 

biho u taynggel Tiho kol mn hiyya Haja swa f IGaba swa f Ibni u yxdamho f Hwayj xora 

bHai tanqolat u kHeizi u m'aSra. u had ddwab Tisti'mal dyalho 'nd IfallaH tayxtalf Ma 

Hsab Tbi't Ixadma u kammha, bHal ila kan Hart tanujdu IfallaH tay'atamd bzzaf '1 IbGla, 

u ila kan ddras tay'tamd Ta IbGla u Ta laHmar, u ila kan tanggal qwam aw TTrab aw 

Hajjar aw 'amal caqqa u mt'uba tay'tamd T IHmar amma tanqqolat Ib'ida Hi kataHtaj 

Imsr'a u Htta ssum'a u lhanda talqaw IfallaH tay'tamd fiha '1 Tawd aw IbaGla Hit IfallaH 
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Ibldi Im'aSSal tayfaDDal ytHarrek b Tawda aw IbaGla 'la Hsab bickliT aw motor, u had 

rrekba nta't 1 'awd tat'Tih waHed Iqima u waHed ccaraf u kolci kayHtaRmo u kayqaddro 

('la Hsab Ttiqad Hi kayn: balakaymii Ixeil howwa crif u dak cci 'lac tayfaDlo mias yrkbo 

'lih u ma y'dbuhc u ma yxadmuhc f Tmal ccaqqa u Htta Ibard'a ma ydiruhaloc (Ger 

ccarj, Hi taykon xfif u mTroz u mHallaq 'lih mulah, had zziyada 'la amia Ixeil u xaSSatan 

I'awda (1 unta dyal I'awd) ma taybGiwc ytkarfSu 'liha acmo 'la xaTr hiyya Hi katwald u 

katHamal b I'awdan u IbaGlat u ma kaybGiwc bac ma yxsarlhac IHmal, iDafa lhad cci 

tanalqaw 'nd Ixeil f Iblad waHed Iqima kbira Idarajt annah ayy waHed 'ris tayxSSo 

ytanSar fog mn Ixeil (a calculus of values: continue this) 

txlaf: opposite of trbba'; also, represents all of the kinds of movements; Imcya 

Imsr'a DeD tqazqiz u Imzzahzya [get more detail on this] 

rba'a: 

synonyms: koppania, jma'a, qrnia, rfaga, rfig 

rbeg (or rbag) 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt dras, tdarya) 

*rdem 

verbal form: noun 

crH (explanation): rdem huwwa trab kif ma kan ya Hamir ya terris, ya safi (trab 

safi), kif makari nu'h uxlaS. iwa a sidi. Hi bGi yrdem dare ila kant maHfora walla 

maHdura '1 zzanqa uxaf 'alei yTeiHlo ma cTa walla Ima zib Idaro yriyybuhalo Hta ynoD 

a sidi dak siyyed uyhazz bhimto uyDel in nggel trab bac yrdem. utaybqa nggel in tatgadd 

daro ma' wajha larD utaybqa mah yrmih Ibarra ImSarf zzanqa, kap Hdur: hiyya mlli 
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tatkun 'alia ddar, uzanqa mahdura, ulma nta' ddar tayxerrj zenqa bsuhula HeiT ddar 'alia 

ulma dyalha taykabb flHadra nta't zzanqa 

ttrdemt ssagya, ttrdmat rdma cina 

(trdmat ssegya, msDr: rrdem, iwa ra xSna ga' rrdmu dak Ifddan: dirt which is 

deposited by a flood on the bed of the seguiya and which must be removed, contains 

minerals and is good for agriculture) the term is also used when a well is filled in) 

(tiyTeiHa, tiyrriybha, tiDmmrha, tiyhdmha, teiluHha, for instance, a cultivator 

wants to tear down a wall or take down a tree: waHd fllaH bGa yrriyb (yleH, yhaddm, 

ydmmr) ci cjra, or tiysuqf nxla wla cjra: used only for trees and palms) ImaSdr: suqif: 

iqTila' aw lijtithath men al-judur) thadam, triyab, tdemmar, luHan: sedd, sor (HeiT), 

segya, qntra, Isas) 

I'amda 'la had ci Hi ndiru: I'i'timad 'la had ci Hi ndiru, xSna n'atamdu 'lih, rah 

muhem bzzaf (i.e. something which must be done; Fr.: falloir, il faut) 

rrdma xSna nTal'u: we have to get rid of that sediment which is on the bottom, i.e., 

bring it to the top 

rdila 

nas Hi ma 'ndhomc qima 

[rda'il in CA, IxaSa'il IqabiHa. DeD dyalha: IfaDa'il] 

RDem 

verbal form: noun 

semantic fields: IGaba 

*reiba: /pi. reibat 
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synonyms: sixa 

gloss: erosion? eroded part? 

semantic fields: irrigation 

verbal form: yrib 

rfaga: 

synonyms: koppania, rba'a, jma'a, qmia, rfig, 'aSi 

rfig:/pl. rfug, rfaga 

synonyms: koppania, rba'a, jma'a, qmia, 'aSa 

rfud (maSdar) 

(cHal terfed=cHal thezz, stahlak (CA), tstHmel, Teiq, ykriha uhzmha uxlaS; 

utangulu rfadat Hi tayhezzu bihu Tayalat ulbnat bbzazilhu (bra) utangulu rfadat brrdat 

Ibhima. Ibrrda nta' IHmar walla IbGla: taydiru duk rrafadat blxarqa (Hweij Ibaliin: Ixic) 

utben bromi. rrfadat ^nab Ibrda':) (cHal yged f ha Ima, wac ytaxSaS nhar bsegya wac nS 

nhar, wac tulut nhar, 'alaHsab Ikber dyalha, HeiT kayna taggura Hi tatrefed nS nhar ma 

'ala Hsab nqla Hi katjib Ima ac raha jayba. ukayna taggura Hi tatrfed tulut nhar uhad ci 

ga' 'alaHsab nu' zra' uzrei'a Hi rak Hart f ttaggura swa kant gmeH (a sidi 'andek farina, 

cgira, ulamanga zwelga, u'andek ya sidi ben sidi c'ir walla Hta ddra, uddra fiha Hmer 

ufiha IbeiDf uswa kant had zzrei'a zrei'at fsa walla a sidi kant zzrei'a xra bHal fliHa 

rgiga: maTica walla Harra walla dbnjal walla flfla walla ^el walla barba, xos, clada, 

wargiya, Iqsbor, walla ma'dnus, rjilet IHmam (watercress?) awalla btix, awalla dllaH, 

Hasilohom kul ci IflHa rgiga Hi katkun jderha qrib mn wjha larD HeiT mataykunc sareH 

bzzaf taHt larD) 
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rfad verb 

synonyms:-rmi, hazz (Ifoq) 

context: said of a oued or sagya: how much does it carry (cHal taterfad)? 

rafadat: things, as jewelry on women or weights on beasts of burden, which are 

carried on (i.e. dangled from) the body 

rfug /pi. of rfig 

rgub 

maSdar: 

verbal form: noun 

other verbal forms: rageb/rgba (adjective) 

synonyms: 

antonyms: 

semantic fields: fddan (fddandin) u f sagya walla mSarf: had ssagya rgba. Said of 

a field (rgub nta' fddan: huwwa ila kan fddan 'ali '1 Imhar (ImSarf) mnnac taycrab. ila Ba 

ycrrab ci waHed ci fddan rageb tayxSo ydir waHed IxSara m rabTa kbira, iwa a sidi 

taybqa Ima ytjemrria' flmhar in tytgadd ma' Ifaddan utatdHa waHed nafxa kbira 'ad 

taybqa ydxel Ima Ifaddan rrageb bcwiyya. uhad Ifaddan rrageb taykun rxiS 'la ffdan 

Imahdur, Heit taykerfas f ccrabu uma taykunc fih Intaj ktir, utatkun Galto (IGlla) 'ayana 

(zitun, tmar, fakya, rrman, 'nb, karmus, 'adbay). u iwa a sidi IfllaH ila bGa ySlaHo xaSo 

yhadru: tayjib Ibheim dyalo unowweD Ixddama u ynggel ml Ifaddan ttrab urmih jenb 

Iwad. u ila kan maHtaj bih ci waHed tay'aTeihlo (had cci taytsemma musa'ada uta'av^n 
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utakamul bein fllaHa beinathu). iwa a sidi mlli taythder Ifddan mzyan, tayngello 'awd 

rrDem rurramla ulqwam bac yqowwmu uysemmlo arDo u'aTeih Intaj ussaba. 

use in context: had ssagya rgba 

rigla 

synonyms: (approximate): 'Sa, zarwaTa 

gloss: a rule used to measure portions, for instance for work to be done in a twizt 

sgi. 

rrman 

rmina 'aleiko gcur rrman (z'ama Hna kmelna lluwwlin urmina 'liko Igcur uhadi 

'lama belli Hna Glbnaku untasmaluiko uhzmnaku uxlinalku mlaHku 

synonyms: tniz, qornabi 

semantic fields: co-operative work (irrigation) 

rrqa~ (ism ffl) 

rrqqa': howwa Hi taydir rrq'a walla ttlqima lei Haja Hi taHtaj rrq'a walla Iqma, u f 

had ttwiza ism Imf ul 1 

ism mf ul: rrq'a 

maSdar: tarqa' 

synonym: talqam, verb. 

rroq'a: emblate (patch)~kaylqam biha dak cci Hi mqTa' bHal gffa aw zenbil aw 

cwari aw dlo aw xanca 

rrg'a: nta't tgraS Ixobz mlli taykon 'jin: taygarso fogha walla taydiru fiha dgig u 

Ixmira Ibldia (a sheepskin used to knead bread); f zitun, fac kaytTHan zzitun: fac 
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kaytarma zzitun bac ddor fog mnno IHajra Hi tatjarrha Ibhima: the face of the olive press 

(shaped like a well) 

rrgi': [for language] rrgi' Ixawi-mlli taykon ci waHed yhaDr ci haDra xawya u 

ma fiha Htta yfada Ger bac y'mmer loqt. ci waHed Hi gud ma taybGic Ixwa Ixawi tayji u 

ygollo rak Ger taterrga\ bac yHadd mnno dak Iklam Ixawi u yskto. synonyms: tharTiq, 

zzMt (in mdina), Ixwa Ixawi, thlal, Imblagia, thalwis, txraf (tatxarraf), txarbiz (Ixawi), 

txarbic (Ixawi), txarmic (Ixawi), walla Iklam Tyyan. 

*seixa /pi. sixat 

attested: yes 

synonyms: reiba 

collocations: sixat ureibat 

antonyms: 

semantic fields: irrigation 

verbal form: ysiyx 

sggaT: 

explanation: (gddamhum fssagya) (jrid ulxcac ujder) (Gir waHed): the third 

position or role in a twizt ssagya 

semantic fields: irrigation (twizt ssagya) 

maSdar: tsgaT [maSdar of sgaT] (ex: tsgaT jjrid uxacla') 

sir 

synonyms: sabab, 'ilia 

gloss: reason (the reason why or for) 
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Snifa 

semantfc fields: agriculture, irrigation: twizt sgi; twizt IkoHeizi u jbid 

snin 

dar snin 

gloss: Glaw (raised the price of something excessively: the analogy is of someone 

biting (kay'add) 

srir 

semantic fields: irrigation (twizt ssagya) 

synonyms: cafud, sallum, skalira (madina) 

gloss: a ladder, whether human or otherwise 

srH (m. serHa) (huwwa mlli taykun jder nta' nnbet mGowest (taHt) taHt larD yak a 

sidi udir cebka utayqalleb Gir 'al Ima taHt larD bHal cebket nxel uPadba uHta zzitun Hi 

kaySbru TaTac 'alaHqac jdurhu Gaisin f qa' larD tayglbu Gir 'al ma ukaygddu y'icu 

mudda Twila fl bor uhad ci 'alac waHt tafilalt Hi hiyya caHta (qlil fiha Ima) dak ci 'alac 

mujud fiha Inxel uzitun uFadba uhakak Hta mrakc uwarzazat flmGrib. even up to 15 

meters deep, especially Tadba and nxel. metaphor; comparison between shepherd and 

flock of sheep (serraH) who look for any food they can find, and the roots which also 

look for any water or humidity (Inda: rtobia) they can find. Also: sayH: a man who goes 

from town to town does msiyeH, i.e. looking for food ('ala razqu). (sayeH fi arD llah bac 

yjib luqmt Taic (cqeifa, Trf dl xbz). Also, in modern Arabic, a tourist is a sa'eH who 

looks for manaDer. uhad sserHa 'andha zad waHed Ima'na waHed siyaq axor: utandiru 

had Iklma 'alaHsab ac bGina nma'niw biha (hiyya Imaqsod ulma'na) bHal tangulu ci 
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weld walla ci bent kayserrH ca'ro ila kan ma'gged walla mkerrec walla mluwwi utangulu 

zad raho kayserHo TTriq swa kant mtbu'a bHajer walla brrmel walla b ttelj walla b ci 

Haja uxlaS tangula rah tiyserHu TTriq walla tangulu zad f had ImusTalaH rah tyserHu 

ssagya walla Iqawadis ila kan biho xucla' walla Taba'ho ci Haja) 

contexts: 

1. serH nta' cjar walla ci xdra bHal Igr'a wal btix uldellaH 

2. serHt Ibheim 

3. serHet cc'ar 

4. seraH TTriq, segya, qaddus, walla ci Haja mtbu'a walla mxnuqa walla mzeiyra 

5. rajl sayH 

6. ci waHed sarH ci tafkir: Taql dyul mca f ci jiha usha (sehwa; m. of sha: bouche 

be in F. sha f liiGa) 

ci cab walla ci cabba walla ci waHed kif ma kan nu'hu ga\ kangulu rah sarH f 

bHar IHubb uGaram, rah haym: 'aqlu taykun Geir mtaTaq ma' dak caxS) 

uhakka serHa uhiyya tatsemma tglab 

taggura (pi. twagger) 

hiyya waHed Tabar uwaHed iqiyas ma'ium uty'arfu nnas kamlin tay'abru bih larD 

"ala Hsab zriy'tha ukberha utasi'ha ucHal terfed fl Hart ucHal xeSha ma f sgi. u sgyanha 

huwwa sgyan mfruq acmo 'ala xatr (because: critha acmo 'ala xatr bGit nqra) sgyan 

Imoteur maci huwwa sgyan segya umaci huwwa sgyan IHemla nta't cca'ba. hada zziyada 

'ala enno (b'anna) sgyan eta maci huwwa sgyan SSeif TaHqac segyan SSeif taykul jhed 

Ima utayxaS IfllaH umurGl (ysawi fih Ima, yDerbu mn fum waHd, ma ydiruc tliqat 
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tliqat, uma ygablu ma walu: hiyya trwiya (utaygulu nnas hiT katteiH eta bzzaf, wayjib 

llah Ixeir, wystenf u nnas kamlin taygulu rah jab llah arruwa). usgyan SSeif tayxSSu Geir 

ttmraq (utmraq huwa Geir dhin larD ukatduz fiha Geir waHed Imwiha xfifa utaygabel 

IfellaH Ima utaydiru tliqat tliqat heiT taykun Ima f SSeif qlil u taynzel f larD bzzaf u 

tatkun Hta IGlla Hi ma tatbGic Ima bzzaf) 

taggura: a large field (feddan) which is (tiyzra' stta dfabarat qmeH ulfog), in other 

words, the amount which can be planted during the time of planting on a piece of land 

(waqt IHart): six abbars. The number of aSa's or fraction thereof is figured according to 

the number of taggura each person has in the Gaba) 

order of measures for wheat: 

Tacra: 'ocor Tabbar (1/10th of an 'abbar) 

taS Imalik (smaller than a nS 'abbar; was sent at one time by the king) 

nS abbar 

abbar 

tamsumant 

gloss: in a twiza, the act performed by the cix of (re)informing any no-shows by 

going to their house after all the workers have been assembled in the place where the 

twiza is to begin, in order to absolve himself of blame (for a no show will receive some 

sanction from the qbila). This term is known throughout the Rteb. 

Two possible etymologies of the term (which has a berber grammatical form, but 

which is unknown among the Rtbi berbers): 
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1) katdir m'a ci waHed musawama: ayy katdir m'ah Hilf awlla kata'qad m'ah 

silm awlla tifaq [forming a pact or agreement with some party] 

2) kaysawm: taynazl 'la ci Haja muqabel ci Haja. cix taydir llazem u Iwajib Hi 'lih 

bac ma yraddci 'lih laxor lluma [al lawm u Titab in CA]: dir tamsumant u tokkl '1 llah. 

"Hadit": a'qilha wa tawakkal 'ala llah (dir lazem dyalek u tokkl M llah: sir 'la barakat 

illah (one takes care of one's obligations (or does one's best, or else that which is in under 

one's control or in one's ability, so as to be absolved from possible blame, then leaves the 

rest to God) 

f tafilalt taygulu: matal "thalla f ssum ddlil walaw tgabaD 'lih Tarca" [suma: qima u 

taman] (i.e. bargain (look around for the best price) or receive a slap (a nasty surprise; 

pay a lot) 

tangal Iqwam 

[q.v. qwam] 

taqcab 

synonyms; mzzahzia (qrnabi walla tniz) 

verbal form; tqernb 'la, dar 'la ci waHed Iqrnabi, cedd laqccaba 'la ci waHed 

tarbab lusaid' 

semantic fields; agriculture (twizt tarbab lusaid u lagnaTr) 

tarca 

expression in use; Derb tarca 

gloss: winds like a snake (said of water in a canal or river bed which deviates or 

no longer flows in a straight course. 
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synonyms: yt'arj (CA), ytlowwa 

tbarmij: ("looking out for oneself) 

cross references: see manera 

synonyms: 

antonyms: 

tbriHa: 

verbal form: berraH lei waHed 

*tcabek 

(244) walayni ma xSSko tfarku cwiyya bac ma tcabkuc xTra waHda f blaSa 

waHda, 'iyyeh walxrein ymciu lhad jjih 

tcabku, tdahsu, zaHmu, ttqtlu or ttaHdu or ttjm'u in CA, meaning to bunch 

together, to be overcrowded) 

tcba' b Ima 

synonyms: trwa, ro'yan; waqf fiha Ima 

semantic fields: agriculture, irrigation 

tccwih 

other forms: radd cuha, cuwh b ci waHed, cowaha 

gloss: to make fun of 

tcqoDeir 

semantic fields: construction (twizt Ibni wa rkaz blloH) 

collocation: tcqoDeir u Imfagma 
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other forms: mckoDeir [q.v.] 

tcrab 

tkanziz 

tkraT: 

semantic fields; irrigation; cooperative work (twizt ssagya) 

verbal form: krrT 

gloss; scrape? 

tniz 

ytenzu 'leihu (ythakmu, yqcbu, uyzzahzaw bihu) uygululhu rmina 'aleiko gcur 

rrman (z'ama Hna kmelna lluwwlin urmina 'liko Igcur uhadi 'lama belli Hna Glbnaku 

untasrnaluiko uhzmnaku uxlinalku mlaHku (xlinalek mlahek, hiyya qDina 'leik uhalknak 

Ueik uma xellinalek ma ytgel walla ma yt'awd). w inni had Iklem kamel uhad ttaqcab 

uhad mmzzahzia (qmabi walla tniz) maci 'aib bein xddama blxuSSuS nta' ssagya acmo 

'la xaTr hiyya xdemmt ssagya Sa'iba uqSHa umt'uba ufiha cqa utamara, kayxaS 

Ixeddama beinathu yDaHku uybsTo uytfuwwju bac ytnafsu utmci xdemt ssagya nican, 

uhakak kaytnafsu ukaykabru, 'aSa b 'aSa, in katjahd ssagya ukul larD carbt maha. 

(tenz 'leik cci waHed, hiyya rddek cuha (walla cuwhek, m. tccwih, ccowaha, 

yetnaz, tqernb 'aleik, dallek, hank, HaTemek, HaTlek kwarek, fccek, xlallek ml laHek) u 

rddek zrura (zrura hiyy a cmata, bda', rdila, jrtila, baddaz, demduma) bein qranek udar 

Ueik Iqrnabi (qrnabi; tqcab. bHal ila bGit tgul tdHaku 'aleih). mlli taykun imas mjmu'in 

ubaGiyyin ycceddu Iqccaba Ma cci waHed bac ybsTo yDaHku uyncTo uyt^eju uygelFu 
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Taya bih taytGamzu beinathu kamlin uygulu aHna drrjna Iqappo 'la flan (qappo: a top, 

the object of the joke is in the center of a group of people who take turns making jokes at 

him. He is called ras IHarba, walla Im'ani b lamer, walla saHeb d'utna) 

terx 

participle: mterxa (f) leih 

ttlla 

yttalla (to end, be the last of a series): in rbTa u jartha, luwwel b luwwel u 

taybdaw b rrabTa luwwla u tayttallaw b ttalia awlla Ixxra. 

mtalli: mt'axxar (in general) 

Toww': /pi. Toww'aya 

explanation: In twizt ssagya, fourth ranked role or task. Position: 'ala wjah 

ssagya walla f cafrha ttaHtani 

semantic fields: irrigation; cooperative work 

tPendit 

synonyms: tbarmij, manera 

gloss: ability to look out for oneself; a cultural focus in the Rteb (and in the 

Tafilalt and Morocco in general) involving furthering one's goals or interests by a kind of 

one-up-manship, without the other party being aware or offended; a frequent way to 

accomplish this is through the use of "joking". Related to this is the notion of face-saving. 

Both behavior and speech enter into the strategic considerations involved in this cultural 

focus. Related to the universal desire among dominated peoples (or "underdogs") to 

outsmart their overlords. 
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*Trasma (also Trasmo) 

gloss: the mark made on either end of the measuring stick CSa) in order to trace 

or mark the edge of a portion [qTa'?], used for measuring a quantity of work to be done 

by a rfeg or work unit in a twizt sagya for instance. 

synonyms: 'lama 

verbal form: *Trasi 

variant: Tras 

tukklo '1 llah: 

gloss: to begin 

synonyms: komaSi, gul bismillah 

explanation: wakil (agent): God is the agent of all things (llah howwa Iwakil dyal 

kolci) 

twizt ssgi 

synonyms: xdamt ssagya, xdamt TTin, Hfir ssagya u jhirha; aGrad 

wjah ssagya: 

(opposite: cafr ssagya) 

wqiya (with art. loqiya) 

semantic fields: agriculture (twizt TaSran wa tsfiya) 

xowwei: /pi. xowwaya 

explanation: (fl fog, huwwa Ifog nta' ssagya, f cafrha ifogani) up to 3 xowwaya 

'ala Hsab Igfaf Hi keinin u'ala Hsab jihd Ixeddama 

semantic fields: irrigation (twizt ssagya) 
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maSdar: xoyan 

verb: tayxwi 

faraG Ixwa 

tfarraGa (in CA): ttafarroG—to prepare, as a degree, some work, or a test 

zga 'ala; (tayzgi) 

synonyms: Gawet 'ala; 'alem ci waHed; berrH lei waHed; nad ci waHed; xaTeb 

ci waHed 

zoGbi k'bi 

zoGbi k'bi: kima Ik'aba dima Tayc, mTowca, za'ama xorj mn SHa (protuding out 

from the body or should one say body politic) 

zoGbi k'bi is said of someone who is very clever, who sees someone and 

immediately knows what he wants or is thinking (has psychic abilities?) 

ci waHd Hi Tayr f mqla, walla ci waHd 'afrit: zoGbi hadak! ('afrit, Tayc) 

Haraki b rasu, taybGi rasu bHal anani 

duk nnas ktir 'andhum IhaDra, IhaDra 'andhum Hluwa (they are able to take care of 

themselves and their interests through action and talk) 

mn fiyyqto, tytnebba (he foresees sees) 

tyqra mora sstor (kitaba): he sees through things 

ma tycufc 'and ras rjlih: taycuf Iguddam lb'id (he sees far, he sees the future) 

tatsemma Imnzaq: I'aqs dyalu huwwa Imarxi walla maHlul, naim 

(taycuf Geir 'and ras sba'no; bHal Ifar: kaycuf Geir Hda nifu) 
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amfesses: mucem (jaya ml ful: taykun mrGic fl luwwel 'ad tyandaj wiucem 

uymfesses: the fava bean develops from small to large: a metaphor or comparison is 

made between the bean and a person: for instance, a boy who is very intelligent or 

capable in spite his age) 

had Iklam tayntaq 'al Imnzaq 

synonyms: 

antonyms: 

*zrwaTa /pi zrawiT 

semantic fields: twizt laxriT, twizt sgi 

zzahza 

use: zzahzaw bih: dar leih Iqappo 

maSdar: mzzahzia 
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